
Wordlist Formula C1 Exam Trainer

Words
Part of 
speech Pronunciation German French Italian Definition Example GSE

Reading and Use of English 
Part 1

precise adj prɪˈsaɪs genau précis preciso
precise information, details etc 
are exact, clear, and correct

We don't yet have precise 
details of the agreement.

68

collocation n ˌkɒləʊˈkeɪʃən Kollokation collocation collocazione

the way in which some words 
are often used together, or a 
particular combination of words 
used in this way

 'Give someone advice' is a 
typical collocation in English.

81

fixed phrase n fɪkst freɪz feste/gesetzte Phrase expression figée frase fissa/idiomatica

a fixed phrase cannot be 
changed without losing its 
meaning

 'Out of the blue' is a fixed 
phrase meaning something 
happening unexpectedly.

-

linking word phrase ˈlɪŋkɪŋ wɜːd Bindewort, Konjunktion mot de liaison congiunzione

a word such as ‘but’, ‘and’, or 
‘while’ that connects phrases or 
parts of sentences

You can improve your writing by 
using linking words such as 
"but" or "and".

84

octopus n ˈɒktəpəs Oktopus, Tintenfisch pieuvre, poulpe polpo, polipo
a sea creature with a soft body 
and eight tentacles

The rubbery-looking creature 
was obviously related to an 
octopus.

73

extraordinarily adv ɪksˈtrɔːdnrɪli außerordentlich
extrêmement, 
extraordinairement straordinariamente extremely We were extraordinarily lucky. 74

one-hit wonder n wʌn-hɪt ˈwʌndə One-Hit-Wonder tube sans lendemain one-hit wonder

something or someone that 
becomes very popular for a 
single piece of work (often used 
for bands or singers who are 
known for a single song and 
their other work is not as 
popular)

I don't know any other songs by 
this group. I guess they were a 
one-hit wonder.

-

astonishing adj əsˈtɒnɪʃɪŋ erstaunlich étonnant sorprendente very surprising
Their album has sold an 
astonishing 11 million copies. 71

blend in phr v blɛnd ɪn sich einfügen s’intégrer fondersi, armonizzarsi

if something blends in, it looks 
suitably similar to everything 
around it

The old house blends in 
perfectly with the countryside.

74

surroundings n səˈraʊndɪŋz Umgebung environs dintorni
the place where you are and all 
the things in it

I soon got used to my new 
surroundings. 70

squeeze in v skwiːz sich hineinquetschen trouver une petite place stringersi, infilarsi
to try to make yourself or a thing 
fit into a small space

Can you squeeze in next to 
Rick? 69

predatory adj ˈprɛdətəri Raub-, räuberisch prédateur predatore
predatory animals kill and eat 
other animals

Owls and falcons are examples 
of predatory birds. 78

shellfish n ˈʃɛlfɪʃ Schalentiere, Meeresfrüchte fruits de mer, crustacés frutto di mare, crostacei
an animal that lives in water, 
has a shell, and is eaten as food

Specialities are fresh fish and 
shellfish.

75

reside v rɪˈzaɪd wohnen résider, demeurer abitare, risiedere to live or be somewhere
Miss Badu grew up in Dallas but 
now resides in Brooklyn. 76

dwell v dwɛl wohnen résider, habiter, demeurer dimorare, risiedere to live in a particular place
A woodsman and his family 
dwelt in the middle of the forest.

81

immense adj ɪˈmɛns enorm, immens immense enorme, immenso extremely large or great
They do an immense amount of 
work. 71

gigantic adj ʤaɪˈgæntɪk gigantisch gigantesque gigante extremely big

They built a gigantic skyscraper, 
which towered over the rest of 
the city.

75

lone adj ləʊn einzeln, allein isolé singolo, solo

used to talk about the only 
person in a place, or the only 
person that does something

A lone figure was standing at 
the bus stop.

70
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solitary adj ˈsɒlɪtəri einsam, allein solitaire, isolé solitario
solitary people and animals 
spend a lot of time alone

Ed enjoys the solitary life of a 
rancher.

74

unsociable adj ʌnˈsəʊʃəbl ungesellig peu sociable asociale
not wanting to be with people or 
to go to social events

He was considered stubborn, 
selfish and unsociable as a child.

-

measure n ˈmɛʒə Maß mesure misura
a way of measuring or 
calculating something

Car sales are often seen as a 
measure of consumer 
confidence.

-

a measure of sth phrase ə ˈmɛʒər əv sth ein gewisses Maß an un certain (succès, …) un certo grado di
a reasonable amount of 
something

He achieved a measure of 
success with his first book. 77

typically adv ˈtɪpɪk(ə)li in der Regel typiquement, normalement generalmente
used to say what usually 
happens

Prices typically start at around 
$600. 68

the vast majority collocation ðə vɑːst məˈʤɒrɪti die große Mehrheit la grande majorité la grande maggioranza
almost all of a group of people 
or things

The vast majority of students 
work very hard. 69

overnight adj/adv ˌəʊvəˈnaɪt ganz plötzlich du jour au lendemain da un momento all'altro
if something happens overnight, 
it happens quickly

Reputations are not changed 
overnight. 72

necessitate v nɪˈsɛsɪteɪt erfordern nécessiter rendere necessario
to make it necessary for you to 
do something

Lack of money necessitated a 
change of plan. -

no amount of something can/will 
etc do something collocation

nəʊ əˈmaʊnt əv 
ˈsʌmθɪŋ kæn/wɪl 
ɪtˈsɛtrə dʊ ˈsʌmθɪŋ

kein … der Welt kann/wird … 
aufwiegen

aucune somme de … pourrait 
compenser …

nessun … al mondo può/potrà 
fare qc

used to say that something has 
no effect

No amount of money could 
replace the vase he accidentally 
broke.

-

persuasion n pəˈsweɪʒən Überredung persuasion persuasione
when you persuade someone to 
do something

After a little gentle persuasion, 
Debbie agreed to come.

76

your (fair) share phrase jɔː (feə) ʃeə seinen Anteil, genug la part équitable giusta dose, abbastanza

if you have had your share of 
something, for example 
problems, success, or 
adventure, a lot of it has 
happened to you

She'd had more than her fair 
share of adventure.

-

have a part to play (in 
something) collocation

həv ə pɑːt tə pleɪ (ɪn 
ˈsʌmθɪŋ) seinen Teil beitragen (zu etw) jouer un rôle dans qc fare la propria parte (in qc)

to have a particular job or be 
responsible for something

Everyone on the team has a 
part to play in completing this 
project.

-

all things considered phrase ɔːl θɪŋz kənˈsɪdəd
alles zusammengenommen, 
unterm Strich tout compte fait tutto considerato

when you think about all parts of 
a situation

All things considered, I think the 
day went well. 77

fitting adj ˈfɪtɪŋ passend, geeignet adéquat, qui convient giusto, adeguato suitable
The statue is a fitting tribute to 
the President. 76

at short notice phrase ət ʃɔːt ˈnəʊtɪs kurzfristig, auf die Schnelle au dernier moment con poco preavviso
with very little warning or time to 
prepare for something

The party was arranged at short 
notice. 67

strike a balance phrase straɪk ə ˈbæləns das Gleichgewicht bewahren trouver le juste équilibre trovare un equilibrio

to give the right amount of 
importance to two different 
things

It's never easy to strike a 
balance between work and 
family.

75

burning desire
adj + n 
collocation ˈbɜːnɪŋ dɪˈzaɪə brennender Wunsch vif désir desiderio ardente

a burning ambition, desire, need 
etc is very strong

You see, she had this burning 
desire to succeed on the stage.

-

there’s room for improvement phrase
ðəz ruːm fər 
ɪmˈpruːvmənt etw könnte besser sein

on peut/pourrait encore faire 
mieux c'è margine di miglioramento

used to say that something is 
not perfect and needs to be 
improved

The report shows that there is 
room for improvement.

-

hesitation n ˌhɛzɪˈteɪʃən Zögern hésitation esitazione when you hesitate He agreed without hesitation. 68

expand your horizons phrase ɪksˈpænd jə həˈraɪznz seinen Horizont erweitern élargir ses horizons ampliare i propri orizzonti
expand the limits of your ideas, 
knowledge, and experience

Living with people from different 
countries can expand your 
horizons.

-

grasp v grɑːsp begreifen comprendre, saisir afferrare
to understand something 
completely

At the time, I didn't fully grasp 
what he meant. 71

complexity n kəmˈplɛksɪti Komplexität complexité complessità
how complex something is, or a 
complex part of something

They don't realise the 
complexity of the problem. 71

take its toll (on sb/sth) phrase teɪk ɪts təʊl (ɒn sb/sth)
seinen Tribut fordern (von 
jdm/etw) laisser des traces sur (qc de qn)

avere un impatto, avere un 
costo su qc/qn

to have a bad effect on 
someone or something over a 
long period of time

Years of smoking have taken 
their toll on his health.

79
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smash v smæʃ zerspringen, zerbrechen se casser frantumarsi

to break into a lot of small 
pieces, or to make something 
break in this way The plates smashed on the floor.

71

crack a joke phrase kræk ə ʤəʊk scherzen, einen Witz reißen dire une (bonne) blague fare una battuta to tell a joke
He kept cracking jokes about 
my new haircut. 71

drive v draɪv treiben pousser spingere

to force someone or something 
into a particular state, often an 
unpleasant one

Recent events have driven the 
stock market to lows not seen in 
ten years.

-

send v sɛnd (in den Schlaf) versetzen faire (dormir) far (addormentare)
to cause someone or something 
to be in a particular state His lectures send me to sleep.

66

press v prɛs drängen, fordern presser fare pressione
to try very hard to persuade 
someone to do something

Nurses are pressing for a pay 
rise. 68

steer v stɪə lenken diriger indirizzare

to influence someone’s 
behaviour or the way a situation 
develops

She steered me towards a 
medical career.

76

maintain v meɪnˈteɪn behaupten soutenir, maintenir sostenere
to say that you are sure that 
something is true

She always maintained that her 
son was innocent.

72

motivate v ˈməʊtɪveɪt motivieren motiver motivare
to be the reason why someone 
does something

The tennis player's early 
success motivated him to work 
harder.

72

flaw n flɔː Fehler défaut difetto

a mistake, mark, or weakness 
that stops something from being 
perfect

A design flaw caused the engine 
to explode.

76

cause n kɔːz Grund cause, raison motivo
a reason for doing something or 
having a particular feeling

The birth of a baby is a cause 
for celebration. 72

pose a threat phrase pəʊz ə θrɛt eine Bedrohung darstellen constituer une menace rappresentare una minaccia to be a threat to something

The rebels do not pose a 
serious threat to the armed 
forces.

-

fame n feɪm Ruhm gloire fama

the state of being known about 
by a lot of people because of 
your achievements He first won fame as a singer.

69

take note (of sth) phrase teɪk nəʊt (əv sth) zur Kenntnis nehmen remarquer, noter prendere nota (di qc)
to pay careful attention to 
something

We must always take note of 
our customers' views. 68

masterpiece n ˈmɑːstəpiːs Meisterwerk chef-d'œuvre capolavoro
a very good work of art or piece 
of writing

Jones' performance was a 
masterpiece. 72

fake n feɪk Fälschung faux, copie falso
a copy of a valuable object that 
is intended to deceive people The painting was a fake.

69

fulfill lifelong ambition adj
fʊlˈfɪl ˈlaɪflɒŋ 
æmˈbɪʃ(ə)n

sich ein lebenslang ersehntes 
Ziel erfüllen réaliser un rêve de toujours realizzare il sogno di una vita

to achieve something you 
wanted to achieve  all through 
your life

She fulfilled her lifelong ambition 
to have her books published.

73

fulfil v fʊlˈfɪl erfüllen satisfaire soddisfare

to make you feel satisfied 
because you are using all your 
skills and qualities

Motherhood alone did not fulfil 
her.

71

conclude v kənˈkluːd abschließen conclure concludere
to complete something that you 
have been doing

The study was concluded last 
month.

70

finalise v ˈfaɪnəlaɪz etw unter Dach und Fach bringen finaliser definire
to decide firmly on the details of 
a plan or arrangement

Can we finalise the details of the 
deal?

74

on site adv ɒn saɪt vor Ort sur place, sur site sul posto
at the place where people work, 
study, or stay

There's a bar, restaurant, and 
gym on site. -

set n sɛt Set plateau set
a place where a film or 
programme is filmed

He met her on the set of his 
latest movie. 70

reef n riːf Riff récif scogliera

a line of sharp rocks or a raised 
area near the surface of the 
sea, often made of coral

They presented a proposal to 
protect several miles of 
thousand-year-old coral reef.

71
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labour market n ˈleɪbə ˈmɑːkɪt Arbeitsmarkt marché du travail mercato del lavoro

used to talk about all the people 
looking for work and the jobs 
that are available

After years of being a stay-at-
home dad, he decided to re-
enter the labour market.

70

nowhere near phrase ˈnəʊweə nɪə nicht annähernd pas près de non affatto not at all
The building's nowhere near 
finished. 70

close adj/adv kləʊs nah près de vicino near to a number Inflation is now close to 6%. 70

like adv laɪk irgendwie, sozusagen en fait, à vrai dire per così dire

used when you are describing 
something in a vague or general 
way Their house is, like, massive.

67

approach v əˈprəʊʧ sich annähern se rapprocher de avvicinarsi

if an event or particular time is 
approaching, or if you are 
approaching it, it will happen 
soon It was approaching 4.15 p.m.

69

ecotourism n ˈiːkəʊˌtʊərɪz(ə)m Ökotourismus écotourisme ecoturismo

the business of organising 
holidays to natural areas where 
people can visit and learn about 
the area in a way that will not 
hurt the environment

The boom in ecotourism has 
certainly seen a welcome 
expansion of special interest 
holiday options.

81

trade n treɪd Handel commerce commercio a particular kind of business
My first job was in the motor 
trade. 71

growth industry n grəʊθ ˈɪndəstri Wachstumsindustrie industrie en pleine expansion industria in crescita an industry that is growing fast

They moved away from steel to 
tourism, which is a growth 
industry.

-

corporation n ˌkɔːpəˈreɪʃən Unternehmen société società a large company or organisation
He works for a large American 
corporation.

69

broken adj ˈbrəʊkən gebrochen écorché stentato

if you speak in broken English, 
French etc, you speak the 
language slowly and not very 
well She spoken in broken Spanish.

74

spoiled adj spɔːɪld verwöhnt gâté viziato

someone who is spoiled 
behaves badly because they 
have always been allowed to 
have or do whatever they want

She would feel like a spoiled 
child insisting that she wanted to 
go home.

77

bounce v baʊns hüpfen, springen sauter saltare, balzare
to walk quickly and with a lot of 
energy

The children came bouncing into 
the room. 73

knock over phr v nɒk ˈəʊvə umstoßen, umwerfen renverser investire
to hit someone with a moving 
vehicle and hurt or kill them

The elderly man was knocked 
over while crossing the road. 70

bump into phr v bʌmp ˈɪntuː zufällig treffen tomber sur
imbattersi in qn, incontrare qn 
per caso

to meet someone when you 
were not expecting to

Guess who I bumped into this 
morning? 72

collide v kəˈlaɪd zusammenstoßen entrer en collision avec scontrarsi
to crash violently into something 
or someone

The two trains collided in a 
tunnel. 74

red meat n rɛd miːt rotes Fleisch viande rouge carne rossa dark-coloured meat such as beef

My doctor warned me that 
eating red meat increases the 
risk of heart disease.

73

cut out phr v kʌt aʊt weglassen, verzichten auf éliminer eliminare, rinunciare a 

to stop doing or eating 
something, especially because it 
might be bad for your health

The current advice to pregnant 
women is to cut out spicy food.

-

try your hand at sth phrase traɪ jə hænd ət sth sich in etw versuchen s’essayer à qc cimentarsi in qc to try a new activity
He was keen to try his hand at 
painting. 73
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be getting at something phr v bi ˈgɛtɪŋ ət ˈsʌmθɪŋ auf etw hinauswollen vouloir en venir voler arrivare a qc

to be trying to say something in 
a way that is difficult for other 
people to understand What are you getting at, Helen?

-

kick in phr v kɪk ɪn wirken faire effet fare effetto
to start or to begin to have an 
effect

The painkillers kicked in and he 
became sleepy.

-

jump in phr v ʤʌmp ɪn sich einmischen s’en mêler intromettersi
to interrupt someone or 
suddenly join a conversation

Lena quickly jumped in with a 
diverting remark.

-

management n ˈmænɪʤmənt Management gestion, management management, direzione

the people who are in charge of 
controlling and organising a 
company or organisation

Management will discuss this 
issue next week.

67

put forward phr v pʊt ˈfɔːwəd vorschlagen proposer proporre

to suggest a plan or idea, or 
suggest someone for a job or 
position

Milne has put his name forward 
as a candidate at the next 
election.

66

put out phr v pʊt aʊt herausbringen sortir pubblicare
to produce a book, record, film 
etc

They're putting out a new album 
in the fall. 67

put through phr v pʊt θruː jdm etw zumuten faire qn subir qc sottoporre qn a qc
to make someone experience 
something unpleasant

I'm sorry to have to put you 
through this.

68

uncertainty n ʌnˈsɜːtnti Ungewissheit incertitude incertezza

the feeling that you have when 
you are not sure about 
something

There is a great deal of 
uncertainty about the future of 
the company.

69

stem from phr v stɛm frɒm stammen von venir de derivare da
to develop as a result of 
something

His headaches stemmed from 
vision problems.

73

condemn v kənˈdɛm verurteilen condamner condannare

to say very strongly that you do 
not approve of someone or 
something

Politicians were quick to 
condemn the protests.

72

aggression n əˈgrɛʃ(ə)n Aggression agression aggressione

the act of attacking a country, 
especially when that country has 
not attacked first

It will inevitably be harder to 
prevent similar acts of 
aggression in future.

71

acclaimed adj əˈkleɪmd gerühmt encensé acclamato praised by a lot of people
They discussed the band's 
highly acclaimed debut album.

81

commend v kəˈmɛnd loben, beglückwünschen louer lodare
to praise someone or something 
publicly or formally

She was commended for her 
years of service to the 
community.

78

applaud v əˈplɔːd applaudieren applaudir applaudire
to praise something that 
someone does

She should be applauded for her 
honesty.

76

violinist n ˈvaɪəlɪnɪst Geiger/in violoniste violinista someone who plays a violin
We had four violinists from the 
Philharmonic Orchestra. 80

favourite n ˈfeɪvərɪt Favorit/in préféré/e, favori/e favorito/-a

the team, player etc that is 
expected to win a race or 
competition

Brazil were the favourites to win 
the World Cup.

70

systematically adv ˌsɪstɪˈmætɪkəli systematisch systématiquement sistematicamente carefully and thoroughly
Analysis of the data should have 
been done more systematically.

75

comprehensive / 
comprehensively adj / adv

ˌkɒmprɪˈhɛnsɪv / ˌkɒm
prɪˈhɛnsɪvli umfassend, ausgiebig, gründlich exhaustif, complet/complètement completo / completamente including everything

You'll need to have a 
comprehensive guide to 
university courses.

72
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broadly adv ˈbrɔːdli im Großen und Ganzen dans l’ensemble
in linea di massima, 
generalmente in a general way

We reached broadly similar 
conclusions. 72

exhaustively adv ɪgˈzɔːstɪvli gründlich, sorgfältig exhaustivement
in modo esaustivo, 
esaustivamente

extremely thoroughly and 
completely

The rescue team searched the 
area exhaustively. -

alarmed adj əˈlɑːmd erschrocken, beunruhigt inquiet allarmato
worried that something bad will 
happen

He was rather alarmed to find 
her there. 80

subtract v səbˈtrækt abziehen, subtrahieren soustraire sottrarre
to take one number away from 
another number

If you subtract 15 from 25 you 
get 10. 68

detach v dɪˈtæʧ lösen, trennen détacher staccare

to remove part of something 
that has been made so that you 
can remove it

The control unit can be 
detached from the base.

74

extract v ɪkˈstrækt herausnehmen extraire estrarre
to remove something from a 
place or thing

Precious gems are extracted 
from the mine. 68

assumption n əˈsʌmpʃ(ə)n Annahme supposition supposizione, presupposto
something that you think is true 
although you have no proof

We're working on the 
assumption that prices will rise.

75

speculation n ˌspɛkjʊˈleɪʃən Spekulation spéculations, conjectures speculazione
things that people say or think 
when they speculate

There has been a lot of 
speculation about her future. 72

deduction n dɪˈdʌkʃən Schlussfolgerung, Folgerung déduction, conclusion deduzione

when you decide that something 
is likely to be true, using the 
information that you have

Children will soon make 
deductions about the meaning 
of a word.

78

supposition n ˌsʌpəˈzɪʃən Annahme, Spektulation supposition supposizione, ipotesi

something that someone 
believes is true even though 
they cannot prove it

The report will be based on fact, 
not supposition.

82

plunge v plʌnʤ fallen chuter crollare, cadere
to suddenly decrease by a large 
amount

Oil prices have plunged to a 
new low. 74

crash v kræʃ fallen s’effondrer crollare

if a stock market crashes, 
prices suddenly fall by a large 
amount

The cost of the project has 
soared, causing the shares to 
crash 11p to 329p.

69

collapse v kəˈlæps einstürzen s’effondrer crollare to fall down suddenly
Many buildings collapsed during 
the earthquake. 68

consistent adj kənˈsɪstənt konstant constant costante
always happening or doing 
something in the same way

She's always been the team's 
most consistent player.

71

matching adj ˈmæʧɪŋ passend assorti, coordonné abbinato
in the same colour, style, 
pattern etc as something else

She wore a necklace with 
matching earrings.

75

comparable adj ˈkɒmpərəbl vergleichbar comparable, équivalent comparabile

similar to something else in size, 
number, quality etc, so that you 
can make a comparison

His poetry is hardly comparable 
to Shakespeare's.

71

alike adj əˈlaɪk gleich semblable uguale very similar All small cars look alike to me. 82

contrary to popular opinion/belief phrase
ˈkɒntrəri tə ˈpɒpjʊlər 
əˈpɪnjən/bɪˈliːf

entgegen der landläufigen 
Meinung

contrairement à la croyance 
populaire

contrariamente all'opinione 
comune

used when saying that 
something is the opposite of 
what most people think

Contrary to popular belief, a 
desert can be very cold.

75

opposing adj əˈpəʊzɪŋ entgegengesetzt adverse, opposé opposto

opposing ideas, opinions etc are 
completely different from each 
other

Brad was prepared to accept 
that opposing beliefs could be 
held equally strongly and 
passionately.

77

contrasting adj kənˈtrɑːstɪŋ kontrastierend contrasté, opposé contrastante very different from each other

Wear the jacket and skirt with 
contrasting pieces for a different 
look.

71

distinctive adj dɪsˈtɪŋktɪv unverkennbar distinctif inconfondibile
different from other things and 
very easy to recognise

The band have a distinctive 
sound.

72
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in accordance with sth phrase ɪn əˈkɔːdəns wɪð sth in Übereinstimmung mit conformément à in base a qc, in conformità a qc according to a system or rule
Safety checks were made in 
accordance with the rules.

75

assurance n əˈʃʊərəns Garantie, Gewähr garantie, assurance assicurazione, garanzia
a promise that something is true 
or will happen

He gave me an assurance that 
the work would be complete by 
now.

76

in connection with sth phrase ɪn kəˈnɛkʃən wɪð sth in Verbindung mit etw en relation avec in relazione a qc concerning something
Police are questioning a man in 
connection with the crime.

69

in respect of something phrase ɪn rɪsˈpɛkt əv ˈsʌmθɪŋ bezüglich en ce qui concerne rispetto a qc
concerning or in relation to 
something

This is especially true in respect 
of the UK.

-

direct v dɪˈrɛkt abzielen auf s’adresser à qn rivolgere, puntare
to aim something at a particular 
person or situation

His anger is mainly directed at 
his father.

67

trouble v ˈtrʌbl belästigen, stören déranger, ennuyer disturbare

to say something or ask 
someone to do something which 
may use or waste their time or 
upset them

I won't trouble you with the 
details.

-

dedicate yourself v ˈdɛdɪkeɪt sich widmen se consacrer à dedicarsi
to give all your attention and 
effort to one particular thing

The actress now dedicates 
herself to children's charity work.

-

there's no harm in doing sth phrase
ðəz nəʊ hɑːm ɪn 
ˈdu(ː)ɪŋ sth etw schadet nicht il n’y a rien de mal à non c'è niente di male a fare qc

used to suggest that it might be 
useful to do something There's no harm in asking.

69

be in two minds (about 
something) idiom

bi ɪn tuː 
maɪndz (əˈbaʊt 
ˈsʌmθɪŋ)

unentschlossen sein (in einer 
Sache)

être partagé, hésiter entre qc et 
qc essere indeciso (su qc)

to be unable to decide what to 
do, or what you think about 
something

I was in two minds about 
whether to go with him.

-

keep pace (with sb/sth) phrase kiːp peɪs (wɪð sb/sth) Schritt halten (mit jdm/etw) suivre (qn/qc) tenere il passo (con qn/qc)

to change as fast as something 
else, or to move as fast as 
someone else

Supply has to keep pace with 
increasing demand.

78

anticipate v ænˈtɪsɪpeɪt erwarten, von etw ausgehen prévoir anticipare
to expect something to happen 
and to prepare for it

We don't anticipate any 
problems. 71

beware v bɪˈweə sich in Acht nehmen vor prendre garde à fare attenzione a 
used to warn someone to be 
careful Beware of the dog! 68

beyond adv bɪˈjɒnd jenseits, außerhalb au-delà de oltre
outside the limits of what 
someone or something can do

Such tasks are far beyond the 
abilities of the average student.

71

complicate v ˈkɒmplɪkeɪt noch komplizierter machen compliquer complicare
to make a problem or situation 
more difficult

Don't tell Michael about this. It'll 
only complicate matters.

68

envision v ɪnˈvɪʒən sich etw vorstellen, ausmalen imaginer immaginare, figurarsi
to think that something will be 
possible in the future

I can't envision moving from 
here.

80

instruct v ɪnˈstrʌkt jdm Anweisung geben donner l’ordre à qn de faire qc istruire, dare istruzioni
to officially tell someone what to 
do

The doctor instructed me to 
change my diet.

70

consequently adv ˈkɒnsɪkwəntli infolgedessen, danach ensuite di conseguenza as a result
He did no work and 
consequently failed the exam. 73

interestingly adv ˈɪntrɪstɪŋli interessanterweise il est intéressant de noter que … stranamente, curiosamente
used to introduce a fact that you 
think is interesting

Interestingly, none of their three 
children ever married.

68

nonetheless adv ˌnʌnðəˈlɛs dennoch, trotzdem néanmoins tuttavia, nonostante ciò
in spite of what has just been 
mentioned

The information was 
complicated but nonetheless 
helpful.

73

owing to phr ˈəʊɪŋ tuː aufgrund, wegen à cause de a causa di because of something

Owing to a lack of funds, the 
project will not continue next 
year.

71
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dramatically adv drəˈmætɪk(ə)li drastisch, stark
radicalement, de façon 
dramatique terribilmente, drasticamente in a sudden and extreme way

Output has increased 
dramatically. 67

life expectancy n laɪf ɪksˈpɛktənsi Lebenserwartung expérance de vie aspettativa di vita
the length of time that someone 
is likely to live

The average life expectancy of 
many people has risen because 
they have access to better 
health care.

68

outward adj ˈaʊtwəd ausgehend, Ab-(flug) sur le départ, aller in partenza, in uscita
going away from a place or 
towards the outside

The outward flight was very 
uncomfortable. 76

announce v əˈnaʊns verkünden, bekanntgeben annoncer annunciare, proclamare

to officially tell people about 
something so that everyone 
knows

The winner of the competition 
will be announced shortly.

67

world-class adj wɜːld-klɑːs der Weltklasse de classe mondiale di livello mondiale among the best in the world
She's a world-class tennis 
player. 74

unsurprisingly adv ˌʌnsəˈpraɪzɪŋli absehbar, vorhersehbar sans surprise prevedibilmente not making you feel surprised Unsurprisingly, the project failed. -

sufficiently adv səˈfɪʃəntli ausreichend, genügend suffisamment, assez sufficientemente, abbastanza to a sufficient degree
He is not sufficiently 
experienced to apply for the job.

71

psychology n saɪˈkɒləʤi Psychologie psychologie psicologia
the study of the way people’s 
minds work

She has become an expert in 
the field of developmental 
psychology.

68

outlier n ˈaʊtˌlaɪə Abweichung, Ausreißer cas particulier outlier, intruso, valore estremo

a number that is a lot higher or 
lower than all the other numbers 
in a set of numbers that 
represent facts or 
measurements

In the set {3,5, 4,6, 2,25,5, 6}, 
25 is an outlier.

-

stipulation n ˌstɪpjʊˈleɪʃən Bedingung, Vereinbarung stipulation, modalité, clause condizione, clausola

something which must be done, 
stated as part of a rule, law or 
agreement

The union is pressing for higher 
pay but has made no 
stipulations about the numbers 
of workers to be employed.

82

concept n ˈkɒnsɛpt Begriff, Prinzip, Konzept concept, idée concetto a general idea or principle
The children are taught the 
basic concepts of mathematics.

69

deliberate adj dɪˈlɪbərɪt absichtlich, vorsätzlich délibéré intenzionale, volontario intended or planned
He definitely meant to be rude – 
it was quite deliberate. 71

casual adj ˈkæʒjʊəl leger, lässig décontracté informale, casual

relaxed and not worried, or 
seeming not to care about 
something

She's always been pretty casual 
about her appearance.

67

strum v strʌm anschlagen, schrummen gratter strimpellare

to play an instrument such as a 
guitar by moving your fingers 
across the strings

The guitar player strummed 
along respectfully.

82

intriguing adj ɪnˈtriːgɪŋ faszinierend fascinant intringante, affascinante

something that is intriguing is 
interesting because it is unusual 
or mysterious

She wrote a strong story, with 
intriguing, realistic characters.

75

tangible adj ˈtænʤəbl konkret, greifbar tangible, concret tangibile
definite and able to be seen or 
touched

He has no tangible evidence of 
John's guilt. 79

proportion n prəˈpɔːʃən Anteil proportion parte, quota a part of an amount or group
The proportion of adults who 
smoke is decreasing. 68

disciplined adj ˈdɪsɪplɪnd diszipliniert discipliné disciplinato
a disciplined person obeys rules 
and controls their behaviour

We're very disciplined when it 
comes to money.

78

controlled adj kənˈtrəʊld kontrolliert contrôlé controllato
calm and not showing emotion, 
even if you feel angry, afraid etc

She spoke in a controlled 
authoritative voice. 72

restricted adj rɪsˈtrɪktɪd eingeschränkt restreint, limité limitato, ristretto limited or controlled He has a very restricted diet. 74
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principle n ˈprɪnsəpl Prinzip principe, règle de base principio

a basic rule or idea that controls 
or explains the way something 
works or is organised

One important principle is that 
you should give yourself plenty 
of reward for your success.

68

in question phrase ɪn ˈkwɛsʧən in Frage kommend, betreffend en question in questione

the person or thing in question is 
the person or thing that is being 
discussed

Where were you on the evening 
in question?

70

uncover v ʌnˈkʌvə aufdecken découvrir scoprire
to find out about something that 
has been kept secret

The detective uncovered vital 
clues which led to a break in the 
case.

73

expose v ɪksˈpəʊz enthüllen révéler, dévoiler mostrare, rivelare
to tell people the truth about 
something bad or dishonest

The report exposed corruption 
among officials. 68

release v rɪˈliːs veröffentlichen, freigeben publier pubblicare, rendere pubblico
to give news or information to 
people after it has been secret

The reported refused to release 
the name of his source.

68

amount to phr v əˈmaʊnt tʊ sich beziffern auf s’élever à ammontare a to add up to a particular total Jenny's debts amount to $1,000. 71

account for phr v əˈkaʊnt fɔː
verantwortlich sein für, sich 
belaufen auf causer, constituer rappresentare

to be a particular part of an 
amount

Oil and gas account for 60% of 
our exports. 69

generate v ˈʤɛnəreɪt hervorbringen créer, génerer generare, far sorgere
to make something happen or 
start to exist

Our discussion generated a lot 
of ideas.

72

justify v ˈʤʌstɪfaɪ rechtfertigen justifier giustificare

to give a good reason for doing 
something that other people 
think is unreasonable

How can you justify spending so 
much money on a coat?

71

cautiously adv ˈkɔːʃəsli vorsichtig avec précaution cautamente
carefully avoiding any danger or 
risk I drove home cautiously.

76

uncertainly adv ʌnˈsɜːtnli zögerlich, zurückhaltend d’un air hésitant in modo incerto in a way that lacks confidence
He answered the questions 
uncertainly. 82

doubtfully adv ˈdaʊtfʊli unsichern, zweifelnd de façon indécise con fare dubbioso in an uncertain way
 'Are you telling me the truth?' 
he asked doubtfully. 83

arguably adv ˈɑːgjʊəbli wohl probablement probabilmente

used when giving your opinion to 
say that there are good reasons 
why something might be true

Senna was arguably the 
greatest racing driver of all time.

-

Reading and Use of English 
Part 2

monitor v ˈmɒnɪtə überwachen surveiller controllare, monitorare

to carefully watch and check a 
situation in order to see how it 
changes over a period of time

The temperature is carefully 
monitored.

-

differentiate v ˌdɪfəˈrɛnʃɪeɪt etw unterscheiden faire la différence entre differenziare

to recognise or express the 
difference between things or 
people

It's important to differentiate 
between fact and opinion.

73

means n miːnz Mittel moyen(s) mezzo a way of doing something
The window is the only means of 
escape. 71

encounter v ɪnˈkaʊntə begegnen rencontrer incontrare
to meet someone when you did 
not plan to I first encountered him at Oxford. 74

contribute v kənˈtrɪbju(ː)t beitragen contribuer contribuire
to write for a newspaper or 
magazine

Several hundred people 
contributed articles, 
photographs, and cartoons.

69

migratory adj ˈmaɪgrətəri Wander-, wandernd migrateur migratorio
involved in or relating to 
migration

There are lots of birds, both 
resident and migratory, and 
other wildlife.

81

calve v kɑːv kalben vêler figliare, partorire to give birth to a calf

Nobody knew more about 
lambing and calving than a 
veterinary surgeon so he was 
invited to instruct.

-
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extent n ɪksˈtɛnt Ausmaß étendue entità
how big, important, or serious 
something is

What is the full extent of his 
injuries?

69

alter v ˈɔːltə sich verändern changer cambiare
to change, or to make 
something or someone change

Her face hadn't altered much 
over the years.

69

upload v ʌpˈləʊd hochladen télécharger, mettre en ligne caricare, fare l'upload

to move information, a program 
etc from a computer to a 
computer network so that other 
people can see it or use it

Take great care when uploading 
personal information such as 
your address or credit card 
number.

68

service charge n ˈsɜːvɪs ʧɑːʤ Servicegebühr service costo di servizio

an amount that is added to a bill 
as a charge for the waiters that 
serve you

Is there a service charge on top 
of the labor charge?

72

kite surfing n kaɪt ˈsɜːfɪŋ Kitesurfen kitesurf kite surf

the activity of moving across 
water on a surfboard while 
holding a large kite which is 
attached to strong strings

I would like to try kite surfing 
when I'm in Hawaii.

70

determined adj dɪˈtɜːmɪnd entschlossen déterminé determinato, deciso

wanting to do something very 
much, so that you will not let 
anything stop you

She was determined to start her 
own business.

73

participant n pɑːˈtɪsɪpənt Teilnehmer/in participant/e partecipante
someone who takes part in an 
activity or event

This summer's children's art 
program had 14 participants. 67

rectify v ˈrɛktɪfaɪ berichtigen, richtigstellen rectifier rettificare
to correct something that is 
wrong

I did my best to rectify the 
situation, but the damage was 
already done.

-

hold down a job phr v həʊld daʊn ə ʤɒb einer Arbeit nachgehen garder un emploi mantenere un lavoro
to manage to remain in a job for 
a period of time

He's never held down a job for 
more than a few months.

73

demanding adj dɪˈmɑːndɪŋ anspruchsvoll, anstrengend exigeant impegnativo
needing a lot of time, ability, and 
effort

Climbing is physically 
demanding.

71

beforehand adv bɪˈfɔːhænd vorher, davor avant prima, in anticipo before something happens

When you give a speech, it's 
natural to feel nervous 
beforehand.

74

considering prep kənˈsɪdərɪŋ angesichts, in Anbetracht compte tenu du fait que considerando che

used to say that you are thinking 
about a particular fact when 
giving your opinion

She did very well considering it 
was her first attempt.

84

provided (that) prep prəˈvaɪdɪd (ðæt) sofern, vorausgesetzt (dass) à condition que purché, sempre che

used to say that something will 
happen only if another thing 
happens

I'll make a cake, provided we 
have some flour and eggs.

68

imitate v ˈɪmɪteɪt nachahmen imiter imitare
to copy the way that someone 
does something

Children often imitate their 
parents' behaviour.

73

solar eclipse n ˈsəʊlər ɪˈklɪps Sonnenfinsternis éclipse solaire eclissi solare

when the Sun seems to 
disappear, because the Moon is 
passing between it and the Earth

The only safe way to watch a 
solar eclipse is with special 
protective eye gear.

78

thankfully adv ˈθæŋkfʊli glücklicherweise, Gott sei Dank heureusement per fortuna

used to say that you are glad 
that something good has 
happened

Thankfully, they all got home 
safely.

72

breeding ground n ˈbriːdɪŋ graʊnd Brutstätte zone de réproduction luogo di riproduzione
a place where animals or birds 
go to breed

The whales' breeding grounds 
are off the west coast of Mexico.

82
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sustainability n səsˌteɪnəˈbɪlɪti Nachhaltigkeit durabilité sostenibilità

when something can be used 
without causing future harm to 
the environment

The government should do 
more to promote sustainability in 
agriculture.

73

climber n ˈklaɪmə Bergsteiger/in grimpeur/-euse scalatore/-trice
someone who climbs rocks or 
mountains as a sport

Wanda Rutkiewicz was the first 
female climber to reach the 
summit of K2.

70

comparatively adv kəmˈpærətɪvli vergleichsweise relativement, comparativement relativamente compared with something else
Videos are still comparatively 
expensive.

75

respected adj rɪsˈpɛktɪd angesehen, respektiert respecté rispettato, stimato

admired by many people 
because of things you have 
achieved

The author is a highly respected 
historian.

73

speed limit n spiːd ˈlɪmɪt Geschwindigkeitsbegrenzung limite de vitesse limite di velocità
the fastest speed that you are 
legally allowed to drive at

Slow down! There is a 40 mph 
speed limit in this area!

68

by far phrase baɪ fɑː bei weitem, mit Abstand de loin di gran lunga used to emphasise a comparison
She was by far the best 
candidate.

67

wrestling n ˈrɛslɪŋ Wrestling, Ringen la lutte wrestling

a sport in which two people fight 
and try to push each other to the 
ground

She won six high-school 
wrestling matches in a row.

73

adjacent adj əˈʤeɪsənt
nebeneinanderliegend, 
benachbart adjacent adiacente next to something We stayed in adjacent rooms.

71

decline n dɪˈklaɪn Rückgang déclin, baisse diminuzione, calo

a decrease in the quality, 
quantity, or importance of 
something

There has been a decline in the 
number of unemployed.

69

unexpectedly adv ˌʌnɪksˈpɛktɪdli unerwartet contre toute attente inaspettatamente

if something happens 
unexpectedly, it surprises you 
because you were not expecting 
it He lost his job unexpectedly.

73

launch v lɔːnʧ
starten, in Bewegung setzen, 
lancieren lancer lanciare, dare il via, far partire

to start something big or 
important

We have launched a campaign 
to raise $50,000.

70

modernise v ˈmɒdənaɪz modernisieren moderniser aggiornare, rinnovare

to make something more 
modern, or to become more 
modern

They need more funds to 
modernise the country's 
telephone system.

68

environmentally-friendly adj
ɪnˌvaɪərənˈmɛntli-
ˈfrɛndli umweltfreundlich

écologique, respectueux de 
l’environnement ecologico not harmful to the environment

Adding plastic glitter to soaps 
and lotions is not 
environmentally-friendly.

73

waste product
adj + n 
collocation weɪst ˈprɒdʌkt Abfallprodukt déchet prodotto di scarto

a useless material or substance 
that is produced during the 
process of making something 
else

Kidneys separate water and 
waste products from the blood.

82

supplier n səˈplaɪə Lieferant/in fournisseur fornitore/-trice
a company that provides goods 
for shops and businesses

The company is now the main 
supplier of educational software 
to schools.

69

put yourself in sb's shoes phrase pʊt jɔːˈsɛlf ɪn sb's ʃuːz sich in jds Lage versetzen se mettre à la classe de qn mettersi nei panni di qn
imagine what it would feel like to 
be in their situation

Don't be cross with them. Try to 
put yourself in their shoes.

72

have no choice but to do sth phrase
həv nəʊ ʧɔɪs bət tə dʊ 
sth keine andere Wahl haben als se voir contraint de faire qc non avere altra scelta che

used when you have to do 
something because there is 
nothing else that you can do We had no choice but to wait.

69

suspend v səsˈpɛnd
suspendieren, vorübergehend 
beurlauben exclure, suspendre sospendere

to officially make someone 
leave their school or job for a 
short time, after something bad 
has happened

Bob was suspended for a week 
because he attacked another 
student.

69
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in excess of sth phrase ɪn ɪkˈsɛs əv sth mehr als, über plus de oltre, più di more than an amount or level
Our profits were in excess of $5 
million. 73

sparsely adv ˈspɑːsli dünn, dürftig peu, à faible densité scarsamente, poco
used when there are very few 
people or things in a place

The flowers in the garden grew 
sparsely. 83

be no easy task phrase bi nəʊ ˈiːzi tɑːsk keine einfache Aufgabe sein être difficile non essere un compito facile
used for saying that something 
is difficult

Bringing up a child on your own 
is no easy task. 76

oblige v əˈblaɪʤ verpflichten, zwingen obliger obbligare

if you are obliged to do 
something, you have to do it 
because the situation, the law, a 
duty etc makes it necessary

The minister was obliged to 
report at least once every six 
months.

-

picturesque adj ˌpɪkʧəˈrɛsk pittoresk, malerisch pittoresque pittoresco
a picturesque place is pretty in 
an old-fashioned way

Conwy Town is a picturesque 
and richly historic touring centre.

76

light aircraft n laɪt ˈeəkrɑːft Leichtflugzeug petit avion aereo leggero

a small plane suitable for 
carrying only a small number of 
passengers

I remembered that they had 
never flown in a light aircraft 
before today.

-

equip v ɪˈkwɪp sich ausstatten, ausrüsten équiper equipaggiare, attrezzare
to provide someone with the 
tools or equipment they need

The researchers equipped 
themselves with cameras. 70

floats n fləʊts Schwimmer flotteurs galleggianti

a construction attached to a 
plane which allows it to stay on 
the surface of the water rather 
than on ground

There's no space for an airport 
on the island, so planes are 
equipped with floats so that they 
can land on the lake.

-

noise pollution n nɔɪz pəˈluːʃən Lärmverschmutzung pollution sonore inquinamento acustico
loud or continuous noise that is 
unpleasant and annoying

Our survey revealed the impact 
of noise pollution on the 
community.

81

dogsledding n dɒg ˈslɛdɪŋ
Hundeschlitten nutzen, mit 
Hundeschlitten fahren se déplacer en traîneau à chiens

viaggiare su una slitta trainata 
da cani

travelling on a small vehicle 
used for sliding over snow, 
called a sled, which is pulled by 
dogs

Dogsledding is practiced for 
many different purposes, e.g. 
sport, delivering mail or hunting.

-

yoga n ˈjəʊgə Yoga yoga yoga

a system of exercises which 
helps you to relax your body and 
mind

They argue that yoga can 
contribute to a healthy and more 
successful life.

74

co-owner n kəʊ-ˈəʊnə Miteigentümer/in copropriétaire comproprietario/-a

one of the owners of a business 
or an asset when there is more 
than one owner

My brother and I have become 
the co-owners of our family 
business, after our mother 
retired.

-

Cordon Bleu adj ˈkɔːdn ˈblɜː erstklassig, Meister(Koch) cordon bleu chef, cordon-bleu di alta scuola, di prim'ordine
relating to cooking of very high 
quality

The restaurant hired a Cordon 
Bleu chef.

-

speciality store n ˌspɛʃɪˈælɪti stɔː Spezialitätengeschäft magasin spécialisé negozio di specialità

a shop that sells unusual 
products or food that are special 
in some way

I bought this French cheese at 
the local speciality store.

-

undoubtedly adv ʌnˈdaʊtɪdli zweifellos, unzweifelhaft sans aucun doute senza dubbio

used to emphasize your opinion 
or emphasize that something is 
definitely true

Amis is undoubtedly one of the 
best writers of his generation.

69

Reading and Use of English 
Part 3

considerable adj kənˈsɪdərəbl beträchtlich, erheblich considérable notevole
large enough to be important or 
have an effect

He borrowed a considerable 
amount of money to buy a 
house.

-

satisfied adj ˈsætɪsfaɪd zufrieden satisfait soddisfatto

feeling that something is as 
good as it should be, or that 
something has happened in the 
way that you want

They have plenty of satisfied 
customers.

71
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dissatisfied adj dɪˈsætəsfaɪd unzufrieden mécontent, pas satisfait insoddisfatto

not satisfied because something 
is not as good as you had 
expected

We have to do something about 
our quality control because we 
have more and more 
dissatisfied clients.

80

unintentional adj ˌʌnɪnˈtɛnʃənl unbeabsichtigt non intentionnel involontario not done deliberately
I know she upset you, but I'm 
sure it was unintentional.

80

rainfall n ˈreɪnfɔːl Niederschlag précipitations pioggia, precipitazione

the amount of rain that falls on 
an area in a particular period of 
time

The annual rainfall is about 70 
cm.

72

straightforward adj streɪtˈfɔːwəd einfach, direkt simple semplice, chiaro
simple to do or easy to 
understand

The questions seemed 
straightforward.

70

retrieve v rɪˈtriːv holen, zurückholen récupérer, aller chercher recuperare, rientrare in possesso
to find something and bring it 
back

I retrieved my suitcase from the 
hall cupboard.

74

capacity n kəˈpæsɪti Aufnahmefähigkeit capacité capienza, portata
the amount that can fit inside a 
container, space, building etc

The fuel tank has a capacity of 
50 litres.

70

short-term adj ʃɔːt-tɜːm Kurzzeit-, kurzfristig à court terme a breve termine continuing for only a short time
Most of the staff are on short-
term contracts.

69

processing n ˈprəʊsɛsɪŋ Verarbeitung, Bearbeitung traitement elaborazione
the use of information, figures 
etc to produce a particular result

We use the computer for 
processing the information.

67

cortex n ˈkɔːtɛks Kortex, Rinde cortex corteccia
the outer layer of an organ in 
your body, especially your brain

Fortunately, his cerebral cortex 
was not affected by the shock.

80

conversion n kənˈvɜːʃən Umwandlung aménagement, transformation conversione, trasformazione

when you change something 
from one system or purpose to 
another

The warehouse was undergoing 
conversion into apartments.

73

normality n nɔːˈmælɪti Normalität normalité normalità
a situation in which everything 
happens in the usual way

We're hoping for a return to 
normality as soon as possible.

77

abnormal adj æbˈnɔːməl abnormal, nicht normal anormal anormale

different from what is normal, 
especially in a way that is 
strange, worrying, or dangerous

Some people suffer an 
abnormal fear of being in open 
places.

74

illogical adj ɪˈlɒʤɪkəl unlogisch illogique illogico not sensible or reasonable
I found some of his arguments 
totally illogical.

79

maturity n məˈtjʊərɪti Reife maturité maturità
when someone behaves 
sensibly and like an adult

He showed a lack of maturity for 
his age.

73

immature adj ˌɪməˈtjʊə unreif immature immaturo behaving like a younger person He's very immature.
72

relevant adj ˈrɛlɪvənt relevant, wichtig pertinent rilevante important and useful
I have relevant information that 
she will want to hear. 67

irrelevant adj ɪˈreləvənt irrelevant, belanglos sans rapport, hors de propos irrilevante

not useful or not relating to a 
particular situation, and 
therefore not important

We're focussing too much on 
irrelevant details.

71

relevance n ˈrɛlɪvəns Relevanz, Bedeutung pertinence rilevanza, importanza

the degree to which something 
is relevant, or the fact that it is 
relevant

He didn't realise the relevance 
of what he had seen.

71

misbehave v ˌmɪsbɪˈheɪv sich schlecht benehmen mal se conduire comportarsi male to behave badly
We never dared to misbehave 
in Mr. Dill's classes.

79

overconfident adj ˌəʊvəˈkɒnfɪdənt zu selbstbewusst, arrogant suffisant, arrogant presuntuoso, troppo sicuro di sé
an overconfident person has too 
much confidence

They were overconfident in their 
skills and that's why they failed.

-
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autobiographical adj ˌɔːtəʊˌbaɪəʊˈgræfɪkəl autobiografisch autobiographique autobiografico

a book in which someone writes 
about their own life, or books of 
this type

She wrote an autobiographical 
novel with elements of fantasy.

75

interactive adj ˌɪntərˈæktɪv interaktiv interactif interattivo

involving communication 
between a computer, television 
etc and the person using it

The museum features 
interactive exhibits.

70

reconsider v ˌriːkənˈsɪdə nochmal überdenken reconsidérer riconsiderare, riesaminare

to think again about something 
in order to decide whether you 
should change your opinion Please reconsider your decision.

74

vivid adj ˈvɪvɪd lebhaft net, précis vivido

vivid descriptions, memories, 
dreams etc are so clear that 
they seem real

I've got vivid memories of that 
summer.

75

assign v əˈsaɪn zuteilen, auftragen confier, donner assegnare to give something to someone
We assigned a different task to 
each student.

72

capable adj ˈkeɪpəbl fähig capable, compétent capace
having the qualities or ability 
needed to do something

I'm perfectly capable of looking 
after myself, thank you!

68

consume v kənˈsjuːm verbrauchen consommer consumare to eat or drink something
For example, how many calories 
a day do you consume?

71

deficient adj dɪˈfɪʃənt mangelnd, fehlend déficient carente, insufficiente not good enough
People who are dieting can 
become iron deficient. 78

disapprove v ˌdɪsəˈpruːv missbilligen, ablehnen désapprouver disapprovare
to think that someone or 
something is bad or wrong

Her parents strongly disapprove 
of her lifestyle.

75

capability n ˌkeɪpəˈbɪlɪti
Leistungsfähigkeit, 
Funktionstüchtigkeit capacité capacità, potenziale

the ability to do something, 
especially something difficult

The capability of this device has 
made it useful in several areas 
of research.

69

sensitivity n ˌsɛnsɪˈtɪvɪti Sensibilität sensibilité sensibilità
the ability to understand other 
people’s feelings and problems

His comments show a lack of 
sensitivity.

74

leadership n ˈliːdəʃɪp Führung, Leitung, Management (qualités de) leader leadership, capacità di comando

the quality of being good at 
leading a team, organisation, 
country etc

She has great faith in her own 
leadership qualities.

67

competence n ˈkɒmpɪtəns Können, Kompetenz compétence, aptitude competenza the ability to do something well
Players are judged by their 
competence on the field. 69

innocence n ˈɪnəsəns Unschuld innocence innocenza
the fact that someone is not 
guilty of a crime Can you prove your innocence? 70

jealousy n ˈʤɛləsi Eifersucht jalousie gelosia
the feeling you have when you 
are jealous She felt a stab of jealousy. 72

disapproval n ˌdɪsəˈpruːvəl Missbilligung désapprobation disapprovazione, biasimo

the feeling when you do not like 
or agree with someone or 
something

She looked at our clothes with 
obvious disapproval.

79

nervousness n ˈnɜːvəsnəs Nervosität inquiétude, nervosité nervosismo
a sense of worry about 
something

Mike's nervousness showed in 
his voice. 77

rudeness n ˈruːdnɪs Unhöflichkeit impolitesse, indécence maleducazione
the quality of being rude, or an 
instance of being rude I was surprised by his rudeness. 78

selfishness n ˈsɛlfɪʃnɪs Egoismus égoïsme egoismo when you act in a selfish way

I think it was unfair to accuse 
her of selfishness after she 
refused his last-minute request.

79

willingness n ˈwɪlɪŋnɪs Bereitschaft empressement, volonté buona volontà the feeling of being willing
He has shown no willingness to 
compromise.

69

cancellation n ˌkænsəˈleɪʃən Stornierung annulation, suppression cancellazione
a decision not to carry out an 
activity that had been planned

Passengers are fed up with 
cancellations and delays.

68
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consumption n kənˈsʌm(p)ʃən Verbrauch consommation consumo
the amount of electricity, gas, oil 
etc that is used

Fuel consumption is predicted to 
rise.

71

reception n rɪˈsɛpʃən Empfang réception ricezione
the quality of radio, television, or 
other electronic signals

There have been complaints of 
poor reception from mobile 
phone users.

68

allowance n əˈlaʊəns Taschengeld, Zuschuss argent de poche indennità
an amount of money that you 
are given

His father gives him a small 
monthly allowance.

69

annoyance n əˈnɔɪəns Verärgerung agacement fastidio the feeling of being annoyed Mia's annoyance never showed. 76

deficiency n dɪˈfɪʃənsi Mangel manque, insuffisance carenza
a fault that makes something or 
someone not good enough

There are deep deficiencies in 
this law. 71

competency n ˈkɒmpɪtənsi Kompetenz, Sachverständnis compétence competenza the ability to do something well

The engineer's competency was 
questioned when a flaw was 
discovered in the machinery.

74

archaeology n ˌɑːkɪˈɒləʤi Archäologie archéologie archeologia

the study of ancient societies by 
examining what remains of their 
buildings, tools, places they 
were buried etc

They contacted Newcastle 
University's archaeology 
department which sent a team 
down to investigate.

73

archaeologist n ˌɑːkɪˈɒləʤɪst Archäologe/-in archéologue archeologo/a
someone who studies, works, or 
is interested in archaeology

The site is being studied by 
archaeologists. 73

consultant n kənˈsʌltənt Berater/in consultant/e consulente
someone whose job is to give 
advice about a particular subject

An educational programme was 
planned by outside consultants.

67

civil service n ˈsɪvl ˈsɜːvɪs öffentlicher Dienst fonction publique, administration
amministrazione dello Stato, 
servizio pubblico

all the government departments 
and the people who work in them

Almost 40 percent of the 
country's budget goes on the 
57,000-strong civil service.

68

exhaust v ɪgˈzɔːst erschöpfen épuiser esaurire, logorare to make someone very tired The trip totally exhausted us. 69

reputable adj ˈrɛpjʊtəbl anerkannt, renommiert réputé, honorable rispettabile
respected for being honest or 
for doing good work

If you have a burglar alarm 
fitted, make sure it is done by a 
reputable company.

77

administrative adj ədˈmɪnɪstrətɪv Verwaltungs-, administrativ administratif amministrativo
relating to the work of managing 
a company or organisation The job is mainly administrative.

73

changeable adj ˈʧeɪnʤəbl unvorhersehbar changeant, variable mutevole, variabile
likely to change or changing 
often

The weather in this region is 
changeable and it's hard to 
depend on the weather forecast.

77

diplomatic adj ˌdɪpləˈmætɪk diplomatisch diplomate diplomatico
good at dealing with people 
without upsetting them She's usually very diplomatic. 74

edible adj ˈɛdɪbl essbar comestible, mangeable commestibile
if something is edible, you can 
eat it Are these mushrooms edible? 76

exhaustive adj ɪgˈzɔːstɪv erschöpfend, vollständig exhaustif, complet esauriente, esaustivo
extremely thorough and 
complete

The list shown here is by no 
means exhaustive. There are 
some points missing.

-

idealistic adj aɪˌdɪəˈlɪstɪk idealistisch idéaliste idealista

believing that you should live 
according to high standards or 
principles, even if it is difficult

She's young and idealistic but I 
wouldn't call her naive.

77

persuasive adj pəˈsweɪsɪv
überzeugend, von großer 
Überzeugungskraft persuasif persuasivo

able to make people do or 
believe something

I didn't want to work overtime 
today but my boss can be very 
persuasive.

73

accidentally adv ˌæksɪˈdɛntəli versehentlich accidentellement accidentalmente, senza volere
in a way that was not planned or 
intended I accidentally set off the alarm. 69

insult v ˈɪnsʌlt beleidigen, kränken insulter insultare
to say or do something that 
offends someone

You should apologise for 
insulting her. 69
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appetising adj ˈæpətaɪzɪŋ appetitlich, appetitanregend appétissant appetitoso
food that is appetising looks or 
smells very good

The soup didn't look very 
appetising but it tasted delicious.

83

assure v əˈʃʊə versichern assurer assicurare

to tell someone that something 
is definitely true or will happen, 
to try to stop them worrying

She kept assuring me that she 
felt quite well.

70

perfectly adv ˈpɜːfɪktli vollkommen parfaitement perfettamente
used to emphasise what you are 
saying The sale was perfectly legal. 71

dismiss v dɪsˈmɪs verwerfen, ablehnen rejeter, écarter scartare

to refuse to consider someone’s 
idea or opinion because you 
think it is not serious, true, or 
important

He dismissed the idea as 
impossible.

70

sales representative n seɪlz ˌrɛprɪˈzɛntətɪv Vertreter, Verkaufsberater représentant commercial
rappresentante, agente di 
commercio

someone who travels around an 
area selling their company’s 
products

He worked as a sales 
representative and she stayed 
home to have a family.

74

aggression n əˈgrɛʃ(ə)n Aggression agression aggressività, ostilità
angry or violent behaviour or 
feelings

Our dogs have never shown 
aggression towards other dogs.

71

confidence n ˈkɒnfɪdəns
Vertraulichkeit, vertrauliche 
Mitteilung confidence confidenza, segreto

a secret or some personal and 
secret information

We spent the evening talking 
and sharing confidences. 77

substance n ˈsʌbstəns Inhalt substance, matière sostanza, essenza
the most important ideas in a 
speech or piece of writing

The news report said little about 
the substance of the peace talks.

75

constructive adj kənˈstrʌktɪv konstruktiv constructif costruttivo useful and helpful

Constructive criticism should 
help people improve, not make 
them feel bad about themselves.

72

responsive adj rɪsˈpɒnsɪv eingehend, reagierend auf réagir rapidement à reattivo

    
does what people want or need, 
or replies to them

We must be responsive to the 
needs of our customers. 78

substantive adj ˈsʌbstəntɪv erheblich, bedeutend substantiel sostanziale
dealing with things that are 
important or real

      
substantive changes to the 
company's policy.

-

courageous adj kəˈreɪʤəs mutig courageux coraggioso brave
He was wrong, and courageous 
enough to admit it.

68

convincing adj kənˈvɪnsɪŋ überzeugend convaincant convincente
making you believe that 
something is true or right It was a convincing excuse. 67

refreshing adj rɪˈfrɛʃɪŋ erfrischend rafraîchissant rinfrescante
making you feel less tired or 
less hot

The ocean breeze was 
refreshing. 72

confidential adj ˌkɒnfɪˈdɛnʃəl vertraulich confidentiel confidenziale
secret and not intended to be 
shown or told to other people

Doctors are required to keep 
patients' records completely 
confidential.

70

spatial adj ˈspeɪʃəl räumlich spatial spaziale
relating to the position, size, or 
shape of things

She showed great spatial 
abilities like easily interpreting 
charts and diagrams, and 
solving puzzles.

77

substantial adj səbˈstænʃəl erheblich considérable, important sostanzioso, considerevole large in amount or number
We have the support of a 
substantial number of parents. 69

newsworthy adj ˈnjuːzˌwɜːði eine Schlagzeile wert qui mérite de faire l'actualité degno di nota

important or interesting enough 
to be reported in newspapers, 
on the radio, or on television

Nothing he said during the 
interview was really newsworthy.

-

trustworthy adj ˈtrʌstˌwɜːði vertrauenswürdig fiable affidabile
if someone is trustworthy, you 
can trust them completely

We got the information from a 
trustworthy source. 77

variable adj ˈveərɪəbl unbeständig, wechselhaft variable, instabile variabile, mutevole
likely to change often or to be 
different

Expect variable cloudiness and 
fog tomorrow. 74
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statistical adj stəˈtɪstɪkəl statistisch statistique statistico

relating to information that has 
been collected and counted or 
given a value

There is no statistical evidence 
to confirm your theory.

67

satisfactorily adv ˌsætɪsˈfæktərɪli zufriedenstellend de manière satisfaisante in modo soddisfacente

in a way that is satisfactory, or 
good enough for a particular 
purpose

The question has not been 
satisfactorily answered.

75

dishonestly adv dɪsˈɒnɪstli unaufrichtig malhonnêtement
disonestamente, in modo 
disonesto

in a dishonest way, by deceiving 
people, for example by lying, 
stealing, or cheating

I feel he's been acting 
dishonestly. Do you think he's 
hiding anything from us?

82

jointly adv ˈʤɔɪntli gemeinsam conjointement congiuntamente, insieme
in collaboration with two or more 
other people or groups

Sam and I are jointly 
responsible for the project. 73

noticeably adv ˈnəʊtɪsəbli auffallend, deutlich sensiblement, visiblement visibilmente, in modo evidente in a way that is easy to notice
She has become noticeably 
more confident. -

technologically adv ˌtɛknəˈlɒʤɪk(ə)li technologisch technologiquement tecnologicamente relating to technology

They founded the most 
technologically advanced factory 
in Europe.

-

receipt n rɪˈsiːt Empfang, Erhalt reçu, réception ricezione
when someone receives 
something

Please acknowledge receipt of 
the letter. 71

effectiveness n ɪˈfɛktɪvnəs Effektivität efficacité efficacia how effective something is
How can we improve the 
effectiveness of this program? 69

acknowledge v əkˈnɒlɪʤ bestätigen (Erhalt von etw) accuser (réception de qc)
rispondere, comunicare 
l'avvenuto ricevimento (di qc)

to write to someone telling them 
that you have received 
something they sent you

They still haven't acknowledged 
my email.

68

imprison v ɪmˈprɪzn inhaftieren, ins Gefängnis werfen emprisonner imprigionare, incarcerare

to put someone in prison or 
keep them in a place they 
cannot escape from

He was imprisoned for 18 
months.

74

lengthen v ˈlɛŋθən länger werden, verlängern allonger allungare, allungarsi
to become longer, or to make 
something longer

Shadows began to lengthen as 
the sun sank in the sky. 76

simplify v ˈsɪmplɪfaɪ vereinfachen simplifier semplificare
to make something easier to do 
or understand

There was an attempt to simplify 
the tax system. 70

content n ˈkɒntɛnt Gehalt, Inhalt contenu contenuto
the amount of a substance that 
something contains

Dark chocolate has a high 
content of cocoa. 69

ray n reɪ Strahl rayon raggio
a narrow beam of light or energy 
from the sun, a lamp etc

The room darkened as a cloud 
hid the sun's rays.

71

position n pəˈzɪʃən Standpunkt, Meinung position, opinion posizione, opinione

the opinion that someone has, 
especially the opinion of a 
government or organisation

The principal took the position 
that the students didn't need 
music classes.

67

challenge v ˈʧælɪnʤ anfechten récuser ricusare
to refuse to accept that 
something is right, fair, or legal

She is challenging the court's 
decision.

68

conventional adj kənˈvɛnʃənl konventionell conventionnel convenzionale
thinking and behaving in the 
normal and traditional way

Tom is conventional in his 
approach to life. 74

it is advisable to... phrase ɪt s ədˈvaɪzəbl tʊ... es ist ratsam, … il est recommandé de … è consigliabile ...

used to say that something 
should be done in order to avoid 
problems or risks

It is advisable to stay away from 
frozen lakes.

75

clarify v ˈklærɪfaɪ klarstellen clarifier chiarire, spiegare
to make something easier to 
understand I need you to clarify a few points. 67

decisive adj dɪˈsaɪsɪv entscheidungsfreudig avec un esprit de décision risoluto, deciso
good at making decisions 
quickly and firmly

She proved to be a decisive and 
reasonable leader for her 
company.

73

wisdom n ˈwɪzdəm Klugheit, Weisheit sagesse saggezza, buon senso whether something is sensible
Some people doubted the 
wisdom of his decision. 78

believable adj bɪˈliːvəbl glaubwürdig crédible credibile able to be believed
We will be able to judge which 
candidate is more believable.

74
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controlling adj kənˈtrəʊlɪŋ kontrollierend contrôlant controllante, dispotico

always trying to make someone 
do what you want – used to 
show disapproval

She wanted to get away from 
her controlling parents.

73

luxurious adj lʌgˈzjʊərɪəs luxuriös luxueux lussuoso
very comfortable, beautiful, and 
expensive

The hotel we stayed in was 
really luxurious. 69

pleasurable adj ˈplɛʒərəbl angenehm, erfreulich agréable, plaisant piacevole enjoyable
Swimming in the pool was a 
pleasurable experience. 79

disastrous adj dɪˈzɑːstrəs katastrophal désastreux disastroso very bad, or ending in failure
Climate change could have 
disastrous effects on Earth. 72

suitability n ˌsjuːtəˈbɪlɪti Eignung pertinence, adéquation idoneità

the degree to which something 
or someone has the right 
qualities for a particular purpose

There's no doubt about 
Christine's suitability for the job.

73

suitably adv ˈsjuːtəbli angemessen convenablement
adeguatamente, in modo 
adeguato

wearing the right clothes, having 
the right information, equipment 
etc for a particular situation

The sales team were suitably 
dressed except for Barry who 
wore casual clothes to the 
meeting.

73

unsuitable adj ʌnˈsjuːtəbl ungeeignet inapproprié inadatto

not having the right qualities for 
a particular person, purpose, or 
situation

The movie is unsuitable for 
young children.

68

eye-catching adj aɪ-ˈkæʧɪŋ auffällig tape-à-l’oeil appariscente unusual, attractive, or noticeable
The posters come in several 
eye-catching designs. 81

alongside adv/prep əˈlɒŋˈsaɪd zusammen mit, an jds Seite à côté de a fianco di, insieme a 
working or doing something with 
someone else

Charles spent a week working 
alongside the miners. 70

waterproof adj ˈwɔːtəpruːf wasserdicht imperméable impermeabile not allowing water to enter

Wear your waterproof boots 
when you go out today. It's 
raining.

71

supernatural adj ˌsjuːpəˈnæʧrəl übernatürlich surnaturel soprannaturale

impossible to explain by natural 
causes, and therefore seeming 
to involve the powers of gods or 
magic

This character has supernatural 
powers, she can control fire with 
her mind.

73

unreliable adj ˌʌnrɪˈlaɪəbl unzuverlässig peu fiable inaffidabile

if someone or something is 
unreliable, you cannot trust or 
depend on them

The buses here are often 
unreliable.

74

rational adj ˈræʃənl vernünftig raisonnable razionale

able to make decisions based 
on the facts of a situation, and 
not influenced too much by 
feelings

Let's try to discuss this like 
rational human beings.

73

deputy n ˈdɛpjʊti Stellvertreter/in adjoint/e vice

someone in an organisation who 
is directly below another person 
in rank, and who is officially in 
charge when that person is not 
there

He became the deputy head of 
the FBI at the age of only 36.

68

drone n drəʊn Drone drone drone

an aircraft with no pilot 
controlled from the ground, 
especially a military aircraft

The photographer used a drone 
to film the wedding from high up.

77

device n dɪˈvaɪs Gerät appareil dispositivo
a machine or tool used for a 
particular purpose

The company makes devices to 
detect carbon monoxide. 69

roll sth out phr v rəʊl sth aʊt
etw rausbringen, auf den Markt 
bringen lancer qc lanciare qc, presentare qc

to make a new product available 
for people to buy or use

The company expects to roll out 
the new software in September.

-

groundbreaking adj ˈgraʊndˌbreɪkɪŋ bahnbrechend révolutionnaire rivoluzionario

involving the use of new 
discoveries, new methods, or 
new ideas

Her team worked on a 
groundbreaking medical 
research.

78

setback n ˈsɛtbæk Rückschlag, Dämpfer revers, contretemps battuta d'arresto
a problem that stops you from 
making progress

Today's result was a major 
setback for the team. 75

time-saving adj ˈtaɪmˌseɪvɪŋ zeitsparend qui économise du temps che fa risparmiare tempo
designed to reduce the time 
usually needed to do something

The dishwasher is such a time-
saving device.

-
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undergo v ˌʌndəˈgəʊ
sich unterziehen, auf sich 
nehmen subir sottoporsi a, subire

if you undergo a change, an 
unpleasant experience etc, it 
happens to you or is done to you

He had to undergo major heart 
surgery.

70

meantime n ˈmiːnˈtaɪm Zwischenzeit pendant ce temps-là frattempo
until something happens, or in 
the time between two events

Dinner's nearly ready. Would 
you like something to drink in 
the meantime?

71

whatsoever adv ˌwɒtsəʊˈɛvə

überhaupt, welche/s auch 
immer, keinerlei (no … 
whatsoever) aucun, pas le moindre qualsiasi, qualunque

used to emphasise a negative 
statement He's had no luck whatsoever.

71

shrimp n ʃrɪmp Garnele, Krabbe crevette gambero, gamberetto
a small sea animal that you can 
eat, that is pink when cooked

Include shrimp for a special 
treat or add chicken or ham for 
a really substantial meal.

73

relatively adv ˈrɛlətɪvli relativ, verhältnismäßig relativement relativamente
quite, when compared with other 
things

Food is relatively cheap in the 
US. 70

insignificant adj ˌɪnsɪgˈnɪfɪkənt unbedeutend insignifiant, négligeable insignificante small and unimportant
The difference between these 
two products is insignificant. 73

food chain n fuːd ʧeɪn Nahrungskette chaîne alimentaire catena alimentare

    
as a group, in which a plant is 
eaten by an insect or animal 
which is then eaten by another 

The fox is needed in the food 
chain.

75

organism n ˈɔːgənɪzm Organismus organisme organismo
a living thing, usually a very 
small one

All living organisms have to 
adapt to changes in 
environmental conditions.

70

marine ecosystem
adj + n 
collocation məˈriːn ˈiːkəʊˌsɪstəm Meeresökosystem écosystème marin ecosistema marino

all the animals and plants in an 
area living in the sea or ocean, 
and their relationship to each 
other and their environment

The coral reef is an example of 
a marine ecosystem.

70

amongst adv əˈmʌŋst unter parmi tra, in mezzo a
in a particular group of people or 
things

Relax, you're amongst friends 
here. 68

intriguingly adv ɪnˈtriːgɪŋli
interessanterweise, 
spannenderweise curieusement, étrangement in modo intrigante

in an interesting way because it 
is unusual or mysterious; 
fascinatingly

Intriguingly, the man seemed to 
have just vanished.

-

congregate v ˈkɒŋgrɪgeɪt sich versammeln se rassembler radunarsi, riunirsi to come together in a group
A group of protesters had 
congregated outside. 81

visible adj ˈvɪzəbl sichtbar visible visibile
something that is visible can be 
seen or noticed

The lights of the city were 
clearly visible below them. 69

diet n ˈdaɪət Nahrung alimentation, régime alimentaire dieta
the kind of food that you eat 
each day

It is important to eat a healthy 
diet. 67

herbivorous adj hɜːˈbɪvərəs pflanzenfressend herbivore erbivoro
relating to animals that eat only 
plants

Sheep are herbivorous animals. 
They don't eat meat. 84

microscopic adj ˌmaɪkrəsˈkɒpɪk mikroskopisch microscopique microscopico extremely small
Scientists observed microscopic 
organisms in the water sample.

80

algae n ˈælʤiː Algen algues alghe

a very simple plant without 
stems or leaves that grows in or 
near water

Swimming in the lake is 
currently forbidden due to the 
presence of harmful algae in the 
water.

81

Reading and Use of English 
Part 4

cycling n ˈsaɪklɪŋ Fahrradfahren cyclisme ciclismo, andare in bicicletta the activity of riding a bicycle

Cycling to work instead of taking 
a bus can be good for your 
health.

73

transform v trænsˈfɔːm verwandeln transformer trasformare

to change something or 
someone completely, especially 
in a way that improves them

The movie transformed Amy 
from an unknown schoolgirl into 
a star.

67
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idiomatic phrase / idiom n
ˌɪdɪəˈmætɪk 
freɪz / ˈɪdɪəm Redewendung, Idiom locution, expression idiomatique frase idiomatica / idioma

a group of words that have a 
different meaning from the usual 
meaning of the separate words. 
For example, ‘under the 
weather’ is an idiom meaning ‘ill’.

 'Full of beans' is an idiom which 
means lively and energetic.

71

stuck adj stʌk festgesessen coincé, bloqué bloccato

if you are stuck, you cannot get 
away from a boring or 
unpleasant situation I was stuck at home with a cold.

77

offensive adj əˈfɛnsɪv anstößig, beleidigend offensant offensivo likely to upset or offend people
Some people found the song 
offensive. 73

apparatus n ˌæpəˈreɪtəs Gerät appareil, équipement apparato
a set of equipment that is used 
for a particular purpose

The firefighters had to wear 
breathing apparatus to protect 
them from smoke.

72

ridiculous adj rɪˈdɪkjələs lächerlich ridicule ridicolo very silly or unreasonable I'd look ridiculous in this hat. -

speedily adv ˈspiːdɪli schnell, rasch rapidement rapidamente
doing something in a short time, 
or moving somewhere quickly

We will speedily proceed with 
the reforms.

80

truly adv ˈtruːli tatsächlich, echt réellement veramente, davvero, proprio

used to emphasise that the way 
you are describing something is 
really true

She gave a truly great lecture 
on medieval literature.

70

take sth into consideration phrase
teɪk sth ˈɪntə 
kənˌsɪdəˈreɪʃən etw in Betracht ziehen prendre qc en considération prendere in considerazione qc

to think about something when 
making a decision

We'll take into consideration the 
fact that you were ill. 69

assume v əˈsjuːm annehmen, vermuten supposer presumere, supporre
to think that something is true, 
although you have no proof

Your light wasn't on, so I 
assumed you were out.

69

alternative medicine n ɔːlˈtɜːnətɪv ˈmɛdsɪn Alternativmedizin médecine alternative medicina alternativa

alternative medicine uses 
treatments that are not part of 
traditional Western medicine

Acupuncture and homeotherapy 
are sometimes described as 
alternative medicine.

82

acceptance n əkˈsɛptəns Akzeptanz acceptation accettazione, consenso
when people agree that 
something is right or true

There is widespread acceptance 
of the need for economic reform.

70

virtually adv ˈvɜːtjʊəli so gut wie, praktisch quasiment praticamente almost The town was virtually destroyed. 70

emit v ɪˈmɪt von sich geben émettre emettere
to send out gas, heat, a sound 
etc into the air

Sounds emitted by the dolphins 
were recorded with an 
underwater microphone.

75

accustomed adj əˈkʌstəmd gewöhnt habitué abituato
used to something and 
accepting it as normal

He was accustomed to a life of 
luxury.

79

compel v kəmˈpɛl zwingen contraindre costringere, obbligare
to force someone to do 
something

He felt compelled to resign 
because of the scandal. -

directly adv dɪˈrɛktli direkt directement direttamente
with no other person, process 
etc between

You can order the book directly 
from the publisher. 70

related adj rɪˈleɪtɪd miteinander zusammenhängend lié collegato, connesso
things that are related are 
connected

Police believe the crimes are 
related. 70

reopen v ˌriːˈəʊpən wiedereröffnen rouvrir riaprire

if a place reopens, it opens 
again after a period when it was 
closed

The restaurant will reopen in two 
weeks.

72

object v ˈɒbʤɪkt
gegen etw sein, Einwände 
erheben être en désaccord obiettare, opporsi

to say that you do not like or 
approve of something

If no one objects, I would like to 
be present. 70

regardless of sth phrase rɪˈgɑːdlɪs əv sth ungeachtet von etw malgré
nonostante qc, senza riguardo 
per qc in spite of something

He'll sign that contract 
regardless of what anyone says!

72

not have a clue phrase nɒt həv ə kluː keine Ahnung haben n’avoir aucune idée non avere la minima idea
to definitely not know or 
understand something

 'Where's Karen?' 'I haven't got 
a clue.' 67

out of the blue idiom aʊt əv ðə bluː völlig überraschend de nulle part, à l’improviste di punto in bianco
if something happens out of the 
blue, it is very unexpected

Out of the blue, he asked me to 
come with him to Europe. -
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incline v ɪnˈklaɪn neigen zu être enclin à propendere per
to think that a particular belief or 
opinion is probably right

I incline to the view that the child 
was telling the truth. 73

Reading and Use of English 
Part 5

imply v ɪmˈplaɪ andeuten, sagen, meinen insinuer implicare, insinuare, suggerire

to suggest that something is 
true without saying or showing it 
directly

He implied that the money had 
been stolen. 69

contrast v ˈkɒntrɑːst gegenüberstellen, vergleichen contraster contrapporre

to compare two people, ideas, 
objects etc and show how they 
are different from each other

The speaker contrasted this 
approach with earlier methods.

72

scope n skəʊp Rahmen, Bereich, Umfang cadre ambito, scopo

the range of things that a 
subject, book, activity etc deals 
with

Such questions are beyond the 
scope of this book.

76

outline v ˈaʊtlaɪn
zusammenfassen, einen 
Überblick geben über faire un bref compte-rendu de delineare

to describe the main ideas or 
facts about something

The new president outlined 
plans to deal with the economic 
slump.

67

powerless adj ˈpaʊəlɪs machtlos incapable impotente
unable to stop or control 
something

I was powerless to stop the leak 
when the pipe burst. 73

tackle v ˈtækl angehen, anpacken aborder, s’attaquer à affrontare to deal with a difficult problem
There is more than one way to 
tackle the problem. 71

awareness n əˈweənəs Verständnis, Kenntnis connaissance, sensibilisation consapevolezza, conoscenza
knowledge or understanding of 
a particular subject or situation

She was active raising 
awareness and money to 
combat serious diseases.

71

denial n dɪˈnaɪəl Dementi, Leugnung démenti smentita, negazione
a statement saying that 
something is not true

The government issued an 
official denial of the reports. 72

worsen v ˈwɜːsn sich verschlimmern s’aggraver peggiorare
to become worse or make 
something worse His condition is worsening. 70

solo voyage
adj + n 
collocation ˈsəʊləʊ ˈvɔɪɪʤ eine Reise allein voyage en solitaire viaggio in solitaria

a voyage that is done alone 
without anyone else helping you

She set out on a solo voyage 
across the Atlantic.

70

awfully adv ˈɔːfʊli sehr, äußerst, schrecklich très, terriblement, affreusement terribilmente, estremamente very
I'm awfully sorry – I didn't mean 
to disturb you. 79

civilisation n ˌsɪvɪlaɪˈzeɪʃən Zivilisation civilisation civiltà

when people live in a well-
organised society and have a 
comfortable way of life

Technology is one of the 
benefits of modern civilisation.

67

inevitably adv ɪnˈɛvɪtəbli unvermeidlicherweise inévitablement inevitabilmente in a way that cannot be avoided
Inevitably, his sleeping problems 
affected his work. 75

pollinator n ˈpɒlɪneɪtə Bestäuber pollinisateur impollinatore

an animal that makes a flower 
produce seeds by moving pollen 
from other flowers

Insects such as bees are 
pollinators.

-

disperse v dɪsˈpɜːs auflösen, auseinandertreiben disperser disperdere
to scatter in different directions, 
or to make something do this

Police used tear gas to disperse 
the crowd.

75

predator n ˈprɛdətə Raubtier prédateur predatore
an animal that kills and eats 
other animals

Wolves, foxes and bears are 
predator animals. 70

flee v fliː fliehen, flüchten fuir fuggire, scappare
to leave a place very quickly in 
order to escape from danger She fled the country.

71

thus adv ðʌs folglich, daher ainsi, par conséquent così, pertanto, perciò
as a result of something that 
you have just mentioned

Traffic will become heavier, thus 
increasing pollution. 70

remarkably adv rɪˈmɑːkəbli bemerkenswert remarquablement
notevolmente, 
straordinariamente in a way that is surprising

Jane and her cousin look 
remarkably similar. 73

adept adj ˈædɛpt geschickt, talentiert doué, expert abile, esperto
good at doing something that 
needs care or skill

He became adept at cooking 
her favourite dishes. 81

consciously adv ˈkɒnʃəsli wissentlich, bewusst sciemment, consciemment consapevolmente
in a conscious and deliberate 
way

He was probably not 
consciously aware of her true 
feelings.

75
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filter sth out phr v ˈfɪltə sth aʊt herausfiltern filtrer rimuovere qc, eliminare
to remove words, information 
etc that you do not need or want

Net users can filter out 
unwanted emails with software.

-

excess adj ɪkˈsɛs überschüssig, überzählig en trop in eccesso, di troppo more than is wanted or allowed

He wanted to lose some excess 
weight from his backpack, which 
was far too heavy to carry.

70

loom v luːm sich abzeichnen, auftauchen planer, être imminent incombere, profilarsi
if a problem or difficulty looms, it 
is likely to happen very soon

An economic crisis is looming 
on the horizon.

-

disrupt v dɪsˈrʌpt stören, unterbrechen perturber interrompere, fernare

to prevent something from 
continuing normally by causing 
problems

Road works are seriously 
disrupting traffic.

69

conveniently adv kənˈviːniəntli praktisch, problemlos aisément, facilement comodamente in a way that is useful or suitable

At that time, ice cream couldn't 
be conveniently bought in a 
store.

72

truth of the matter phrase truːθ əv ðə ˈmætə die Wahrheit la vérité verità

used when saying what you 
think is really true concerning a 
situation

The truth of the matter is that we 
don't know exactly how the 
gossip has spread.

-

dilemma n dɪˈlɛmə Dilemma dilemme dilemma

a situation in which you must 
make a difficult choice between 
two things

He now finds himself in a terrible 
dilemma.

71

reluctant adj rɪˈlʌktənt abgeneigt, unwillig réticent riluttante unwilling to do something
Maddox was reluctant to talk 
about it. 70

inference n ˈɪnfərəns Schlussfolgerung déduction, inférence conclusione

a fact that you think is true, 
based on information that you 
already know, or the process of 
deciding this

What inferences have you 
drawn from this evidence?

80

implication n ˌɪmplɪˈkeɪʃən Andeutung, Schlussfolgerung insinuation, implication allusione, implicazione
something that you suggest is 
true, without saying it directly

I dislike your implication that I 
was lying. 70

overspend v ˌəʊvəˈspɛnd zu viel ausgeben, überziehen trop dépenser
spendere troppo, superare il 
limite di spesa

to spend more money than you 
can afford

The hospital has overspent its 
budget. 79

unusually adv ʌnˈjuːʒʊəli ungewöhnlich exceptionnellement insolitamente hotter, bigger etc than is usual That winter was unusually cold. 72

sequel n ˈsiːkwəl Fortsetzung suite seguito, sequel
a film, book etc that continues 
the story of an earlier one

She's writing a sequel to her first 
novel. 74

ground-breaking adj graʊnd-ˈbreɪkɪŋ bahnbrechend révolutionnaire rivoluzionario, all'avanguardia

involving the use of new 
discoveries, new methods, or 
new ideas

She received an award for her 
ground-breaking work in physics.

78

tour guide n tʊə gaɪd Reiseleiter/in, Stadtführer/in guide touristique guida turistica
someone whose job is to show 
a place to tourists

The group listened as the tour 
guide spoke about the history of 
the palace.

77

repeated adj rɪˈpiːtɪd wiederholt répété, récurrent ripetuto done or happening several times

He made repeated attempts to 
buy the house, even though the 
family refused every time.

71

insistence n ɪnˈsɪstəns Bestehen, Beharren insistance insistenza
when you demand that 
something should happen

The manager's insistence on 
high standards helped to 
tranform the restaurant into the 
most popular place in town.

77

paramount adj ˈpærəmaʊnt
von höchster Priorität, überaus 
wichtig d’importance capitale

essenziale, di primaria 
importanza

more important than anything 
else Safety is paramount. 79

singularly adv ˈsɪŋgjʊləli einzigartig singulièrement
straordinariamente, 
eccezionalmente very

New England has some 
singularly beautiful towns. 83

aspect n ˈæspɛkt Aspekt aspect, côté aspetto
one part of a situation, plan, or 
subject

What's the most interesting 
aspect of your work? 67

genuinely adv ˈʤɛnjʊɪnli aufrichtig, wirklich vraiment, sincèrement sinceramente in a genuine way He was genuinely sorry. 73
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solo adj ˈsəʊləʊ allein, solo, einzeln en solo, en solitaire in solitaria
done alone without anyone else 
helping you

It was her second solo travel 
across the Atlantic. -

directly adj dɪˈrɛktli direkt directement direttamente
done in a clear way that shows 
what you honestly feel

He didn't answer my question 
directly. 68

extract n ˈɛkstrækt Ausschnitt extrait estratto, stralcio
a small part taken from a story, 
poem etc

They showed us only an extract 
from the film. 71

anecdote n ˈænɪkdəʊt Anekdote anecdote aneddoto
a short interesting story about a 
particular person or event

The book is full of amusing 
anecdotes about his life in 
Japan.

77

virtual reality n ˈvɜːtjʊəl ri(ː)ˈælɪti virtuelle Realität réalité virtuelle realtà virtuale

when a computer makes you 
feel as though you are in a real 
situation by showing images and 
sounds

Video game makers were the 
first mainstream users of virtual 
reality.

78

be thin on the ground phrase bi θɪn ɒn ðə graʊnd dünn gesät être rare essere scarsi, essere pochi to be very few
Good restaurants are very thin 
on the ground here. 79

diagnose v ˈdaɪəgnəʊz diagnostizieren diagnostiquer diagnosticare

to find out what illness a person 
has, or what the cause of a fault 
is, after doing tests, 
examinations etc

Jo struggled in school before 
she was diagnosed as dyslexic.

71

drawback n ˈdrɔːbæk Nachteil, Hindernis inconvénient, désavantage
inconveniente, lato negativo, 
svantaggio a disadvantage

The only drawback to a holiday 
in Scotland is the weather.

73

reviewer n rɪˈvju(ː)ə Kritiker/in, Rezensent/in critique critico/-a
someone who writes about new 
books, films etc

The book was disliked by many 
reviewers but I really enjoyed it.

72

impressed adj ɪmˈprɛst beeindruckt impressionné impressionato
feeling admiration and respect 
for someone or something

When I saw what they'd done I 
was really impressed.

75

fellow adj ˈfɛləʊ Kollege/-in, Kamerad/in camarade, confrère/consoeur collega, compagno/-a

people that you work with, study 
with, or who are in the same 
situation as you

I asked my fellow students how 
they were doing.

72

settlement n ˈsɛtlmənt Siedlung village, colonie insediamento
a group of buildings or houses 
where people live or lived

The railway stations created 
new settlements.

75

developer n dɪˈvɛləpə Entwickler/in développeur/-euse sviluppatore/-trice

a person or an organisation that 
works on a new idea, product 
etc to make it successful

The company was an early 
developer of personal 
computers.

-

methodology n ˌmɛθəˈdɒləʤi Methode méthodologie metodologia
the set of methods used to do a 
job or study something

We've been developing a new 
methodology for assessing new 
products.

73

assertion n əˈsɜːʃ(ə)n Behauptung, Aussage, These affirmation, assertion affermazione, dichiarazione
something that you say or write 
that you strongly believe

He makes very general 
assertions about marriage in the 
poem.

72

apparently adv əˈpærəntli anscheinend, offensichtlich apparemment apparentemente

according to the way someone 
looks or a situation appears, 
although you cannot be sure

She turned to face him, her 
anger apparently gone.

70

revolutionary adj ˌrɛvəˈluːʃnəri revolutionär révolutionnaire rivoluzionario completely new and different
Her research in chemistry 
turned out to be revolutionary. 72

dismissive adj dɪˈsmɪsɪv abweisend, abschätzig dédaigneux sprezzante

if you are dismissive of 
someone or something, you 
refuse to consider them seriously

He tends to be dismissive of 
anyone who complains.

80

emerge v ɪˈmɜːʤ auftauchen, herauskommen sortir, émerger de emergere, uscire
to appear or come out from 
somewhere

He emerged from his hiding 
place. 68

contrary adj ˈkɒntrəri
entgegengesetzt, 
widersprechend, konträr contraire contrario, opposto

completely different from each 
other, or opposed to something

The government's actions are 
contrary to the public interest.

75
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composer n kəmˈpəʊzə Komponist/in compositeur/-trice compositore/-trice someone who writes music
Amelia likes German 
composers, particularly Wagner.

69

discern v dɪˈsɜːn erkennen, unterscheiden discerner, distinguer discernere, distinguere
to see, notice, or understand 
something

I could just discern the outline of 
the bridge in the fog. 82

richness n ˈrɪʧnɪs Reichtum richesse ricchezza

the richness of a colour, taste, 
or smell is its quality of being 
strong and pleasant

She captured the richness of the 
autumn colours in her painting.

75

composition n ˌkɒmpəˈzɪʃən Komposition composition composizione, pezzo
a piece of music that someone 
has written

We listened to one of 
Beethoven's early compositions.

74

conversational adj ˌkɒnvəˈseɪʃənl
unterhaltend, plauderhaft, 
Gesprächs- (ton) de la conversation colloquiale, informale, discorsivo

in the informal style of a 
conversation

McGovern lectures in a 
conversational style. 77

appeal v əˈpiːl
jdn ansprechen, reizen; jdm 
gefallen plaire à qn attrarre qn, piacere a qn

if something appeals to you, you 
think it is attractive or interesting

That idea doesn't appeal to me 
at all.

70

exasperating adj ɪgˈzɑːspəreɪtɪŋ nervig, ärgerlich exaspérant esasperante very annoying
Thomas has this exasperating 
way of talking to me like a child.

83

irritated adj ˈɪrəteɪtəd genervt, gereizt irrité irritato, innervosito, infastidito
feeling annoyed and impatient 
about something

John was getting irritated by all 
her questions. 80

impression n ɪmˈprɛʃən Eindruck impression impressione

the opinion or feeling you have 
about someone or something 
because of the way they seem

I had the impression that she 
wasn't very happy.

69

come to pass phrase kʌm tə pɑːs eintreten, sich ereignen se produire succedere, accadere to happen after a period of time

Should more difficulties come to 
pass, we might have to consider 
cancelling the project.

-

trusting adj ˈtrʌstɪŋ vertrauensvoll, gutgläubig qui a confiance fiducioso
believing that other people are 
good and honest He's so trusting of people. 81

politely adv pəˈlaɪtli höflich poliment educatamente in a polite way  'It's very nice,' he said politely. 67

affiliation n əˌfɪlɪˈeɪʃ(ə)n Zugehörigkeit, Mitgliedschaft affiliation affiliazione

a relationship or close 
connection with another larger 
organisation or group

Many people were arrested for 
their political affiliations.

79

hyper-vigilance n ˈhaɪpə-ˈvɪʤɪləns extreme Wachsamkeit hypervigilance ipervigilanza

more than usual, especially too 
much of careful attention that 
you give to what is happening, 
so that you will notice any 
danger or illegal activity

He insisted on hyper-vigilance 
because he was afraid someone 
would try and rob him.

-

outdated adj aʊtˈdeɪtɪd veraltet démodé, désuet obsoleto no longer useful or modern
The old factory is full of outdated 
machinery. 76

ensure v ɪnˈʃʊə sicherstellen assurer garantire
to make certain that something 
happens or is done

Ensure that the fire doors are 
kept clear. 67

dog-eat-dog world phrase dɒg-iːt-dɒg wɜːld
eine Welt, in der einer den 
anderen frisst

un monde où les loups se 
mangent entre eux mondo dove cane mangia cane

when people compete against 
each other and will do anything 
to get what they want

It's a dog-eat-dog world out 
there.

-

unprecedented adj ʌnˈprɛsɪdəntɪd beispiellos, noch nie dagewesen sans précédent senza precedenti, inedito

something that is 
unprecedented has never 
happened before

Crime has increased on an 
unprecedented scale.

71

cautious adj ˈkɔːʃəs vorsichtig prudent cauto
careful to avoid problems or 
danger She is a very cautious driver. 70
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comfort n ˈkʌmfət Trost réconfort conforto

someone or something that 
helps you feel happier or less 
worried

The stray cat visiting me every 
morning has been a great 
comfort to me since I moved to 
the the new town, where I didn't 
really know anyone.

68

inconclusive adj ˌɪnkənˈkluːsɪv uneindeutig, nicht eindeutig peu concluant inconcludente, senza risultati
not leading to a clear decision or 
result The evidence was inconclusive. 81

sympathetic adj ˌsɪmpəˈθɛtɪk mitfühlend, verständnisvoll compatissant empatico, comprensivo

showing that you understand 
and care about someone’s 
problems

Jim was a very sympathetic 
listener.

67

discouraged adj dɪsˈkʌrɪʤd entmutigt découragé scoraggiato

no longer having the confidence 
you need to continue doing 
something

Some players get discouraged 
and quit.

81

prioritise v praɪˈɒrɪˌtaɪz priorisieren, Prioritäten setzen classer par ordre de priorité
dare priorità a, stabilire delle 
priorità

to put several things in order of 
importance, so that you can do 
the most important first Try to prioritise your work.

80

instantly adv ˈɪnstəntli sofort, augenblicklich immédiatement immediatamente immediately
They realised instantly 
something was wrong. 69

exposed adj ɪksˈpəʊzd ungeschützt, entblößt exposé esposto, scoperto not covered
All exposed skin should be 
covered with protective cream.

80

cabin n ˈkæbɪn Hütte cabane, chalet casetta, baita, chalet a small house made of wood
We spent the summer in a log 
cabin deep in the woods. 72

hummingbird n ˈhʌmɪŋbɜːd Kolibri colibri colibrì

a very small brightly coloured 
tropical bird whose wings move 
very quickly

Tiny hummingbirds were circling 
the flowers in the garden.

-

astonished adj əsˈtɒnɪʃt erstaunt étonné stupito very surprised
We were astonished at his 
ignorance. 71

resilient adj rɪˈzɪlɪənt robust, widerstandsfähig résistant resiliente, resistente, forte

strong enough to get better 
quickly after problems, illness, 
damage etc

Small babies can be remarkably 
resilient.

79

reunion n riːˈjuːnjən Wiedersehen, Treffen réunion riunione, incontro
a meeting of people who have 
not met for a long time

I met my childhood friend at the 
school reunion. 69

radiate v ˈreɪdɪɪt ausstrahlen respirer irradiare, emanare

if someone radiates a feeling, or 
if it radiates from them, it is very 
easy to see that this is how they 
feel She radiated calm confidence.

79

utter v ˈʌtə äußern dire, prononcer dire, proferire to say something No one uttered a word. 79
convey v kənˈveɪ übermitteln, aussagen communiquer, transmettre trasmettere, comunicare to express ideas, feelings etc What does this poem convey? 67

hub n hʌb Mittelpunkt centre centro, fulcro
the central and most important 
part of an area, system etc

The local school was the hub of 
the community.

75

flood the market phrase flʌd ðə ˈmɑːkɪt den Markt überschwemmen inonder le marché inondare il mercato

to sell something in very large 
quantities, so that the price goes 
down

Manufacturers have been 
accused of flooding the market 
with cheap cars.

75

devise v dɪˈvaɪz erfinden concevoir, inventer ideare
to think of a new way of doing 
something

He's devised a game to help 
kids learn English. 72

insufficient adj ˌɪnsəˈfɪʃənt nicht ausreichend insuffisant insufficiente not enough
His salary was insufficient for 
their needs. 73

carry out phr v ˈkæri aʊt durchführen réaliser eseguire, svolgere

to do something that has been 
planned or discussed, or that 
someone has told you to do

The students carried out a 
survey on attitudes to politicians.

67

following n ˈfɒləʊɪŋ Anhängerschaft supporters seguito
a group of people who support 
or admire someone

The band has a huge following 
in the US. 71

inspiration n ˌɪnspəˈreɪʃən Inspiration, Eingebung inspiration ispirazione

a good idea about what you 
should say, do, write etc, or the 
person or thing which gives you 
this

The artist draws inspiration from 
ordinary scenes.

71
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dwelling n ˈdwɛlɪŋ Wohnung, Behausung demeure, domicile abitazione, dimora
a house, apartment etc where 
people live

Most of the buildings are single-
family dwellings. 80

subterranean adj ˌsʌbtəˈreɪniən unterirdisch souterrain sotterraneo under the surface of the earth
A subterranean river is believed 
to flow underneath the castle.

80

dynamic n daɪˈnæmɪk Dynamik dynamique dinamica
something that causes action or 
change

She regards class conflict as a 
central dynamic of historical 
change.

77

increasing adj ɪnˈkriːsɪŋ zunehmend croissant
in aumento, in crescita, che 
aumenta

used when saying that 
something happens more and 
more

There has been an increasing 
difficulty in finding affordable 
housing.

77

commission n kəˈmɪʃən Kommission, Ausschuss commission, comité commissione

an official group whose job is to 
find out about or control an 
activity

The Government set up a 
commission to investigate 
pollution.

76

subject matter n ˈsʌbʤɪkt ˈmætə Thema thème, sujet tema, argomento
the subject that is being 
discussed

The subject matter was much 
too technical for him, many of 
the words almost 
incomprehensible.

71

vessel n ˈvɛsl Schiff vaisseau nave, imbarcazione a ship or large boat

The fishing vessel was last seen 
yesterday evening, as it was 
leaving the bay.

69

collision n kəˈlɪʒən Zusammenstoß, Kollision collision collisione
a violent crash in which one 
vehicle hits another

Two people were injured in a 
head-on collision. 73

ironic adj aɪˈrɒnɪk ironisch ironique ironico

an ironic situation is strange or 
amusing because it is 
completely different from what 
you expect

It's ironic that your car was 
stolen outside the police station.

72

breakdown n ˈbreɪkˌdaʊn Aufschlüsselung ventilation
scomposizione, analisi 
dettagliata

a statement explaining the 
details of something

I'd like a breakdown of these 
figures, please. 72

offend v əˈfɛnd straffällig werden enfreindre la loi commettere reati to commit a crime
What can be done to stop 
criminals offending again? 71

craft n krɑːft Schiff barque, embarcation barca a boat

A small fishing craft got caught 
out in the storm and the coast 
guard was sent to rescue the 
crew.

74

instance n ˈɪnstəns Beispiel, Fall exemple, cas caso, esempio
an example of a particular kind 
of situation

They came across many 
instances of discrimination. 67

ironically, phrase aɪˈrɒnɪkəli, ironischerweise paradoxalement ironicamente

used when you are mentioning a 
situation in which the opposite of 
what you expect happens or is 
true

Ironically, a lot of crimes are 
committed quite close to police 
stations.

75

yacht n jɒt Yacht yacht yacht
a boat with sails used for races 
or sailing for pleasure

The yachts picked up a 
freshening breeze and sped 
through the sea.

68

naval adj ˈneɪvəl Marine-, See- naval navale relating to the navy
His orders were to protect the 
port from naval attack. 70

distort v dɪsˈtɔːt verzerren déformer, distordre alterare

to change the shape or sound of 
something so it is strange or 
unclear

Tall buildings can distort radio 
signals.

77

roughly adv ˈrʌfli ungefähr à peu près grossomodo, pressapoco not exactly
Roughly 100 people took part in 
the event. 68

frail adj freɪl gebrechlich frêle, fragile fragile thin and weak
His great-grandfather was a frail 
elderly man. 73

washed out adj wɒʃt aʊt blass, erschöpft pâle, épuisé sciupato, smorto tired and pale
You look washed-out. Didn't you 
sleep well last night? 79

blunt adj blʌnt unverblümt, offen, schonungslos direct diretto, senza peli sulla lingua
saying exactly what you think, 
even if it upsets people Julian's blunt words hurt them. 75
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casually adv ˈkæʒjʊəli beiläufig en passant con noncuranza, con naturalezza

in a relaxed manner, without 
showing signs of being worried 
or upset

 'Your boss seemed rather 
upset,' she remarked casually.

75

anxiously adv ˈæŋkʃəsli ängstlich, unruhig, sorgenvoll avec inquiétude ansiosamente, nervosamente
in a way that shows you are 
nervous or worried

Mom and dad waited anxiously 
by the phone. 77

flick through phr v flɪk θruː durchblättern feuilleter sfogliare
to look at a book, magazine etc 
quickly

She was flicking through a 
magazine, not really reading 
anything.

77

festivities n fɛsˈtɪvɪtiz Feierlichkeiten célébration festività, festeggiamenti

things such as eating, drinking, 
or dancing that people do to 
celebrate something

We spent the day preparing for 
the Christmas festivities.

77

indefinitely adv ɪnˈdɛfɪnɪtli auf unbestimmte Zeit à une date indéterminée a tempo indeterminato
until a time in the future that has 
not yet been arranged

The meeting has been 
postponed indefinitely. 73

regime n reɪˈʒiːm Kur régime regime, dieta

a special plan of food, exercise 
etc that is intended to improve 
your health

In order to prepare for the 
marathon, she introduced a new 
dietary and training regime.

-

cut/give somebody some slack phrase
kʌt/gɪv ˈsʌmbədi səm 
slæk

mit jdm nachsichtig sein, jdm 
Spielraum geben être indulgent envers qn non essere troppo severo con qn

to allow someone to do 
something without criticising 
them or making it more difficult

Let's cut them some slack, they 
are clearly doing their best.

-

the last straw phrase ðə lɑːst strɔː
das Fass zum Überlaufen 
bringen

la goutte d’eau qui fait déborder 
le vase

ultima goccia, goccia che fa 
traboccare il vaso

the last problem in a series of 
problems that finally makes you 
give up, get angry etc

Making me work late on Friday 
was the last straw.

-

moodiness n ˈmuːdɪnəs
Launenhaftigkeit, 
Stimmungsschwankungen humeur changeante

umore incostante, carattere 
lunatico

when someone is often angry or 
unhappy

They knew Tom was under a lot 
of stress but they found it dfficult 
to deal with his moodiness.

85

isolate v ˈaɪsəleɪt isolieren isoler isolare
to separate one person or thing 
from other people or things

Presley's success isolated him 
from his friends.

69

portray v pɔːˈtreɪ abbilden, darstellen représenter ritrarre

to describe or show someone or 
something in a particular way, 
according to your opinion of 
them

Romantic artists portrayed 
nature as wild and powerful.

72

exhibit v ɪgˈzɪbɪt aufweisen, zeigen présenter, manifester esibire, mostrare to show a quality or feeling

She exhibited great intelligence 
and kindness ever since she 
was a child.

72

fleeting glimpse
adj + n 
collocation ˈfliːtɪŋ glɪmps flüchtiger Anblick vision fugitive

fugace visione, fugace 
apparizione

a quick look at someone or 
something that does not allow 
you to see them clearly, lasting 
for only a short time

I caught a fleeting glimpse of 
them as they drove past.

71

draw v drɔː auf sich ziehen, anziehen attirer attirare, attrarre
to get a reaction or support from 
someone or something

His comments drew an angry 
response. 73

sympathy n ˈsɪmpəθi Mitgefühl, Sympathie compassion, sympathie simpatia, comprensione

the feeling you have when you 
understand why someone is 
unhappy and want to help them 
feel better I have a lot of sympathy for him.

70

conduct n ˈkɒndʌkt Verhalten conduite, comportement comportamento
the way someone behaves, 
especially in public or in their job

He swore at the referee, and 
was penalised for 
unsportsmanlike conduct.

67

first-hand adj ˈfɜːstˈhænd aus erster Hand
(avoir fait) personnellement 
(l’expérience de qc) di prima mano

experience etc that has been 
learned or gained by doing 
something yourself or by talking 
to someone yourself

You should listen to her, she has 
a first-hand experience on how 
to deal with such issues.

-
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stereotypical adj ˌstɛrɪəˈtɪpɪk(ə)l stereotyp banal, stéréotypé stereotipato

a belief or idea of what a 
particular type of person or thing 
is like. Stereotypes are often 
unfair or untrue

You can't judge a person based 
on stereotypical ideas.

78

helpline n hɛlp laɪn Hotline assistance téléphonique hotline
a telephone number you can call 
for advice or information

The company set up a helpline 
you can call if you have trouble 
with their product.

69

dispatch v dɪsˈpæʧ versenden envoyer inviare
to send someone or something 
somewhere

The packages were dispatched 
yesterday. 74

admission n ədˈmɪʃ(ə)n Eingeständnis aveu, confession ammissione

when you admit that something 
is true or that you have done 
something wrong

If he resigns, it will be an 
admission of guilt.

69

faultless adj ˈfɔːltlɪs fehlerfrei impeccable impeccabile having no mistakes Yasmin spoke faultless French. 81

seasoned adj ˈsiːznd erfahren, routiniert, gestanden chevronné, expérimenté esperto
with a lot of experience of doing 
something

Artie was by then a seasoned 
musician with six albums to his 
credit.

81

compelling adj kəmˈpɛlɪŋ fesselnd captivant avvincente very interesting or exciting
Her life makes a compelling 
story. 76

superficial adj ˌsjuːpəˈfɪʃəl oberflächlich superficiel superficiale

seeming to have a particular 
quality, although this is not true 
or real

The two animals have a 
superficial resemblance but they 
are actually different breeds.

78

trend n trɛnd Mode, Trend mode, tendance moda, tendenza

a fashion or something that is 
fashionable, such as a type of 
clothing

He's always dressed in the 
latest trends.

67

nurture v ˈnɜːʧə fördern, nähren cultiver, nourrir promuovere, alimentare
to help a plan, idea, feeling etc 
to develop

Reading aloud nurtures a love of 
books in children. -

brand v brænd stigmatisieren, beschimpfen étiqueter bollare, etichettare, marchiare

to describe someone or 
something as a very bad type of 
person

Ryan was branded a liar by the 
media.

75

tender adj ˈtɛndə zart, weich tendre tenero, dolce gentle in a way that shows love His voice was tender and soft.

79

sensibility n ˌsɛnsɪˈbɪlɪti Empfindung, Empfindsamkeit sensibilité sensibilità

the way that someone reacts to 
particular subjects or types of 
behaviour

Avoid using words that might 
offend someone's racial or 
moral sensibilities.

81

loudspeaker n ˌlaʊdˈspiːkə Lautsprecher haut-parleur altoparlante
a piece of equipment that 
makes sounds louder

Broadcasting of the concert was 
via a system of street 
loudspeakers.

76

glory n ˈglɔːri Herrlichkeit, Pracht gloire gloria, splendore

the things about a place or way 
of life which are beautiful or 
make people feel proud

The sun emerged from behind 
the clouds in all its glory.

72

exemplify v ɪgˈzɛmplɪfaɪ ein Beispiel sein für être l’exemple de esemplificare
to be a typical example of 
something

Stuart exemplifies the kind of 
student we like at our school. 78

retailer n riːˈteɪlə Einzelhändler/in détaillant/e negoziante
a person or company that sells 
things to people in shops

Retailers face their slowest 
business period in January and 
February.

68

broaden v ˈbrɔːdn sich verbreitern, ausweiten s’élargir espandersi

to include more people, ideas, 
activities etc, or to make 
something do this

The social world of the child 
slowly broadens.

73

revisit v ˌriːˈvɪsɪt nochmals zurückkommen auf réexaminer, revenir sur riesaminare, rivedere
to consider or discuss 
something again

We need to revisit this proposal 
as soon as the budget is clearer.

73
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striking adj ˈstraɪkɪŋ auffallend, verblüffend frappant, saisissant impressionante, straordinario unusual and noticeable
There's a striking similarity 
between the two girls. 73

entrenched adj ɪnˈtrɛnʧt etabliert, verwurzelt enraciné, établi radicato, consolidato

entrenched ideas have existed 
for a long time and are not likely 
to change

In the small towns racial 
prejudice was deeply 
entrenched.

82

atop prep əˈtɒp (oben) auf sur, au sommet de in cima a on top of something
He placed his gift atop the 
mountain of other presents. 82

hierarchy n ˈhaɪərɑːki Hierarchie hiérarchie gerarchia

a system of organising people 
or things according to their 
importance

The school district reorganised 
the administrative hierarchy, 
which helped to save money.

73

heap n hiːp Haufen tas cumulo, mucchio a large untidy pile of things
There was a heap of stones 
where the building used to be. 71

social media n ˈsəʊʃəl ˈmiːdiə soziale Medien réseaux sociaux social media

ways of sharing information, 
opinions, images, videos etc 
using the Internet, especially 
social networking sites

I use social media to keep in 
touch with my friends who live in 
different countries.

81

solitary adj ˈsɒlɪtəri einsam solitaire solitario
a solitary activity is something 
that you do alone

She likes to take long solitary 
walks along the beach. 75

antisocial adj ˌæntɪˈsəʊʃ(ə)l ungesellig, unsozial asocial asociale

someone who is antisocial does 
not enjoy meeting or being with 
other people

If I don't go tonight, everyone 
will accuse me of being 
antisocial.

-

projection n prəˈʤɛkʃən Prognose, Hochrechnung projection, prévision proiezione

a statement about what is likely 
to happen, using information you 
have now

They presented the next year's 
sales projections.

76

convinced adj kənˈvɪnst überzeugt convaincu convinto
completely certain that 
something is true You don't sound convinced. 68

greenhouse effect n ˈgriːnhaʊs ɪˈfɛkt Treibhauseffekt effet de serre effetto serra

the warming of the air around 
the Earth as a result of the 
Sun’s heat being trapped by 
pollution

The gas is responsible for 
around six percent of the current 
greenhouse effect.

74

theoretical adj θɪəˈrɛtɪkəl theoretisch théorique teorico
relating to scientific ideas rather 
than practical situations

She has a good theoretical 
understanding of physics. 69

ardent adj ˈɑːdənt glühend, leidenschaftlich fervent ardente, appassionato
supporting or wanting something 
very strongly

Even his most ardent 
supporters disagreed with this 
move.

82

sceptic n ˈskɛptɪk Skeptiker/in sceptique scettico
someone who doubts whether 
something is true or right

Sceptics argued that the rise in 
prices was temporary. 80

worst-case scenario
adj + n 
collocation wɜːst-keɪs sɪˈnɑːrɪəʊ der schlimmste Fall pire des scénarios scenario peggiore

the worst situation that could 
possibly happen

Let's imagine the worst-case 
scenario and prepare for that. 71

characteristic adj ˌkærɪktəˈrɪstɪk typisch, bezeichnend caractéristique caratteristico
typical of a particular person or 
thing

These problems are 
characteristic of modern life. 68

gratitude n ˈgrætɪtjuːd Dankbarkeit gratitude gratitudine the feeling of being grateful Tears of gratitude filled his eyes. 74

spin (cotton) v spɪn (ˈkɒtn) spinnen (Baumwolle) tisser filare (cotone)
to make cotton into thread by 
twisting it together

The village has a reputation for 
spinning fine cotton yarn. 76

crunch (the) numbers phrase krʌnʧ (ðiː) ˈnʌmbəz rechnen faire des calculs elaborare, calcolare
to do a lot of calculations in 
order to find an answer

The computer will crunch all the 
numbers to determine the final 
score.

-

excel v ɪkˈsɛl sich hervortun, überragend sein exceller eccellere, primeggiare to do something very well I never excelled at sport. 75

intimately adv ˈɪntɪmɪtli aufs Engste intimement intimamente, strettamente
in a way that involves a very 
close personal relationship

The two aspects are intimately 
connected. 77

partial adj ˈpɑːʃəl teilweise partiel parziale not complete
The exhibition was only a partial 
success. 69

weave v wiːv verflechten, (ver)weben mêle intrecciare
to join different ideas or subjects 
together in a clever way

The plot weaves together fact 
and fiction.

81
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domestic adj dəʊˈmɛstɪk häuslich, Haus- ménager domestico
relating to family relationships 
and life at home We share the domestic chores. 68

aspire v əsˈpaɪə anstreben aspirer à aspirare
to have a strong desire to 
achieve something

There are lots of students who 
aspire to a career in law. 76

sabbatical n səˈbætɪkəl Forschungssemester congé sabbatique
anno sabbatico, periodo 
sabbatico

a period when someone, 
especially a university teacher, 
stops doing their usual work to 
travel or study

Professor Burton is on 
sabbatical for two months.

84

film-maker n fɪlm-ˈmeɪkə Filmemacher/in réalisateur/-trice
cineasta (regista o produttore/-
trice cinematografico/-a)

someone who makes films for 
the cinema or television

Cinema was her passion so she 
studied to become a film-maker.

69

integral adj ˈɪntɪgrəl wesentlich intégrant integrante, essenziale
forming part of something, 
especially a very important part

Training is an integral part of 
any team's preparation.

75

profound adj prəˈfaʊnd tiefgründig, tief profond profondo
a profound effect, feeling etc is 
very great or serious

The story had a profound effect 
on me. 71

distinctly adv dɪsˈtɪŋktli klar, deutlich clairement distintamente
clearly heard, seen, 
remembered etc I distinctly remember his words. 75

unsettled adj ʌnˈsɛtld unruhig, durcheinander perturbé, troublé
inquieto, turbato, non a proprio 
agio worried, upset, or nervous

Children often feel unsettled by 
moving home. 80

indignantly adv ɪnˈdɪgnəntli beleidigend, ausfallend d’un air indigné con indignazione, con sdegno

in an indignant way, angry 
because you feel insulted or 
unfairly treated

He agreed to the terms 
indignantly.

80

forsake v fəˈseɪk aufgeben abandonner, délaisser rinunciare a
to stop doing, using, or having 
something that you enjoy

She will never forsake her 
vegetarian principles.

-

condition v kənˈdɪʃən konditionieren conditionner condizionare

to make a person or animal 
behave in a particular way by 
training or influencing them over 
a period of time

The horses are conditioned to 
expect food from people.

74

commodity n kəˈmɒdɪti Rohstoff, Naturprodukt produit, marchandise merce, bene, prodotto a product that is bought and sold
Land is an extremely valuable 
commodity. 72

scarce adj skeəs knapp, selten rare scarso
if something is scarce, there is 
not enough of it available

Food was often scarce in the 
winter. 75

wildly adv ˈwaɪldli extrem, heftig extrêmenent, énormément enormemente, estremamente extremely
The band is wildly popular in 
Cuba. 78

press-up n prɛs-ʌp Liegestütz pompe flessione

a type of exercise in which you 
lie facing the ground, and push 
your body up with your arms

She started each morning with 
50 press-ups and a quick jog 
around the neighbourhood.

-

uniform adj ˈjuːnɪfɔːm gleichmäßig uniforme uniforme
things that are uniform are all 
the same size, shape etc

The temperature must be 
uniform in every area of the 
reactor.

74

raw adj rɔː rein, pur, roh brut, pur puro, vero, crudo
raw emotion, power etc is very 
strong or powerful The film is full of raw emotion. 75

linear adj ˈlɪnɪə linear linéaire lineare

involving a series of connected 
events, ideas etc, that move or 
progress from one stage to the 
next

Let's try some creative 
exercises to break away from 
our linear thinking.

69

objective adj əbˈʤɛktɪv objektiv objectif obiettivo
not influenced by your own 
feelings or opinions

It's hard to give an objective 
opinion about your own children.

69

elastic adj ɪˈlæstɪk elastisch élastique elastico, flessibile
a system or plan that is elastic 
can change or be changed easily

Demand for this type of holiday 
will probably be fairly elastic.

-

yeast n jiːst Hefe levure lievito
a substance used to make 
bread rise

Bread is made from flour, yeast, 
and water. 76

vital adj ˈvaɪtl entscheidend, wesentlich vital, essentiel vitale, fondamentale, essenziale
extremely important or 
necessary

His evidence was vital to the 
defence case. 68
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observation n ˌɒbzə(ː)ˈveɪʃən Bemerkung, Beobachtung remarque, observation osservazione a spoken or written remark
I would like to make an 
observation. 70

efficiency n ɪˈfɪʃənsi Effizienz, Leistung efficience, rendement efficienza

the fact of doing something 
well/effectively, without wasting 
time, money, or energy

Better fuel efficiency can be 
achieved by driving more slowly.

70

impact v ɪmˈpækt
sich auswirken (auf), 
beeinflussen avoir un impact avere un impatto su

to have an effect on someone or 
something

How will the changes impact on 
us? 73

motivation n ˌməʊtɪˈveɪʃən Motivation motivation motivazione
when you are keen and willing to 
do something

Jack is smart, but he lacks 
motivation. 70

shift v ʃɪft ändern changer cambiare
if your opinions or beliefs shift, 
they change He refused to shift his opinion. 68

perception n pəˈsɛpʃən Wahrnehmung perception percezione

the way you think about 
something and your idea of what 
it is like

Can you compare a child's 
perception of the world with an 
adult's?

70

agreeable adj əˈgrɪəbl akzeptabel, annehmbar acceptable accettabile, consono acceptable

The main objective is to find a 
solution that is agreeable to the 
company in terms of cost.

78

temptation n tɛmpˈteɪʃən Versuchung tentation tentazione

a strong feeling that you want to 
have or do something, although 
you know you should not

I had to resist the temptation to 
snap at him.

74

endeavour v ɪnˈdɛvə versuchen, probieren s’efforcer, essayer tentare di, provare a
to try to do something new or 
difficult I endeavoured to reassure him. 80

Reading and Use of English 
Part 6

skim v skɪm überfliegen parcourir rapidement
scorrere, leggere qc per sommi 
capi

to read something quickly to find 
the main facts or ideas in it

She skimmed through that 
morning's headlines.

71

geopolitical adj ˌʤiːəʊpəˈlɪtɪk(ə)l geopolitisch géopolitique geopolitico

g   y   
country’s position, population etc 
affect its political development 
and its relationship with other 

The complex geopolitical 
situation in the region made it 
difficult to find an agreement.

-

hotspot n hɒt spɒt Hotspot, Mittelpunkt haut lieu, zone sensible hotspot, zona calda
a place where there is likely to 
be a lot of activity or fighting

The report identified eight 
pollution hotspots. 80

instability n ˌɪnstəˈbɪlɪti Instabilität instabilité instabilità

when a situation or someone’s 
behaviour is likely to change 
suddenly

There is a lot of political 
instability in this region.

72

unfold n ʌnˈfəʊld sich entwickeln, entfalten dévoiler svilupparsi, svolgersi

if a story or event unfolds, it 
becomes clearer and you 
understand it

The case began to slowly unfold 
in court.

74

superpower n ˈsjuːpəˌpaʊə Supermacht superpuissance superpotenza
a country that has a lot of 
military and political power

The book traces the emergence 
of the country as a superpower 
in the 21st century.

70

impressively adv ɪmˈprɛsɪvli beeindruckend de manière impressionnante in modo impressionante
in a way that seems surprisingly 
big, good, skilful etc

Production standards are 
impressively high.

80

revelation n ˌrɛvɪˈleɪʃən Enthüllung, Aufdeckung révélation rivelazione
a surprising fact that was secret 
and has now been told to people

He resigned after revelations 
about his affair.

74

exploration n ˌɛksplɔːˈreɪʃən Erforschung, Untersuchung exploration ricerca, esplorazione

when you try to find out more 
about something by discussing 
it, thinking about it etc

The book is an exploration into 
how a loved and supported child 
becomes a happy and 
competent adult.

68

unrest n ʌnˈrɛst Aufruhr agitation disordine

when the people in a country 
feel angry about something and 
protest about it, often violently

There is growing unrest 
throughout the country.

72
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tension n ˈtɛnʃən Spannung tension tensione

the feeling that exists when 
people do not trust each other 
and may suddenly attack each 
other

The obvious tension between 
Warren and Anne made 
everyone else uncomfortable.

68

blurb n blɜːb Klappentext texte de présentation, résumé trafiletto

a short description giving 
information about a book or new 
product

The blurb for her latest book 
describes her as 'one of 
Britain’s best-loved art critics'.

81

extravagant adj ɪksˈtrævɪgənt übertrieben excessif stravagante
extravagant claims, promises 
etc are not likely to be true

Extravagant claims have been 
made for some herbal remedies 
including the curing of baldness.

75

comprehensively adv ˌkɒmprɪˈhɛnsɪvli ausführlich de manière exhaustive
in modo esaustivo, 
esaurientemente in a way that includes everything

I think you explained your work 
comprehensively enough.

72

spectacularly adv spɛkˈtækjʊləli spektakulär de manière spectaculaire in modo spettacolare very impressively
It was sad to see how 
spectacularly his business failed.

70

adventurous adj ədˈvɛnʧərəs abenteuerlustig aventureux, audacieux avventuroso
wanting to do new, exciting, or 
dangerous things

Andy is a very adventurous rock-
climber. 71

be taken aback phrase bi ˈteɪkən əˈbæk verdattert, verblüfft sein surpris, être pris de court essere preso alla sprovvista to be very surprised or shocked
I was taken aback by Linda's 
rudeness. 79

comprehend v ˌkɒmprɪˈhɛnd verstehen, begreifen comprendre, saisir comprendere to understand something
They don't seem to comprehend 
how serious this is.

73

contradict v ˌkɒntrəˈdɪkt widersprechen contredire contraddire

if one statement, story etc 
contradicts another, they are 
different, and both cannot be true

The witnesses' accounts 
contradict each other.

73

commentator n ˈkɒmɛnteɪtə Kommentator/in commentateur/-trice commentatore/-trice

someone who knows a lot about 
a subject, and who writes about 
it or discusses it on the 
television or radio

The sports commentator was 
overcome with emotion when 
the player scored the goal.

69

regulation n ˌrɛgjʊˈleɪʃən Regulierung régulation regolamento
when a system or process is 
controlled

There seem to be so many rules 
and regulations these days.

68

quarter n ˈkwɔːtə Viertel, Stadtviertel quartier quartiere
an area of a town where a 
particular group of people live

I found a small flat in the student 
quarter. 69

impose v ɪmˈpəʊz durchsetzen, auferlegen imposer imporre
to force people to accept 
something

The government imposed a ban 
on all imports. 67

ultimately adv ˈʌltɪmɪtli letztendlich, schlussendlich en fin de compte, finalement alla fine, in definitiva
finally, after everything else has 
been done or considered

Their efforts ultimately resulted 
in his release from prison.

71

counterproductive adj ˌkaʊntəprəˈdʌktɪv kontraproduktiv contre-productif controproducente
achieving the opposite result to 
the one that you want

Being too available can be 
counterproductive. -

replacement n rɪˈpleɪsmənt Nachfolger/in, Vertretung remplaçant/e sostituzione
someone or something that 
replaces another person or thing

We're waiting for Mr Dunley's 
replacement.

69

pollute v pəˈluːt verschmutzen polluer inquinare
to make air, water, soil etc dirty 
or dangerous

The island has been seriously 
polluted by a copper mine. 67

implement v ˈɪmpləment umsetzen, ausführen mettre en œuvre implementare, applicare

if you implement a plan or 
process, you begin to make it 
happen

Airlines were required to 
implement new safety 
recommendations.

71

consensus n kənˈsɛnsəs Einigkeit consensus consenso
agreement between everyone in 
a group

Ministers failed to reach a 
consensus on the issue. 74

subjective adj səbˈʤɛktɪv subjektiv subjectif soggettivo
influenced by your own opinions 
and feelings rather than facts

Try not to be too subjective 
when you write about the film.

72
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would-be adj ˈwʊdbiː Möchtegern- aspirant aspirante

someone who hopes to have a 
particular job or intends to do a 
particular thing

The city is full of young would-be 
actors hoping to get a role in the 
latest movie.

-

mistakenly adv mɪsˈteɪkənli irrtümlicherweise par erreur, à tort erroneamente incorrectly
He mistakenly believed that he 
had packed his toothbrush. 75

stage v steɪʤ aufführen mettre en scène organizzare, mettere in scena
to organise an event or 
performance

They're staging a rock concert 
in the park. 71

amenity n əˈmiːnɪti Einrichtung, Freizeitanlage aménagement, équipements servizio
something that makes a place 
comfortable and easy to live in

The hotel's amenities include a 
pool and two bars. 76

accessible adj əkˈsɛsəbl zugänglich accessible accessibile easy to reach, find, or use
The park is not accessible by 
road. 71

inspection n ɪnˈspɛkʃən Besichtigung, Kontrolle inspection ispezione

an official visit to a building or 
organization in order to make 
sure everything is satisfactory 
and that rules are being obeyed

An inspection was carried out at 
the school.

68

relaxation n ˌriːlækˈseɪʃən Lockerung assouplissement allentamento
when rules, laws etc are made 
less strict

We can expect a relaxation of 
government regulations soon. 70

framework n ˈfreɪmwɜːk Rahmen structure, charpente struttura, impalcatura

the main structure that supports 
something such as a building or 
vehicle

A rigid metal framework 
supported the sculpture.

69

misguided adj ˌmɪsˈgaɪdɪd irrig, fehlgeleitet malavisé, trompé errato, sbagliato
based on an idea or opinion that 
is wrong

He had a misguided belief that it 
would be easier to find work in 
London.

78

vocal adj ˈvəʊkəl offen, unverblümt qui se fait entendre, intarissable aperto, dichiarato
expressing strong opinions 
publicly

Mary was a vocal opponent of 
the plan. 73

continually adv kənˈtɪnjʊəli fortwährend, ununterbrochen continuellement continuamente, ininterrottamente
repeated many times, often in a 
way that is harmful or annoying The phone rang continually.

70

abolition n ˌæbəʊˈlɪʃ(ə)n Abschaffung abolition abolizione
the act of officially ending a law, 
system etc

The abolition of certain 
regulations made the country 
much more business-friendly.

78

extreme sports n ɪksˈtriːm spɔːts Extremsportarten sport extrême sport estremi

sports are that are dangerous, 
or are done in a way that is 
more dangerous than the usual 
form of that sport

She has always been into 
extreme sports such as free 
climbing and base jumping.

82

fundamental adj ˌfʌndəˈmɛntl grundlegend fondamental fondamentale, di base
relating to the most basic and 
important parts of something

The fundamental cause of the 
problem is that they didn't listen 
to the experts before they 
started the project.

71

sustain v səsˈteɪn erleiden, sich zuziehen subir subire, riportare to suffer injury, damage, or loss
Two people sustained minor 
injuries. 75

base jumping n beɪs ˈʤʌmpɪŋ Basejumping saut en base jump base jumping

a sport in which people jump off 
tall objects such as buildings, 
bridges, or cliffs, using a 
parachute

With my fear of heights, I'd say 
no to base jumping.

-

sceptical adj ˈskɛptɪkəl skeptisch sceptique scettico
doubting whether something is 
true or right

I'm highly sceptical about what I 
read in the press. 77

prototype n ˈprəʊtəʊtaɪp Prototyp prototype prototipo

the first form of a new car, 
machine etc, which is used to 
test the design before it is made 
in large numbers

Pilots have begun testing a 
prototype of the new aircraft.

75

revert to phr v rɪˈvɜːt tʊ zurückkehren zu retourner à, retomber en ritornare a
to change back to a previous 
thing or situation

The city reverted to its former 
name of St Petersburg. 76

illegally adv ɪˈliːgəli illegal de manière illégale illegalmente thereby breaking the law
The items had been brought into 
the country illegally. 67
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hazardous adj ˈhæzədəs gefährlich, riskant dangereux, hasardeux pericoloso
dangerous or likely to cause 
accidents

Wear protective clothing when 
handling chemicals which may 
be hazardous to health.

75

oversee v ˌəʊvəˈsiː leiten, beaufsichtigen superviser, surveiller dirigere, supervisionare

to be in charge of a group of 
workers and check that work is 
done correctly

Schultz oversees 61 workers 
and a $5.9 million budget.

77

inherently adv ɪnˈhɪərəntli von Haus aus, von Natur aus par essence, intrinsèquement intrinsecamente

a quality that is inherent in 
something is a natural part of it 
and cannot be separated from it

Firefighting is an inherently 
dangerous occupation.

-

utterly adv ˈʌtəli komplett, vollkommen complètement totalmente, completamente completely; thoroughly They were utterly defeated. 78

pointless adj ˈpɒntlɪs sinnlos, zwecklos inutile inutile
without any useful purpose or 
effect

It's pointless telling him to clean 
his room – he'll never do it.

73

disproportionate adj ˌdɪsprəˈpɔːʃnɪt unverhältnismäßig disproportionné sproporzionato
too much or too little in relation 
to something

He gets a disproportionate 
amount of publicity. 78

partake v pɑːˈteɪk teilnehmen participer partecipare to take part, to participate
It was seen as an honour to 
partake in this. -

incentive n ɪnˈsɛntɪv Anreiz motivation incentivo

something that encourages you 
to work harder or to start a new 
activity

The promise of going outside 
once they finish was an 
incentive for children to work 
hard.

72

thrive v θraɪv gedeihen bien pousser prosperare, crescere florido
to become very successful or 
very strong and healthy

Let's find a plant that is able to 
thrive in dry conditions. 73

latter adj ˈlætə letzer dernier ultimo
the latter part of a period of time 
is nearest to the end of it

We'll be travelling in the latter 
part of November. 74

parachute v ˈpærəʃuːt mit dem Fallschirm abspringen sauter en parachute
paracadutarsi, lanciarsi con il 
paracadute

to jump from a plane using a 
parachute (a piece of equipment 
worn by people who jump out of 
planes, to make them fall slowly 
and safely to the ground)

The plane was damaged so the 
pilot needed to parachute to 
safety.

80

simulation n ˌsɪmjʊˈleɪʃən Simulation simulation simulazione

something you do or produce in 
order to study or test what 
happens in a real situation

The training included a 
computer simulation of an 
emergency landing.

71

cancel out phr v ˈkænsəl aʊt sich aufheben, neutralisieren neutraliser neutralizzare, compensare

if two things cancel each other 
out, each stops the other from 
having any effect

The gains and losses will cancel 
each other out.

69

regulatory adj ˈrɛgjʊleɪt(ə)ri Regulierungs- régulateur regolatore, di controllo

a regulatory authority has the 
official power to control an 
activity and to make sure that it 
is done in a satisfactory way

New products have been 
approved by the regulatory 
authority.

77

vastly adj ˈvɑːstli enorm, immens infiniment enormemente, molto very much
The two books are vastly 
different. 81

unpick v ʌnˈpɪk aufdröseln, auseinandernehmen défaire disfare, sbrogliare

to examine the different parts of 
a subject, deal etc, especially in 
order to find faults I didn't want to unpick the past.

-

intimate adj ˈɪntɪmɪt innig, vertraut intime intimo having a very close relationship They became intimate friends. 73

eloquently adv ˈɛləʊkwəntli eloquent, redegewandt de manière éloquente eloquentemente, con eloquenza
in a way that expresses ideas 
and opinions well

Maybe I was able to express my 
thoughts more eloquently than I 
feared.

79

broadsheet n ˈbrɔːdʃiːt seriöse, angesehene Zeitung journal de qualité
giornale autorevole, giornale in 
grande formato

a serious newspaper printed on 
large sheets of paper

I haven't seen someone reading 
a broadsheet at the cafe in 
years.

81
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tabloid n ˈtæblɔɪd Boulevardzeitung tabloïde tabloid, giornale scandalistico

a newspaper that has small 
pages, a lot of photographs, and 
not very much serious news

He had brought a national 
tabloid printed in London, to 
read while he waited.

72

manipulate v məˈnɪpjʊleɪt manipulieren manipuler manipolare
to make someone do what you 
want by skilfully influencing them

The salesman tried to 
manipulate the boss into buying 
more printers than he needed.

73

conviction n conviction Überzeugung conviction convinzione a very strong belief or opinion She spoke with great conviction. 71

algorithm n ˈælgərɪðm Algorithmus algorithme algoritmo

a set of instructions that are 
followed in a fixed order and 
used for solving a mathematical 
problem, making a computer 
program etc

Spelling correction algorithms 
usually suggest a few alternative 
words which are in some sense 
similar to the detected 
misspelled word.

80

division n dɪˈvɪʒən Spaltung, Trennung division divisione
disagreement among the 
members of a group

There are deep divisions within 
the party. 68

plausible adj ˈplɔːzəbəl plausibel, glaubhaft plausible plausibile
reasonable and likely to be true 
or successful

His story certainly sounds 
plausible. 78

assert v əˈsɜːt versichern, behaupten affirmer affermare, asserire
to say firmly that something is 
true

The company has vigorously 
asserted that it is not breaking 
the law.

71

sane adj seɪn vernünftig, zurechnungsfähig sain d’esprit sano di mente not mentally ill He seems perfectly sane to me. 74

insight n ˈɪnsaɪt Einblick aperçu idea, informazioni utili
a clear understanding of a 
complicated situation, idea etc

The article gives us an insight 
into Chinese culture. 68

bleak adj bliːk düster, trostlos peu réjouissant cupo, tetro
without anything to make you 
feel happy or hopeful

Without a job, the future 
seemed bleak. 78

integrity n ɪnˈtɛgrɪti Integrität, Lauterkeit intégrité integrità
the quality of being honest and 
having high moral standards

She brought dignity and integrity 
to the profession.

74

perceptively adv pəˈsɛptɪvli scharfsinnig, sensibel de manière perspicace in modo perspicace

in a way that suggests an ability 
to notice things quickly and 
understand situations, people’s 
feelings etc well

She commented on the plan 
perceptively and helped us 
improve it.

85

contentious adj kənˈtɛnʃəs umstritten, strittig controversé controverso likely to cause an argument

Animal welfare did not become 
a contentious issue until the late 
1970s.

78

unease n ˌʌnˈiːz Besorgnis, Unbehagen malaise, inquiétude ansia, preoccupazione a feeling of worry or slight fear

There is a growing sense of 
unease in the financial world 
about the industry's future.

77

persuasively adv pəˈsweɪsɪvli überzeugend de façon convaincante persuasivamente convincingly

They spoke of the trip so 
persuasively that I finally agreed 
to join them.

81

irritation n ˌɪrɪˈteɪʃən Verärgerung, Gereiztheit irritation irritazione impatient and annoyed feelings

Bailey expressed irritation with 
the inaccurate reports in the 
media.

75

hence adv hɛns daher d’où quindi, da qui for this reason
Her family are Welsh – hence 
the accent. 71

interference n ˌɪntəˈfɪərəns Beeinflussung, Einmischung ingérence, intrusion interferenza
when someone interferes in 
something

I resented his interference in my 
work.

70

sheer adj ʃɪə rein, schier simple puro, solo
used to emphasize the amount, 
size, or degree of something

The sheer size of some files 
caused problems.

78
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etiquette n ˈɛtɪkɛt Etikette étiquette galateo the rules of polite behaviour

Etiquette is especially important 
on occasions such as weddings 
and funerals.

78

realm n rɛlm Bereich domaine regno, campo
an area of knowledge, interest, 
or thought

In the realm of oceanography he 
can tell you anything you need to 
know.

78

allocate v ˈæləʊkeɪt zuteilen, widmen, vorsehen accorder assegnare

to use something for a particular 
purpose, give something to a 
particular person etc, especially 
after an official decision has 
been made

You should allocate the same 
amount of time to each question.

-

resent v rɪˈzɛnt äußerst ungern tun ne pas apprécier non sopportare
to feel angry and upset about a 
situation or action

He resents having to explain his 
work to other people.

72

deterrent n dɪˈtɛrənt Abschreckungsmittel moyen de dissuasion deterrente
something that makes people 
less likely to do something

Window locks are an effective 
deterrent against burglars.

78

no-show n nəʊ-ʃəʊ
jmd., der eine Buchung nicht 
wahrnimmt

qn qui fait faux bond, qui pose 
un lapin à qn assente

someone who does not arrive or 
appear somewhere they were 
expected to be, for example at a 
restaurant or a meeting

The bad weather meant there 
were a lot of no-shows at the 
game.

-

machinations n ˌmækɪˈneɪʃənz Machenschaften machinations, intrigues macchinazioni

secret, clever, and often unfair 
methods used to achieve 
something – used to show 
disapproval

She complained about the 
machinations political 
candidates employed to win.

-

scandal n ˈskændl Skandal scandale scandalo

talk about dishonest or immoral 
things that famous or important 
people are believed to have 
done

The magazine is full of gossip 
and scandal.

69

allot v əˈlɒt widmen dédier destinare, dedicare

to use a particular amount of 
time for something, or give a 
particular share of money, 
space etc to someone or 
something

Try and allot two or three hours 
a day to revision.

-

disingenuously adv ˌdɪsɪnˈʤɛnjʊəsli unaufrichtig de manière peu sincère in modo poco sincero
in a not sincere and slightly 
dishonest way

I never expected her to act so 
disingenuously. -

admirable adj ˈædmərəbl bewundernswert admirable ammirevole
having many good qualities that 
you respect and admire

It is an admirable book, the first 
to tell the whole truth about the 
war.

74

courtesy n ˈkɜːtɪsi Höflichkeit politesse cortesia, gentilezza polite behaviour
He didn't even have the 
courtesy to apologise. 71

prospective adj prəsˈpɛktɪv voraussichtlich, künftig futur, potentiel potenziale, possibile

someone who is likely to do a 
particular thing or achieve a 
particular position

Once you have a list of 
prospective candidates, you 
need to do a bit of research.

-

torrential (rain) adj tɒˈrɛnʃəl (reɪn) sintflutartig(er Regen) (pluie) torrentiel(le) torrenziale (pioggia) very heavy (rain)
I woke to the sound of torrential 
rain. 80

vigilance n ˈvɪʤɪləns Wachsamkeit, Umsicht vigilance vigilanza

careful attention that you give to 
what is happening, so that you 
will notice any danger or illegal 
activity

The increasing use of child-
proof containers for medicines is 
helpful, but vigilance is still 
necessary.

-

consideration n kənˌsɪdəˈreɪʃən Rücksicht considération considerazione
when you think about other 
people’s feelings and needs

He shows no consideration for 
others. 70

reciprocate v rɪˈsɪprəkeɪt erwidern répliquer ricambiare

to do or give something, 
because something similar has 
been done or given to you

When he spoke I was expected 
to reciprocate with some remark 
of my own.

-
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harsh adj hɑːʃ streng sévère severo, rigido unkind, cruel, or strict
We need harsher laws to deal 
with dangerous drivers. 70

dustpan n ˈdʌstpæn Kehrschaufel pelle à poussière paletta

a flat container with a handle 
that you use with a brush to 
remove dust and waste from the 
floor

I carried the mess in the 
dustpan into the garden.

84

instinctively adv ɪnˈstɪŋktɪvli instinktiv instinctivement istintivamente

using your instincts, without 
needing to think carefully about 
what you are going to do

The cat instinctively knew she 
could trust us.

78

compass n ˈkʌmpəs Kompass boussole bussola

an instrument that shows the 
direction you are travelling in, 
with a needle that always points 
north

After we took the wrong path, 
we had to use a compass to find 
our way back to camp.

71

modernist adj ˈmɒdənɪst modern moderniste modernista

relating to using styles that are 
very different from traditional 
styles of art, music, literature etc.

He studied modernist 
architecture at university.

77

futuristic adj ˌfjuːʧəˈrɪstɪk futuristisch futuriste futuristico

something which is futuristic 
looks unusual and modern, as if 
it belongs in the future instead of 
the present

The futuristic sports stadium is 
the pride of the city.

-

boost v buːst ankurbeln, anschieben stimuler, pousser
rilanciare, aumentare, dare 
impulso a

to increase or improve 
something

The publicity boosted sales by 
30%. 73

multinational n ˌmʌltɪˈnæʃənl multinational multinational multinazionale
a large company that has offices 
in many different countries

They worked in a Connecticut-
based multinational that 
produces chemicals.

77

cynical adj ˈsɪnɪkəl zynisch cynique cinico

unwilling to believe that people 
have good, honest, or sincere 
reasons for doing something

The public is cynical about 
election promises.

75

ebb and flow phrase ɛb ənd fləʊ Ebbe und Flut flux et reflux flusso e riflusso

a situation or state in which 
something increases and 
decreases in a kind of pattern

In the harbour you got a 
secondary ebb and flow 
between the main tides.

83

rigid adj ˈrɪʤɪd unbeweglich, unflexibel rigide, inflexible rigido, inflessibile
very unwilling to change your 
ideas

Our manager was so rigid, he'd 
never listen to our ideas. 77

yawn v jɔːn gähnen bâiller sbadigliare

to open your mouth wide and 
breathe deeply because you are 
tired or bored

He looked at his watch and 
yawned.

70

promptly adj ˈprɒmptli sofort, umgehend immédiatement prontamente, subito without delay She replied promptly. 67

doctorate n ˈdɒktərɪt Doktortitel doctorat dottorato
a university degree at the 
highest level

She then earned a doctorate in 
political sociology at City 
University of New York.

75

unbothered adj ˌʌnˈbɒðəd
unbeirrt, gleichgültig, 
unbekümmert indifférent indifferente worried or upset

He seems completely 
unbothered about what she said.

69

rebellious adj rɪˈbɛljəs rebellisch rebelle ribelle
opposing someone in authority 
or the rules of society

He's always had a rebellious 
attitude. 77

the performing arts n ðə pəˈfɔːmɪŋ ɑːts die darstellenden Künste les arts du spectacle le arti dello spettacolo
arts such as dance, music, or 
drama

He loved taking part in the 
performing arts after school. 78

curriculum n kəˈrɪkjʊləm Lehrplan programme curriculum
the subjects that students learn 
at a school, college etc

Are politicians the best people to 
be developing the educational 
curriculum?

67

knock v nɒk heruntermachen critiquer criticare
to criticise someone or 
something, especially unfairly

 'I hate this job.' 'Don't knock it – 
it could be worse!' 76

slim adj slɪm gering, klein minime, peu de scarso very small in amount or degree
Doctors say she has only a slim 
chance of recovery. 67
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renowned adj rɪˈnaʊnd berühmt, namhaft renommé, réputé rinomato, celebre

known and admired by a lot of 
people, especially for a special 
skill, achievement, or quality

She's renowned as a brilliant 
speaker.

-

fetch v fɛʧ einbringen atteindre, rapporter
fruttare, essere venduto per una 
particolare somma di denaro

to be sold for a particular 
amount of money The painting fetched $1.2 million.

77

obligation n ˌɒblɪˈgeɪʃən Verpflichtung, Pflicht obligation obbligo
a moral or legal duty to do 
something

Employers have an obligation to 
provide a safe working 
environment.

70

absurd adj əbˈsɜːd absurd absurde, ridicule assurdo completely unreasonable or silly

It seems quite absurd to expect 
anyone to drive for 3 hours just 
for a 20-minute meeting.

71

merit n ˈmɛrɪt Vorzug, Wert mérite merito a good quality or feature
The new scheme has several 
merits. 70

spark v spɑːks entfachen, entzünden, auslösen déclencher scatenare, suscitare
to make something start 
happening The speech sparked off riots. 77

gifted adj ˈgɪftɪd begabt doué dotato, di talento
having a natural ability to do one 
or more things extremely well She is a gifted poet.

73

artistically adv ɑːˈtɪstɪk(ə)li künstlerisch artistiquement artisticamente, in modo artistico

with a lot of artistic skill, or in a 
way that is related to an artist's 
skills

He arranged the flowers 
artistically.

79

attain v əˈteɪn erlangen, erreichen atteindre raggiungere, conquistare
to achieve something after 
trying for a long time

More women are now attaining 
high positions in business.

75

to all intents and purposes phrase
tʊ ɔːl ɪnˈtɛnts ənd 
ˈpɜːpəsɪz praktisch, im Grunde pratiquement, en réalité a tutti gli effetti

used to say that a situation is 
not exactly as you describe it, 
but the effect is the same as if it 
were

The war was, to all intents and 
purposes, over.

-

scenario n sɪˈnɑːrɪəʊ Szenario scénario scenario
a situation that could possibly 
happen

I might get the job, but it is an 
unlikely scenario. 71

automation n ˌɔːtəˈmeɪʃ(ə)n Automatisierung automatisation automazione

changing the way something is 
produced or done, so that 
computers or robots are used 
instead of workers

Automation of some processes 
can help us save time.

80

accelerate v əkˈsɛləreɪt beschleunigen accélérer accelerare

if a process accelerates or if you 
accelerate it, it starts to happen 
more quickly

Economic growth should 
accelerate as the year goes on.

73

foresee v fɔːˈsiː vorhersehen prévoir prevedere
to expect that something will 
happen in the future

No one could have foreseen 
such a disaster. 72

continuation n kənˌtɪnjʊˈeɪʃən Fortsetzung continuation continuazione
when something continues to 
exist or happen

The present economic policy is 
a continuation of the earlier one.

73

earner n ˈɜːnə Verdiener/in source de revenu, salarié/e chi guadagna, chi ha un reddito
someone who earns money for 
the job they do

She is the only wage earner in 
the family. 74

resentment n rɪˈzɛntmənt Ärger, Groll rancœur risentimento
when you feel angry or upset 
about a situation

He was filled with deep 
resentment at being passed 
over for promotion.

74

adolescence n ˌædəʊˈlɛsns Pubertät, Jugendalter adolescence adolescenza

the period when a young person 
is developing into an adult, 
usually between the ages of 12 
and 18

During adolescence, boys and 
girls are sometimes very shy 
and lacking in self-confidence.

75

consumerism n kənˈsjuːmərɪz(ə)m Konsumismus consumérisme consumismo
the buying and selling of goods 
and services

We have seen the growth of 
consumerism over the last 
years.

78
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sentiment n ˈsɛntɪmənt Meinung, Ansicht, Gedanken sentiment, opinion sentimento, opinione
an opinion or feeling you have 
about something

Similar sentiments were 
expressed by many politicians. 75

encapsulate v ɪnˈkæpsjʊleɪt zusammenfassen, einfangen résumer, contenir riassumere, racchiudere
to express or show something in 
a short way

The words of the song neatly 
encapsulate the mood of the 
country at that time.

-

congestion n kənˈʤɛsʧən Stau embouteillage ingorgo

a large amount of traffic that 
makes it difficult for vehicles to 
move around

Councillors are looking at ways 
to reduce traffic congestion in 
the town centre.

73

fervent adj ˈfɜːvənt leidenschaftlich, enthusiastisch fervent fervente, appassionato
believing or feeling something 
very strongly

She is a fervent supporter of 
human rights. 82

inventory n ˈɪnvəntri Inventar inventaire inventario a list of all the things in a place
They made an inventory of the 
museum. 77

cultural heritage
adj + n 
collocation ˈkʌlʧərəl ˈhɛrɪtɪʤ kulturelles Erbe patrimoine culturel patrimonio culturale

the traditional customs, 
buildings, arts etc that are 
important to a country

We cannot deny the importance 
of preserving the cultural 
heritage.

71

conurbation n ˌkɒnɜːˈbeɪʃən Ballungsraum conurbation conurbazione

a group of towns that have 
spread and become joined 
together

They lived in the densely 
populated conurbations of 
Britain.

83

unveil v ʌnˈveɪl enthüllen dévoiler svelare

to show the public something for 
the first time, or tell them about 
a new plan, product etc

He unveiled a painting of the 
princess in a pink gown.

75

multi-storey adj ˈmʌltɪ-ˈstɔːri mehrstöckig à plusieurs étages multipiano
a multi-storey building has many 
levels

She left her car in a multi-storey 
car park near the shopping 
centre.

82

gleam v gliːm schimmern, funkeln étinceler luccicare to shine softly and pleasantly
The table was gleaming with 
wax polish.

77

double-decker adj ˈdʌblˈdɛkə Doppeldecker bus à impériale a due piani
something with two levels, 
especially a bus

They got on the red double-
decker bus in the centre of 
London.

79

rack n ræk Gestell, Regal, Ständer étagère griglia, rastrelliera, portabagagli
a frame or shelf with bars, 
where you can put or keep things

Put the suitcase on the luggage 
rack.

74

embed v ɪmˈbɛd einbetten, eingraben enfoncer, insérer incastrare, conficcare
to put something firmly and 
deeply into something else

A piece of glass was embedded 
in her hand. 79

strive v straɪv sich bemühen s’efforder d’atteindre sforzarsi di fare qc, impegnarsi to try very hard to do something

Don't always strive for 
perfection. Done is better than 
perfect.

76

paradise n ˈpærədaɪs Paradis paradis paradiso

a place or situation that you like 
very much or that is very 
beautiful

Hawaii is a paradise for wind 
surfers.

70

infrastructure n ˈɪnfrəˌstrʌkʧə Infrastruktur infrastructure infrastruttura

the basic systems and 
structures that a country or 
organisation needs in order to 
work properly, for example 
roads, railways, banks etc

Where existing infrastructure is 
poor, development is slow.

68

be at the forefront (of something) phrase
bi ət ðə ˈfɔːfrʌnt (əv 
ˈsʌmθɪŋ) an der Spitze (von etw) sein être à l’avant-garde (de qc) essere all'avanguardia (di qc)

to be in a leading position in an 
important activity that is trying to 
achieve something or develop 
new ideas

The company has always been 
at the forefront of science and 
technology.

-

confiscate v ˈkɒnfɪskeɪt konfiszieren confisquer confiscare
to officially take something away 
from someone

Customs officers confiscated his 
passport. 78

liveliness n ˈlaɪvlɪnɪs Lebendigkeit animation vivacità, vita
the quality of being lively and full 
of energy

She missed the liveliness of the 
city. 83
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surfing n ˈsɜːfɪŋ Surfen, Wellenreiten surf fare surf
the activity of riding on ocean 
waves standing on a board

He felt he had only come alive 
when he started surfing.

68

unpredictable adj ˌʌnprɪˈdɪktəbl unberechenbar, unvorhersehbar imprévisible imprevedibile
changing so much that you do 
not know what to expect

Be careful during your hike, the 
weather is unpredictable today.

75

chunk n ʧʌŋk Batzen, Brocken gros morceau grosso pezzo, buona parte
a large part or amount of 
something

Hospital bills took a big chunk 
out of her savings. 69

flock v flɒk herbeiströmen affluer accorrere, affollarsi, accalcarsi
if people flock to a place, a lot of 
them go there

People have been flocking to 
see the play. 80

ally n ˈælaɪ Verbündete/r allié/e alleato
a person who supports you in a 
difficult situation

She knew she had found an ally 
in Ted. 69

phenomenon n fɪˈnɒmɪnən Phänomen phènomène fenomeno

something that happens or 
exists, especially something that 
is unusual or difficult to 
understand

The phenomenon of laughter is 
unknown in animals.

72

novice n ˈnɒvɪs Anfänger/in, Einsteiger/in novice novizio, principiante
someone who has just begun 
learning a skill or activity

I'm still a complete novice at the 
sport. 76

tame v teɪm zähmen domestiquer, maîtriser domare

to reduce the power or strength 
of something and prevent it from 
causing trouble

Is there a product to tame my 
hair?

-

crave v kreɪv ersehen, nach etw gieren avoir très envie de 
bramare, desiderare 
ardentemente to want something very much

The child was bored and craved 
attention. 79

glide v glaɪd gleiten glisser scivolare
to move smoothly and quietly, 
as if without effort

A swan glided across the 
surface of the lake. -

alteration n ˌɔːltəˈreɪʃ(ə)n Veränderung modification modifica
a change in something, or the 
process of changing it

I have just made a couple of 
minor alterations to the drawings.

68

tempt v tɛmpt verlocken, versuchen, reizen tenter tentare
to make someone want to do 
something

I was tempted to eat the whole 
cake. 70

speculate v ˈspɛkjʊleɪt spekulieren spéculer speculare, fare congetture

to guess why something 
happened or what will happen 
next without knowing all the facts

He refused to speculate on the 
cause of the accident.

74

contention n kənˈtɛnʃən Behauptung assertion affermazione
a strong opinion that someone 
expresses

    
discussion doesn't make any 
sense. 78

bias n ˈbaɪəs Voreingenommenheit, Vorurteil préjugé pregiudizio

an opinion about a person, 
group, or idea which makes you 
treat them unfairly or differently

He has accused his employers 
of racial bias.

73

factual adj ˈfækʧʊəl sachlich, faktisch factuel fattuale, relativo ai fatti based on or relating to facts
Your report is full of factual 
errors. 71

resemblance n rɪˈzɛmbləns Ähnlichkeit ressemblance somiglianza

a similarity between two people 
or things, especially in the way 
they look

There's a slight resemblance 
between Mike and his cousin.

73

venture n ˈvɛnʧə Projekt, Wagnis, Unternehmen entreprise impresa rischiosa, avventura

a new activity that involves 
taking risks, especially in 
business

The new venture was not a 
success.

73

bear in mind sth phrase beər ɪn maɪnd sth etw beachten, berücksichtigen garder à l’esprit que tenere presente qc
used to tell someone they 
should not forget a fact or idea

Here are a few things to bear in 
mind. 70

learning curve n ˈlɜːnɪŋ kɜːv Lernkurve courbe d’apprentissage curva di apprendimento
the rate at which you learn a 
new skill

Everyone in the centre has been 
through a steep learning curve.

78

flourish v ˈflʌrɪʃ
gedeihen, florieren, großen 
Erfolg haben prospérer prosperare

to develop or grow and be 
successful

The economy is booming and 
small businesses are flourishing.

74
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start-up n ˈstɑːtʌp Start-up start-up start-up a new small company
Together they established an 
Internet start-up. 75

profitability n ˌprɒfɪtəˈbɪlɪti Wirtschaftlichkeit, Profitabilität profitabilité, rentabilité redditività
the amount of profit that a 
business makes

So the level of investment 
depends on expectations about 
future profitability.

77

inevitable adj ɪnˈɛvɪtəbl unvermeidlich inévitable inevitabile

if something is inevitable, it will 
definitely happen and you 
cannot avoid it

A further escalation of the crisis 
now seems inevitable.

71

overwhelm v ˌəʊvəˈwɛlm überwältigen, erdrücken envahir, accabler sopraffare

if a feeling overwhelms you, you 
feel it so strongly that you 
cannot think clearly

Josh was overwhelmed with 
guilt.

72

donor n ˈdəʊnə Spender/in donateur/-trice donatore

someone who gives something, 
especially money, to an 
organisation in order to help 
people

The Museum received $10,000 
from an anonymous donor.

73

be liable to do sth phrase bi ˈlaɪəbl tə dʊ sth
wahrscheinlich etw tun, anfällig 
dafür sein, etw zu tun être susceptible de faire qc

essere propenso/incline a fare 
qc very likely to do something

He's liable to say anything that 
comes into his head. 75

bear fruit phrase beə fruːt Früchte tragen porter ses fruits dare i suoi frutti
if a plan or decision bears fruit, it 
is successful

The boys remained optimistic 
that their musical career might 
bear fruit.

75

introvert n ˈɪntrəʊˌvɜːt introvertierter Mensch introverti/e introverso/-a

someone who is quiet and shy, 
and does not enjoy being with 
other people

As an introvert, I need to 
recharge my mental batteries 
after spending time with people.

82

paradox n ˈpærədɒks Paradox paradoxe paradosso

a situation or statement that 
seems strange because it 
involves two ideas or qualities 
that are very different

It's a paradox that so many poor 
people are living in such a rich 
country.

76

over the moon phrase ˈəʊvə ðə muːn
überglücklich, ganz aus dem 
Häuschen sein sur un petit nuage al settimo cielo very happy

She's over the moon about her 
new job. 71

nagging adj ˈnægɪŋ quälend, dumpf tenace assillante
making you worry or feel pain all 
the time

There was still a nagging doubt 
in the back of her mind. 79

elect to do sth phrase ɪˈlɛkt tə dʊ sth
sich dazu entscheiden, etw zu 
tun choisir de faire qc scegliere di fare qc to choose to do something He elected to stay at home. 77

justification n ˌʤʌstɪfɪˈkeɪʃən Rechtfertigung justification giustificazione
a good reason for doing 
something

There's no justification for 
upsetting her like that. 74

incorporate v ɪnˈkɔːpəreɪt einbauen, integrieren intégrer incorporare, inserire
to include something as part of 
a group, system, plan etc

These exercises can easily be 
incorporated into your daily 
routine.

72

tendency n ˈtɛndənsi Neigung, Veranlagung tendance, propension tendenza

if someone or something has a 
tendency to do something, they 
are likely to do it

He has a tendency to talk too 
much.

68

fundraising n ˈfʌndˌreɪzɪŋ Spenden sammeln collecte de fonds raccolta fondi

the activity of collecting money 
for a specific purpose, 
especially in order to help 
people who are ill, old etc

The school organised a 
fundraising to collect money for 
new equipment.

69

combat v ˈkɒmbæt bekämpfen combattre combattere
to try to stop something bad 
from happening or getting worse

To combat inflation, the 
government raised interest rates.

72

chair n ʧeə Vorsitzende/r président/e sedia
someone who is in charge of a 
meeting or committee

She is the chair of the board of 
governors at a local school. 67

panel n ˈpænl Ausschuss, Gremium panel, jury gruppo, comitato, giuria

a group of people who are 
chosen to discuss something or 
answer questions

A panel of experts has looked at 
the proposal.

69

collate v kɒˈleɪt sortieren, zusammentragen collecter, compiler, collationner raccogliere
to arrange sheets of paper in 
the correct order

Please collate and staple ten 
copies of the report for the 
meeting.

80

descend v dɪˈsɛnd hinuntergehen descendre scendere to go down He slowly descended the steps. 70
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roots n ruːts Wurzeln (fig.) source, origine radici

your relation to a place because 
you were born there, or your 
family used to live there

Alex Haley's story about his 
search for his roots became a 
bestseller.

73

come of age phrase kʌm əv eɪʤ volljährig werden atteindre la majorité diventare maggiorenne
to reach the age when you are 
legally an adult

When they come of age, we'll 
have a special celebration. 72

contemplate v ˈkɒntɛmpleɪt
in Erwägung ziehen, über etw 
nachdenken envisager

contemplare, prendere in 
considerazione

to think about something in a 
serious way

Have you contemplated 
resigning? 74

recollection n ˌrɛkəˈlɛkʃən Erinnerung souvenir ricordo

when you remember something 
from the past, or something you 
remember

He had no recollection of the 
accident.

77

wheat n wiːt Weizen blé grano
a plant that produces grain used 
for making flour, or this grain The farmer grows wheat here.

69

hide-and-seek n ˈhaɪdəndˈsiːk Versteckspiel cache-cache nascondino
a game in which a child tries to 
find other children who are hiding

He suggested a game of hide-
and-seek.

82

ascent n əˈsɛnt Besteigung ascension ascesa, salita
when someone or something 
moves to a higher position

They attempted an ascent of 
Mount Everest. 74

stuff v stʌf stopfen fourrer ficcare, stipare to push things into a small space
She stuffed some clothes into a 
bag and left. 68

resemble v rɪˈzɛmbl ähneln ressembler assomigliare a
to be similar to someone or 
something

She resembles her mother in 
many ways. 67

spirits n ˈspɪrɪts Laune, Stimmung humeur, état d’esprit umore, stato d'animo

the way you are feeling, for 
example whether you are happy 
or sad

The children were all in high 
spirits.

70

surge n sɜːʤ Anstieg hausse impennata, balzo a sudden increase
There's been a surge in food 
costs. 74

thereafter adv ðeərˈɑːftə danach par la suite in seguito, successivamente after a particular event or time
He got a job offer abroad and 
moved shortly thereafter. 77

miraculously adv mɪˈrækjʊləsli wie durch ein Wunder miraculeusement miracolosamente
extremely luckily and completely 
unexpectedly

We were saved from the storm 
when we miraculously 
discovered a cave on the island.

78

viral adj ˈvaɪərəl viral viral, qui fait le buzz virale
shared by a lot of people on the 
internet The clip soon went viral. 75

pay cheque n peɪ ʧɛk Gehaltsscheck, Lohnscheck chèque, salaire busta paga

a cheque that you get each 
week or each month for doing 
your job

She got her first pay cheque 
today and decided to get herself 
a nice dinner.

82

inspector n ɪnˈspɛktə Kontrolleur/in inspecteur/-trice controllore/-a

someone whose job is to check 
that something is satisfactory 
and that rules are being obeyed

I showed my ticket to the ticket 
inspector.

68

spare v speə verschonen épargner risparmiare
to not damage or harm 
someone or something

These trees were spared 
because they offered shade on 
the pavement.

72

staggering adj ˈstægərɪŋ unglaublich, atemberaubend stupéfiant sbalorditivo, sconcertante very surprising or shocking
She spent a staggering £2,000 
on a new dress.

75

stick in sb's mind phrase stɪk ɪn sb's maɪnd in jds Gedächtnis haften rester gravé dans l’esprit de qn rimanere nella mente di qn

if something sticks in your mind, 
you remember it well because it 
was surprising, interesting etc

It's the kind of name that sticks 
in your mind.

72
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formulaic adj ˌfɔːmjəˈleɪ-ɪk vorhersehbar, einfallslos convenu, banal scontato, banale

containing or made from ideas 
or expressions that have been 
used many times before and are 
therefore not very new or 
interesting

Children love jokes and riddles 
that are heavily formulaic.

-

perplexed adj pəˈplɛkst verblüfft, verwirrt perplexe perplesso
confused by something that you 
do not understand

The child looked totally 
perplexed. 79

covering letter n ˈkʌvərɪŋ ˈlɛtə Anschreiben, Begleitbrief lettre d'accompagnement lettera di accompagnamento

a letter that you send with a 
document or package, which 
gives more information about it

The documents had been 
returned to him, with no 
covering letter or word of 
explanation.

80

manuscript n ˈmænjʊskrɪpt Manuskript manuscrit manoscritto
a book or piece of writing before 
it is printed

The finished manuscript was 
sent to the publisher on 5 
January.

73

snap up phr v snæp ʌp aufkaufen s’arracher arraffare, accaparrarsi

to buy something immediately or 
take an opportunity to get 
something

At that price, they'll be snapped 
up in no time.

77

subsequent adj ˈsʌbsɪkwənt nachfolgend suivant successivo
happening or coming after 
something else

These skills were passed on to 
subsequent generations. 73

pedestrian adj pɪˈdɛstrɪən
prosaisch, schwunglos, 
langweilig banal, convenu, plat pedone

ordinary, and not very 
interesting or exciting

The whole ceremony was rather 
pedestrian. 78

debut n ˈdeɪbuː Debüt, erster Auftritt débuts debutto
the first time that a performer or 
sports player performs in public

He made his debut for Wales in 
98.

70

put off phr v pʊt ɒf aus der Fassung bringen déboussoler, embrouiller qn disturbare, distrarre

to make it difficult for someone 
to do something by preventing 
them from thinking clearly about 
what they are doing

Stop laughing – you're putting 
me off!

69

refusal n rɪˈfjuːzəl Weigerung refus rifiuto
when someone refuses to do, 
accept, or allow something

His refusal to pay the fine 
means he may go to prison. 70

destiny n ˈdɛstɪni Schicksal, Los, Bestimmung destin destino
the things that will happen to 
someone in the future

Nancy wondered whether it was 
her destiny to live in England 
and become a scientist.

72

Writing Part 1

dependence n dɪˈpɛndəns Abhängigkeit dépendance dipendenza

the fact of needing someone or 
something in order to exist, be 
successful, healthy etc

We need to reduce our 
dependence on foreign oil.

76

undesirable adj ˌʌndɪˈzaɪərəbl unerwünscht indésirable indesiderabile

something that is undesirable is 
not wanted because it may have 
a bad effect

The treatment has no 
undesirable side-effects.

75

large-scale adj lɑːʤ-skeɪl Groß-, groß angelegt à grande échelle su larga scala
using or involving a lot of people 
or things

They conducted a large-scale 
rescue operation. 72

sector n ˈsɛktə Sektor secteur settore one part of a country’s economy

The country is making efforts to 
expand such economic sectors 
as tourism and information 
technology.

70

hardship n ˈhɑːdʃɪp Not, Elend épreuve, adversité avversità, stenti

something that makes your life 
difficult, especially not having 
enough money

Many families were suffering 
hardship.

74

manufacturing n ˌmænjʊˈfækʧərɪŋ Herstellung, Produktion fabrication, production
produzione, settore 
manifatturiero

the business of producing goods 
in factories

Thousands of jobs had been 
lost in manufacturing. 70

considerably adv kənˈsɪdərəbli beträchtlich, erheblich considérablement notevolmente to a considerable degree
New gas supplies have cut the 
cost of fuel considerably. 67
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discipline n ˈdɪsɪplɪn Disziplin discipline disciplina a particular subject of study

History and economics only 
became separate academic 
disciplines in the 20th century.

72

vocational adj vəʊˈkeɪʃənl beruflich, Berufs- professionnel professionale
relating to, or teaching, the skills 
needed to do a job

After that students go off to 
vocational and on-the-job 
training.

73

at sb's expense phrase ət sb's ɪksˈpɛns auf jds Kosten aux dépens de qn a spese di qn

if you do something at 
someone’s expense, they pay 
for you to do it

His mansion was refurnished at 
taxpayers' expense.

71

refuge n ˈrɛfjuːʤ Zuflucht refuge rifugio, riparo
a place that provides protection 
from danger

We can take refuge in this hut 
until the storm passes. 71

additionally adv əˈdɪʃənli zusätzlich, außerdem de plus inoltre, in aggiunta
used to add something to what 
you have said

A new contract is in place. 
Additionally, staff will be offered 
a bonus scheme.

72

all in all phrase ɔːl ɪn ɔːl alles in allem somme toute tutto sommato considering everything All in all, the evening went well. 68

last but not least phrase lɑːst bət nɒt liːst zu guter Letzt enfin et surtout ultimo ma non meno importante

  g   
person or thing in a list, to 
emphasise that they are still 
important

Last but not least, I'd like to 
thank my mother.

72

lastly adv ˈlɑːstli zuletzt, zu guter Letzt enfin infine
used to say that the next thing 
you mention will be the last thing

And lastly, I'd like to thank my 
producer.

67

to sum up phr v tə sʌm ʌp zusammenfassend en résumé per riassumere

used at the end of a piece of 
speech or writing before 
repeating the main information 
in a few words

To sum up, for a healthy heart 
you must take regular exercise 
and stop smoking.

67

cart n kɑːt Wagen, Pferdewagen charrette carro, carretto
a vehicle pulled by a horse and 
used to carry things

A cart drove very loudly into the 
yard below. 73

storyline n ˈstɔːrɪlaɪn Handlungsstrang histoire, intrigue trama
the main set of related events in 
a story The play had a strong storyline. 73

expertise n ˌɛkspɜːˈtiːz Fachkenntnis, Expertise compétence, expertise competenza

special skills or knowledge that 
you learn by experience or 
training

Each scientist had expertise in 
either mammals, insects, birds, 
or plants.

68

beneficial adj ˌbɛnɪˈfɪʃəl vorteilhaft, nützlich bénéfique benefico, vantaggioso helpful or useful
The agreement will be beneficial 
to both groups. 70

impersonal adj ɪmˈpɜːsnl unpersönlich impersonnel impersonale
not showing any sympathy, 
friendliness etc

Business letters do not have to 
be impersonal and formal. 78

ownership n ˈəʊnəʃɪp Eigentum, Besitz propriété proprietà

the state of owning something, 
or the fact that a particular 
person owns something

The price of home ownership is 
increasing.

71

Writing Part 2

emotive adj ɪˈməʊtɪv emotional, anreizend passionnel, sensible emotivo
causing strong feelings of 
anger, sadness etc

Let's try to avoid emotive 
subjects during this meeting.

82

closure n ˈkləʊʒə Schließung fermeture chiusura
when an institution, building, or 
road is closed

Further factory closures have 
been announced. 71

in conjunction with sb/sth phrase
ɪn kənˈʤʌŋkʃən wɪð 
sb/sth in Verbindung mit jdm/etw conjointement avec insieme a qc/qn

working, happening, or being 
used with someone or 
something else

The worksheets should be used 
in conjunction with the video.

70

favourably adv ˈfeɪvərəbli wohlwollend, positiv favorablement con favore

in a way that makes people like 
or approve of someone or 
something

I believe history will look 
favourably on your economic 
and financial skills.

79

immensely adv ɪˈmɛnsli sehr, extrem énormément immensamente very much He enjoyed it immensely. 76

disrepair n ˌdɪsrɪˈpeə Baufälligkeit, Verfall délabrement rovina

buildings that are in disrepair 
are in bad condition because 
they have not been cared for

The old house had fallen into 
disrepair.

83
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lucrative adj ˈluːkrətɪv lukrativ lucratif lucrativo, redditizio
a lucrative job or activity is one 
that you earn a lot of money from

He inherited a lucrative business 
from his father.

76

appealing adj əˈpiːlɪŋ reizvoll, ansprechend attrayant attraente attractive or interesting

Both cities have a wealth of 
attractions that make them 
appealing.

76

exaggerate v ɪgˈzæʤəreɪt übertreiben exagérer esagerare
to make something seem better, 
larger, worse etc than it really is

I couldn't sleep for three days – 
I'm not exaggerating.

-

rhetorical question adj + n coll rɪˈtɒrɪkəl ˈkwɛsʧən rhetorische Frage question rhétorique domanda retorica

a rhetorical question is one that 
you ask as a way of making a 
statement, without expecting an 
answer

That was not a rhetorical 
question. I'm expecting an 
answer from you.

76

repetition n ˌrɛpɪˈtɪʃən Wiederholung répétition ripetizione
when something happens again 
or is done again many times

We don't want a repetition of 
this disaster.

72

joyful adj ˈʤɔɪfʊl fröhlich, vergnügt joyeux gioioso, felice
very happy, or making people 
very happy

After their election victory, party 
members seemed positively 
joyful.

77

appalling adj əˈpɔːlɪŋ fürchterlich, schrecklich épouvantable spaventoso, orribile very bad The weather was appalling. 75

canteen n kænˈtiːn Kantine cantine mensa

a place in a factory, school etc 
where people can get meals, 
usually cheaply

Often an informal group will eat 
lunch near a machine or other 
work station, even though a 
canteen is available.

71

enhance v ɪnˈhɑːns verbessern améliorer migliorare to improve something Salt enhances flavour. 71

wholeheartedly adv ˈhəʊlˈhɑːtɪdli voll und ganz de tout cœur con tutto il cuore

     
completely agrees with or 
supports someone or something

I agree wholeheartedly with the 
mayor on this issue. 79

constitute v ˈkɒnstɪtjuːt bilden, festlegen constituer costituiscono
to be considered to be 
something

This rule change constitutes a 
completely different approach to 
how the referee can penalise the 
team.

71

uphill adj/adv ˌʌpˈhɪl bergauf vers le haut, monter in salita towards the top of a hill I don't like cycling uphill. 72

determination n dɪˌtɜːmɪˈneɪʃən Entschlossenheit détermination determinazione

the desire to continue trying to 
do something even when it is 
difficult

I admire her determination to 
work her way through law school.

72

racer n ˈreɪsə Rennfahrer/in pilote (automobile) corridore
someone who competes in a 
race

She trained hard to become one 
of the best motorcycle racers in 
the country.

76

register n ˈrɛʤɪstə Sprachebene registre registro

       
is formal, informal, humorous 
etc that you use when you are in 

Business letters should be 
written in a formal register. 71

supervisory adj ˌsjuːpəˈvaɪzəri aufsichtführend de contrôle di supervisione
relating to the supervision of 
people or activities

The mayor has a supervisory 
role. 77

at your earliest convenience phrase
ət jər ˈɜːlɪɪst 
kənˈviːniəns sobald wie möglich dès que possible al più presto

as soon as possible – used in 
letters

We should be grateful if you 
would reply at your earliest 
convenience.

-

poorly adj ˈpʊəli krank mal, malade malato, non bene ill I felt poorly. 83

canoeing n kəˈnuːɪŋ Kanufahren faire du canoë andare in canoa the activity of rowing a canoe

Inland there are attractive 
narrow rivers for gentle 
canoeing.

72

extensive adj ɪksˈtɛnsɪv umfangreich beaucoup de ampio large in amount or area
The exhibition received 
extensive media coverage. 72

ascend v əˈsɛnd aufsteigen, an Höhe gewinnen s’élever, monter salire to move to a higher position The plane ascended rapidly. 73

climb n klaɪm Anstieg montée salita, ascesa
an act of climbing or something 
you have to climb

It was a long but steady climb to 
the top. 67

curiosity n ˌkjʊərɪˈɒsɪti Neugier curiosité curiosità
the desire to know about 
something

I opened the box to satisfy my 
curiosity. 71

Yours faithfully phrase jɔːz ˈfeɪθfʊli
Mit freundlichen Grüßen, 
Hochachtungsvoll

Veuillez agréer, 
Monsieur/Madame, mes 
salutations distinguées distinti saluti

the usual polite way of ending a 
formal letter which begins Dear 
Sir or Dear Madam Yours faithfully, Miss V. Neil

67
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isolated adj ˈaɪsəleɪtɪd isoliert isolé isolato far away from other places
Not many people visit this 
isolated spot. 71

engaging adj ɪnˈgeɪʤɪŋ freundlich, bezaubernd charmeur simpatico, affascinante
pleasant and attracting your 
interest

Her engaging personality helped 
her make many friends in school.

79

entertaining adj ˌɛntəˈteɪnɪŋ unterhaltsam divertissant divertente interesting and enjoyable
We had a highly entertaining 
evening at the opera house. 67

drama n ˈdrɑːmə Drama drame dramma
exciting or unusual things that 
happen

Maggie's life is always full of 
drama. 71

retirement n rɪˈtaɪəmənt Ruhestand, Pensionierung retraite pensione

when you stop working or have 
stopped working because you 
are old

Her coworkers threw a party to 
celebrate her retirement and 
thank her for her work.

67

twist n twɪst Wendung tournant colpo di scena
a sudden change in a story or 
situation that you did not expect

Her disappearance added a new 
twist to the story.

74

mansion n ˈmænʃən Villa maison de maître, manoir villa a very large house

Wakehurst Place is a beautiful 
Elizabethan mansion known 
primarily for its exotic gardens.

74

come across phr v kʌm əˈkrɒs rüberkommen, wirken donner l’impression d’être dare l'impressione di essere

if someone comes across in a 
particular way, they seem to 
have particular qualities He comes across as a nice guy.

67

quality adj ˈkwɒlɪti hochwertig de qualité qualità very good
We sell quality clothing at a 
price you can afford. 72

combine v kəmˈbaɪn vereinbaren, verbinden combiner combinare
to do two different activities at 
the same time

He manages to combine family 
life with a career. 67

affection n əˈfɛkʃ(ə)n Zuneigung, Sympathie affection affetto
a feeling of liking or loving 
someone or something

Barry felt a great affection for 
her. 72

descriptive adj dɪsˈkrɪptɪv anschaulich, beschreibend descriptif descrittivo
a descriptive word or piece of 
writing describes something

When you write your paragraph, 
include as many descriptive 
details as possible.

69

dramatic adj drəˈmætɪk dramatisch théâtral drammatico

showing your feelings in a way 
that makes other people notice 
you

Tony threw up his hands in a 
dramatic gesture.

72

roar v rɔː brüllen vor Lachen éclater de rire ridere forte to laugh loudly and continuously
By this time, Michael was 
roaring with laughter. -

spine-tingling adj spaɪn-ˈtɪŋglɪŋ gruselig, schaurig à vous donner des frissons da brivido
making you feel very excited or 
frightened, in an enjoyable way

The festival opened with the 
famous director's latest spine-
tingling film.

-

absorb v əbˈsɔːb
absorbieren, ganz in Anspruch 
nehmen, fesseln absorber assorbire

if someone is absorbed in 
something, they are very 
interested in something that they 
are doing, watching etc

I was completely absorbed in 
the book.

70

moving adj ˈmuːvɪŋ bewegend, rührend émouvant commovente, toccante

making you feel strong 
emotions, especially sadness or 
sympathy

Attending the memorial service 
was a moving experience.

79

tragic adj ˈtræʤɪk tragisch tragique tragico

a tragic event, situation, or story 
is very sad, especially because 
it involves death

This trend has already had 
plenty of tragic consequences.

70

monotonous adj məˈnɒtnəs monoton monotone monotono boring and always the same
Life on the farm was slow and 
monotonous. 80

absent-minded adj ˈæbsəntˈmaɪndɪd neben der Spur, zerstreut distrait distratto, sbadato

someone who is absent-minded 
often forgets or does not notice 
things because they are thinking 
of something else

She's a brilliant scientist but 
hopelessly absent-minded.

83

mean-spirited adj miːn-ˈspɪrɪtɪd gemein, fies mesquin meschino not generous or sympathetic
What you said was very mean-
spirited. You should apologise.

-
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tearjerker n ˈtɪəˌdʒɜːkə Schnulze un vrai mélo, tire-larmes storia strappalacrime
a film, book, or story that is very 
sad and makes you cry

His latest movie is a typical 
Hollywood tearjerker. 85

kind-hearted adj ˈkaɪndˈhɑːtɪd warmherzig au grand cœur di buon cuore, generoso kind and generous
Being a kind-hearted woman, 
she felt sorry for the poor child.

83

sun-baked adj ˈsʌnbeɪkt ausgedörrt brûlé par le soleil cotto dal sole
made very hard and dry by the 
sun

Their travels took them to the 
sun-baked Moroccan desert. -

time-saver n taɪm-ˈseɪvə zeitsparendes Gerät qui fait économiser du temps risparmio di tempo

something designed to reduce 
the time usually needed to do 
something

I never knew how much of a 
time-saver a dishwasher is.

-

thought-provoking adj θɔːt-prəˈvəʊkɪŋ zum Nachdenken anregend qui fait réfléchir che fa pensare, che fa riflettere

a thought-provoking film, book 
etc makes you think deeply 
about the subject of the film, 
book etc

It is readable, informative and 
thought-provoking.

80

record-breaker n ˈrɛkɔːd-ˈbreɪkə Rekordbrecher/in qui a battu un record primatista

a number, level, performance, 
or person that is the highest, 
lowest, biggest, best etc of its 
type that has ever happened or 
existed

She's a national record-breaker 
in swimming.

-

memorably adv ˈmɛmərəbli unvergesslich de façon mémorable memorabilmente in a memorable way

The character was memorably 
introduced as sailing on a 
sinking ship.

82

non-fiction n nɒn-ˈfɪkʃən Sachbuch ouvrage non fictionnel saggistica books about real facts or events

The books in the library are 
divided into fiction and non-
fiction.

74

villain n ˈvɪlən Schurke méchant cattivo
the main bad character in a 
story, film etc

At the end of the story, the 
villain is caught and punished. 71

controversial adj ˌkɒntrəˈvɜːʃəl umstritten controversé controverso
causing a lot of disagreement 
among people

The site of the new road has 
been a controversial issue. 69

brilliantly adv ˈbrɪljəntli strahlend brillant avec éclat luminosamente extremely well The sun was shining brilliantly. 68

satire n ˈsætaɪə Satire satire satira

using jokes to make a person or 
political party seem silly so that 
people will see their faults

The evening performance 
includes a comedy group that 
does political satire.

80

absurdity n əbˈsɜːdɪti Absurdität absurdité assurdità
the quality of being absurd, or 
something that seems absurd

Duncan laughed at the absurdity 
of the situation. 79

introductory adj ˌɪntrəˈdʌktəri einführend introductif introduttivo

said or written at the beginning 
of a book or speech in order to 
explain what it is about

Write a short introductory 
paragraph for your essay.

70

authentic adj ɔːˈθɛntɪk authentisch authentique autentico
something that is authentic 
really is what it seems to be

They play music on authentic 
medieval instruments. 74

gameplay n geɪm pleɪ Spiel, Spielablauf construction/déroulement du jeu gameplay, esperienza di gioco

the way that a computer game 
is designed and the skills that 
you need to play it

This is packed with brilliant 
graphics and gameplay.

78

terrain n təˈreɪn Gelände terrain terreno a particular type of land
They had to drive very slowly 
over the difficult terrain. 76

praise v preɪz Lob louange lode
things you say to praise 
someone or something

Most parents are full of praise 
for the school.

72

novelty n ˈnɒvəlti Neuheit, Neuartigkeit nouveauté novità, originalità
the quality of being new, 
different, and unusual

It was fun for a while, but the 
novelty wore off. 75

knowledgeable adj ˈnɒlɪʤəbl kenntnisreich, bewandert instruit, savant esperto knowing a lot
She's a vet, of course she's 
knowledgeable about animals! 74

inferior adj ɪnˈfɪərɪə minderwertig inférieur inferiore
not good, or not as good as 
someone or something else

Iron is greatly inferior to steel in 
many ways. 72

mundane adj ˈmʌndeɪn langweilig, gewöhnlich sans intérêt ordinario, noioso ordinary and boring
Initially, the work was pretty 
mundane. 79
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shabby adj ˈʃæbi abgetragen, schäbig usé, élimé trasandato, logoro old and in bad condition
Hugh's jacket was old and 
shabby. 76

sparkling adj ˈspɑːklɪŋ glitzernd étincelant scintillante
shining brightly with points of 
flashing light

We sat and stared at the 
sparkling blue lake. -

splendid adj ˈsplɛndɪd großartig splendide splendido very good
The staff are doing a splendid 
job. -

tedious adj ˈtiːdiəs langweilig, öde ennuyeux noioso, tedioso very boring
I'm done with this tedious 
discussion. 75

soundtrack n ˈsaʊndtræk Filmmusik bande originale colonna sonora
the recorded music from a film 
or game

Every time I listen to the 
soundtrack from 'Top Gun', I 
want to watch the film again.

67

exceptionally adv ɪkˈsɛpʃənli außergewöhnlich exceptionnellement eccezionalmente extremely
Gloria is an exceptionally gifted 
singer. 76

constructively adv kənˈstrʌktɪvli konstruktiv de manière constructive in modo costruttivo in a helpful way

You can't just criticise their 
work, you need to do it 
constructively, so that they know 
how to improve.

79

badminton n ˈbædmɪntən Badminton badminton badminton

a game in which you hit a small 
object with feathers on it over a 
net

At its best, badminton has been 
proven to be more demanding, 
faster and requiring more agility 
than tennis.

73

five-a-side adj faɪv-ə-saɪd Fünferfußball foot à cinq calcio a cinque, calcetto

five-a-side football is played with 
five players on each side, 
usually indoors

He also plays five-a-side soccer 
three times a week.

-

comprise v kəmˈpraɪz bestehen aus comprendre comprendere, includere
to consist of particular parts, 
groups, or people

The course comprises a class 
book, a practice book, and a CD.

72

simultaneously adv ˌsɪməlˈteɪniəsli gleichzeitig simultanément
simultaneamente, 
contemporaneamente

if two things happen 
simultaneously, they happen at 
the same time

The opera will be broadcast 
simultaneously on television and 
radio.

70

distinct adj dɪsˈtɪŋkt verschieden distinct distinto, diverso clearly different or separate
Spanish and Catalan are two 
entirely distinct languages. 72

minority n maɪˈnɒrɪti Minderheit minorité minoranza
a small part of a larger group of 
people or things

Only a minority of students get a 
first-class degree. 67

make the most of sth phrase meɪk ðə məʊst əv sth
nutzen, das meiste aus etw 
herausholen profiter de qc sfruttare al massimo qc

to get the greatest advantage 
you can from a situation

Go out and make the most of 
the sunshine. 67

questionnaire n ˌkwɛstɪəˈneə Fragebogen questionnaire questionario

a set of written questions that 
you answer in order to give 
information about something

Students were asked to fill out a 
questionnaire.

67

usage n ˈjuːzɪʤ Gebrauch, Verbrauch consommation uso

the way in which something is 
used, or the amount of it that is 
used Water usage is increasing.

67

respondent n rɪsˈpɒndənt Befragte/r personne interrogée chi risponde
someone who answers 
questions in a survey

About 30% of respondents were 
under twenty-one, 36% were 21-
30, and 34% over thirty; 52% 
were female.

69

dissatisfaction n dɪsˌsætɪsˈfækʃən Unzufriedenheit mécontentement insoddisfazione a feeling of not being satisfied

Thirty percent of customers 
expressed dissatisfaction  with the 
service.

76

fortunate adj ˈfɔːʧnɪt
Glück haben, sich glücklich 
schätzen chanceux fortunato lucky

We were fortunate enough to 
get tickets for the last show. 67

in sb's favour phrase ɪn sb's ˈfeɪvə zu jds Gunsten en faveur de qn a favore di qn
to someone’s advantage, or so 
that someone wins

The new rules should actually 
work in your favour. 68

sponsor v ˈspɒnsə finanzieren patronner, sponsoriser sponsorizzare, finanziare

to agree to give someone 
money for a charity if they do 
something difficult, for example 
walk a long way

Eva said she was doing a ten-
mile walk for charity and asked 
if I'd sponsor her.

69
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validity n vəˈlɪdɪti Gültigkeit, Stichhaltigkeit validité validità

a reason, argument etc that is 
based on what is reasonable or 
sensible

I'm not sure about the validity of 
this argument.

-

withdraw v wɪðˈdrɔː sich zurückziehen se retirer ritirarsi

to stop taking part in a race, 
competition etc, or to leave an 
organisation

Injury forced her to withdraw 
from the race.

67

advocate n ˈædvəkət Befürworter/in, Verfechter/in partisan/e, défendeur/-euse sostenitore, difensore
someone who publicly supports 
someone or something

She's a passionate advocate of 
body positivity.

71

familiarise yourself with sth phrase
fəˈmɪliəraɪz jɔːˈsɛlf 
wɪð sth sich mit etw vertraut machen se familiariser avec qc familiarizzare con qc

to learn about something so that 
you know it well

Familiarise yourself with the 
office routine. 82

glossy adj ˈglɒsi glänzend luisant lucido, luccicante shiny and smooth
She stroked the horse's long 
glossy neck. 75

lack v læk fehlen, mangeln manquer de mancare di qc, non avere qc
to not have something or not 
have enough of something

The only thing she lacks is 
experience. 68

schooldays n ˈskuːldeɪz Schulzeit années d’école anni di scuola
the time in your life when you go 
to school

They shared the memories from 
their schooldays. 82

in-joke n ɪn-ʤəʊk Insiderwitz blague entre nous

inside joke, battuta 
comprensibile solo a gruppo 
ristretto

a joke that is only understood by 
a particular group of people

I didn't understand any of their in-
jokes but they seemed to be 
having fun.

82

formula n ˈfɔːmjʊlə Formel formule formula
a method used to make 
something successful

There's no magic formula for 
success.

70

moral n ˈmɒrəl Moral, Lektion morale morale something you learn from a story
The moral of the story is that 
crime doesn't pay. 76

corporate adj ˈkɔːpərɪt Unternehmens- social aziendale, societario
relating to a corporation or the 
people in it

Our corporate headquarters are 
in Houston. 73

introductory adj ˌɪntrəˈdʌktəri einleitend, einführend d’initiation, d’introduction introduttivo
intended for people who have 
never done something before

They attended an introductory 
course in French. 60

input n ˈɪnpʊt Beitrag, Mitwirkung contribution, participation input, contributo

ideas, advice, money, or effort 
that you put into a job or activity 
in order to help it succeed

We'll need input from 
community nurses.

-

hospitality n ˌhɒspɪˈtælɪti Bewirtung, Service, Gastlichkeit hospitalité ospitalità, accoglienza

services such as food and drink 
that an organisation provides for 
guests at a special event

There was a reception in the 
hospitality suite before the game.

-

get on the bandwagon idiom
gɛt ɒn ðə 
ˈbændˌwægən

Trittbrett fahren, auf den 
fahrenden Zug aufspringen

prendre le train en marche, 
suivre le mouvement salire sul carro (del vincitore)

to start doing or saying 
something that a lot of people 
are already doing or saying – 
used to show disapproval

After a couple of politicians won 
elections by promising to cut 
taxes, most of the others got on 
the bandwagon.

-

altruistic adj ˌæltrʊˈɪstɪk altruistisch altruiste altruista

    
people’s needs and happiness 
than about your own

You can't expect a large 
corporation to be altruistic. 83

environmentally adv ɪnˌvaɪərənˈmɛntli ökologisch, Umwelt- du point de vue écologique
per l'ambiente, dal punto di vista 
ambientale

in a way that relates to the 
environment

The company uses chemicals 
that are environmentally safe. 73

devote v dɪˈvəʊt widmen, verwenden auf consacrer dedicare
to use most of your time, effort 
etc doing something

She devoted most of her spare 
time to tennis. 73

(right) up your street phrase (raɪt) ʌp jə striːt (genau) das Richtige für jdn ton truc, ton style fa proprio al caso tuo exactly right for you
This sort of thing should be right 
up your street. -

black ice n blæk aɪs Blitzeis verglas lastra di ghiaccio
an area of ice that is very 
difficult to see

Driving conditions are 
dangerous, with black ice in 
many areas.

-

privilege n ˈprɪvɪlɪʤ Privileg privilège privilegio
something that you are lucky to 
have the chance to do

It's been a privilege to meet you, 
ma'am. 69

insecure adj ˌɪnsɪˈkjʊə unsicher peu sûr de soi insicuro
if you are insecure, you do not 
feel confident about yourself

He felt lonely and insecure away 
from his family.

74
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frustrated adj frʌsˈtreɪtɪd frustriert frustré frustrato

feeling impatient or angry 
because you are unable to do 
what you want

I get really frustrated with my 
computer sometimes.

70

protective adj prəˈtɛktɪv beschützend protecteur protettivo
wanting to protect someone 
from harm

He is very protective towards 
his children. 73

respectful adj rɪsˈpɛktfʊl respektvoll respectueux rispettoso
showing respect for someone or 
something

The interviewer was very 
respectful. 74

impatient adj ɪmˈpeɪʃənt ungeduldig impatient impaziente
annoyed because of delays or 
mistakes that make you wait

The passengers were becoming 
impatient. 68

content adj kənˈtent zufrieden content, satisfait contento, soddisfatto satisfied and happy
I don't need anything else. I'm 
content with my life. 67

bitter adj ˈbɪtə verbittert amer amareggiato

angry and upset because you 
feel you have been treated 
unfairly

I feel very bitter about what 
happened.

68

self-conscious adj sɛlf-ˈkɒnʃəs verlegen, unsicher mal à l’aise a disagio

uncomfortable and worried 
about what other people think 
about you or your appearance

He felt self-conscious in his new 
suit.

79

desperate adj ˈdɛspərɪt entmutigt, verzweifelt désespéré disperato

willing to do anything to change 
a bad situation, even if it is 
dangerous or unpleasant

Joe had been unemployed for 
over a year and was getting 
desperate.

68

eager adj ˈiːgə
nicht erwarten könnend, 
ungeduldig avoir hâte de faire impaziente

wanting to do something very 
much, or waiting with excitement 
for something to happen Rosie was eager to leave.

71

realistic adj rɪəˈlɪstɪk realistisch réaliste, raisonnable realistico

someone who is realistic 
accepts the facts about a 
situation and realises what is 
possible and what is not possible

You need to be realistic about 
your chances of winning.

67

stubborn adj ˈstʌbən stur, dickköpfig têtu testardo

refusing to change your mind 
even when other people criticise 
you or try to persuade you

Steve can be very stubborn 
sometimes.

72

arrogant adj ˈærəʊgənt arrogant arrogant arrogante

behaving in an unpleasant or 
rude way because you think you 
are more important than other 
people

What an arrogant, selfish 
person!

75

doubtful adj ˈdaʊtfʊl zweifelnd, skeptisch pas sûr dubbioso not certain about something
I'm still doubtful if I should take 
the job. 71

productive adj prəˈdʌktɪv produktiv productif produttivo producing or achieving a lot
Some of us are more productive 
in the morning. 70

tic n tɪk Zucken, Tick tic tic

a sudden uncontrolled 
movement of a muscle in your 
face

Tension prodded a tic under her 
eye.

81

drive sb mad phrase draɪv sb mæd jdn verrückt machen rendre qn fou far impazzire qn.

if something or someone drives 
you mad, you find them very 
annoying The flies are driving me mad.

69

compassion n kəmˈpæʃən Mitgefühl compassion compassione
sympathy for someone who is 
suffering

I was shocked by their lack of 
compassion. 76

generosity n ˌʤɛnəˈrɒsɪti Großzügigkeit générosité generosità
a generous attitude, or 
generous behaviour

I never forgot the generosity he 
showed to my parents. 76

solely adv ˈsəʊlli ausschließlich uniquement esclusivamente only
Grants are awarded solely on 
the basis of need.

72
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appreciate v əˈpriːʃɪeɪt
richtig einschätzen, richtig 
beurteilen, erkennen

se rendre compte de, 
comprendre riconoscere, comprendere

to understand how serious or 
important a situation or problem 
is or what someone’s feelings 
are

He did not fully appreciate the 
significance of signing the 
contract.

70

prize v praɪz schätzen apprécier apprezzare, stimare
to think that something is very 
important or valuable

These coins are prized by 
collectors. 77

agony n ˈægəni Höllenqual, höllischer Schmerz douleur atroce agonia
very severe pain, sadness, or 
worry

He was lying on the floor in 
agony. 71

unsettle v ʌnˈsɛtl durcheinanderbringen perturber sconvolgere
to make someone feel slightly 
nervous, worried, or upset

The sudden changes unsettled 
Judy.

-

genuine adj ˈʤɛnjʊɪn
aufrichtig, ungekünstelt, 
geradlinig franc, sincère autentico

someone who is genuine is 
honest and sincere

She's a charming girl, and as 
genuine as her sister. 72

unhelpfully adv ʌnˈhɛlpfəli nicht sehr hilfreich
sans rien apporter d’utile, 
inutilement inutilmente

in a way that does not help in a 
situation and sometimes makes 
it worse

He was unhelpfully commenting 
on everything we were doing.

-

veterinary adj ˈvɛtərɪnəri tierärztlich vétérinaire veterinario 
relating to the medical care and 
treatment of sick animals

All of the rescued dogs need 
veterinary attention. 69

sticker n ˈstɪkə Aufkleber autocollant, sticker adesivo

a small piece of paper or plastic 
with a picture or writing on it, 
that you can put onto something

I know what his car looks like – 
it's yellow, and he's got this 
sticker on the back window.

70

establishment n ɪsˈtæblɪʃmənt Unternehmen, Einrichtung
établissement commercial, 
entreprise istituto, impresa, azienda

an institution, organisation, or 
business

It's a large educational 
establishment with over 2,000 
pupils.

71

limitation n ˌlɪmɪˈteɪʃən Beschränkung limitation limitazione, restrizione
when something is kept below a 
particular amount

They put a limitation on how 
many books you can take from 
the library at a time.

71

expectation n ˌɛkspɛkˈteɪʃən Erwartung attente aspettativa
something good that you think 
will happen

The trip didn't live up to our 
expectations. 68

steer clear of sb/sth phrase stɪə klɪər əv sb/sth etw meiden éviter qc evitare qc/qn
to try to avoid someone or 
something

I steer clear of talking about 
politics. 76

philosophy n fɪˈlɒsəfi Philosophie philosophie filosofia
the study of ideas about life, 
thought, and behaviour

She's studying philosophy at 
university. 67

volatile adj ˈvɒlətaɪl angespannt, prekär explosif instabile, precario

a volatile situation is likely to 
change suddenly and become 
worse

The political situation in the 
region is still extremely volatile.

77

mandatory adj ˈmændətəri vorgeschrieben, obligatorisch obligatoire obbligatorio

something that is mandatory 
must be done because of a rule 
or law

Crash helmets are mandatory 
for motorcyclists.

76

universally adv ˌjuːnɪˈvɜːsəli von jedem, von allen universellement universalmente, da parte di tutti by everyone
The practice is by no means 
universally accepted. 73

cosmetic adj kɒzˈmɛtɪk oberflächlich, kosmetisch superficiel, cosmétique cosmetico, superficiale

involving only small unimportant 
changes, instead of more 
important ones

We're making a few cosmetic 
changes to the house before we 
sell it.

76

primarily adv ˈpraɪmərɪli hauptsächlich essentiellement principalmente mainly
Toy advertisements are aimed 
primarily at children. 73

misconception n ˌmɪskənˈsɛpʃən Irrglaube idée fausse
convinzione errata, idea 
sbagliata

an idea which is wrong or 
untrue, but which people believe 
because they do not understand 
the subject properly

There is a lot of misconceptions 
about video games.

-

cater for somebody/something phr v
ˈkeɪtə fə 
ˈsʌmbədi/ˈsʌmθɪŋ für jdn/etw sorgen, anbieten pourvoir aux besoins de provvedere a qn/qc

to provide a particular group of 
people with the things they need 
or want

Vegetarians are well catered for 
at the local restaurants.

-

biodegrade v ˈbaɪəʊ dɪˈgreɪd sich zersetzen biodégrader, se décomposer biodegradarsi, decomporsi

to be destroyed by natural 
processes, in a way that does 
not harm the environment

Let's get paper straws for our 
drinks, they'll biodegrade much 
faster than plastic ones.

80
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ingest v ɪnˈʤɛst einnehmen, schlucken ingérer ingerire to eat or drink something
This poison had been ingested 
by our two patients. 81

stem v stɛm eindämmen, abschwächen juguler arginare
to stop something from 
spreading or growing

The company is making an 
attempt to stem the decline in 
profits.

79

minimise v ˈmɪnɪmaɪz minimieren réduire au maximum minimizzare

to make the amount of 
something dangerous or 
unpleasant as small as possible

To minimise the risk of getting 
heart disease, exercise daily.

72

forthcoming adj fɔːθˈkʌmɪŋ bevorstehend prochain, à venir prossimo, imminente happening soon

Keep an eye on the 
noticeboards for forthcoming 
events.

75

flake n fleɪk Flocke, Blättchen flocon fiocco, scaglia
a small flat thin piece of 
something

The paint was coming off the 
door in flakes. 78

discard v dɪsˈkɑːd wegwerfen jeter buttare via, gettare to get rid of something

People who discard their litter in 
the streets should have to pay 
heavy fines.

-

devastating adj ˈdɛvəsteɪtɪŋ verheerend dévastateur devastante causing a lot of damage
Chemical pollution has had a 
devastating effect on the 71

recall v rɪˈkɔːl sich erinnern se rappeler ricordare, ricordarsi to remember something
I seem to recall we had 
problems finding the place. 71

diminish v dɪˈmɪnɪʃ kleinreden, heruntermachen amoindrir, réduire sminuire
to become or make something 
become smaller or less

He tried to diminish their 
achievements.

-

recapture v ˌriːˈkæpʧə nochmal erleben retrouver rivivere, ricreare, ritrovare
to make someone experience or 
feel something again

The movie tried to recapture the 
innocence of childhood. 79

caution n ˈkɔːʃən Verwarnung avertissement diffida, ammonizione

an official warning that a police 
officer or judge gives to 
someone who has done 
something wrong He was let off with a caution.

68

food poisoning n fuːd ˈpɔɪznɪŋ Lebensmittelvergiftung intoxication alimentaire intossicazione alimentare

a stomach illness caused by 
eating food that contains 
harmful bacteria

Poor hygiene and handling are 
also to blame for food poisoning.

69

loophole n ˈluːphəʊl Schlupfloch niche (fiscale) scappatoia, via d'uscita

a small mistake in a law that 
makes it possible to legally 
avoid doing what the law says

The president is eager to close 
tax loopholes for foreign 
companies.

78

proprietor n prəˈpraɪətə Inhaber, Eigentümer propriétaire proprietario the owner of a business

As proprietors of the general 
store, Mr and Mrs Stacey knew 
everything that went on in the 
town.

77

ignorance n ˈɪgnərəns Unkenntnis, Unwissenheit ignorance ignoranza lack of knowledge or information
Ignorance of the law is no 
excuse.

72

advisory adj ədˈvaɪzəri beratend consultatif consultivo
having the purpose of giving 
advice

He was employed in a purely 
advisory role.

71

eye-opener n ˈaɪˌəʊpnə Aha-Erlebnis révélation
rivelazione, esperienza che apre 
gli occhi

an experience from which you 
learn something new or 
surprising

A visit to a farm is an eye-
opener to a city child.

82

Listening Part 2

associate v əˈsəʊʃieɪt verbinden, assoziieren associer associare, collegare

if you associate two people or 
things, or if they are associated, 
you see that they are connected 
in some way

You don't normally associate 
sunshine with England.

69

abundant adj əˈbʌndənt reichhaltig, üppig abondant abbondante existing in large quantities
The food was abundant and 
delicious. 77

aluminum n ˌæləˈmɪniəm Aluminium aluminium alluminio
a silver-white metal that is light 
and easy to bend

This new type of aluminum is 
much stronger than the one we 
were using previously.

68
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exploit v ɪkˈsplɔɪt ausbeuten, ausnutzen exploiter sfruttare

to use something effectively so 
that you get as much advantage 
as possible from it

We must exploit the country's 
mineral resources.

69

electronics n ɪlɛkˈtrɒnɪks Elektronik électronique elettronica

the science of making electronic 
equipment, such as computers 
or televisions

She's got a degree in 
electronics.

68

dentistry n ˈdɛntɪstri Zahnmedizin dentisterie odontoiatria
the medical study of the mouth and 
teeth, or the work of a dentist

He still needed to choose 
between studying dentistry or 
medicine.

77

confine v kənˈfaɪn beschränken limiter limitare

if you confine yourself or your 
activities to one thing, you do 
only that thing, or you do 
something, using only that thing

We confined our research to 
young people.

78

reproduction n ˌriːprəˈdʌkʃən Vermehrung reproduction riproduzione
the process of producing 
babies, eggs etc

Scientists studied the 
reproduction, diet, and health of 
the dolphins.

69

endemic adj ɛnˈdɛmɪk heimisch endémique endemico

an endemic disease or problem 
is always present in a particular 
place, or among a particular 
group of people

This pest is endemic to corn 
fields in Europe.

80

invasive species
adj + n 
collocation ɪnˈveɪsɪv ˈspiːʃiːz invasive Arten espèces envahissantes specie invasiva

an invasive species spreads 
quickly in an area, so that it 
becomes a problem

The population of local birds has 
decreased due to the arrival of 
the invasive species.

81

vulnerable adj ˈvʌlnərəbl sensibel, angreifbar vulnérable vulnerabile easily harmed, hurt, or attacked
We work mainly with the elderly 
and other vulnerable groups.

72

endangered adj ɪnˈdeɪnʤəd gefährdet en voie d’extinction in pericolo

an endangered animal, bird etc 
is one that may soon no longer 
exist because there are so few 
of them

The lizards are classed as an 
endangered species.

74

subtle adj ˈsʌtl dezent, leicht subtil sottile, discreto
a subtle taste, smell, sound, or 
colour is pleasant and delicate

There was a subtle scent of mint 
in the air.

70

colouration n ˌkʌləˈreɪʃən Färbung coloration colorazione
the colours or pattern of colours 
on a plant or animal

I was amazed at the beautiful 
colouration of the parrots. -

advancement n ədˈvɑːnsmənt
Aufstieg, Beförderung, 
Verbesserung avancement avanzamento, promozione development

She was hoping for career 
advancement after she finished 
the course.

77

competitiveness n kəmˈpɛtɪtɪvnəs
Wettbewerbsfähigkeit, 
Wettbewerbsdenken esprit de compétition competitività

the fact or quality of wanting to 
win

Her enthusiasm and 
competitiveness rubbed off on 
everyone.

75

trait n treɪt Charakterzug trait tratto (di personalità)
a quality that is part of 
someone’s character Does Bryce have any bad traits? 76

houseboat n ˈhaʊsbəʊt Hausboot péniche casa galleggiante a river boat that you can live in

His houseboat was anchored 
overnight in a cove at Lake 
Shasta.

81

restless adj ˈrɛstlɪs unruhig, ruhelos inquiet irrequieto
not satisfied with your situation 
and wanting new experiences

After three years at college, I 
started to get restless.

75

well-balanced adj wɛl-ˈbælənst ausgeglichen équilibré equilibrato

a well-balanced person is 
sensible and does not suddenly 
become angry, upset etc

I enjoyed working with her, she's 
an incredibly well-balanced 
person.

81

optimism n ˈɒptɪmɪzm Optimismus optimisme ottimismo
the belief that good things will 
happen

Recent results must give some 
cause for optimism. 73

exclusively adv ɪksˈkluːsɪvli ausschließlich exclusivement esclusivamente only
This offer is available 
exclusively to club members. 71
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further afield phrase ˈfɜːðər əˈfiːld weiter weg plus loin più lontano far away, especially from home

Some students were born in this 
city, while some came from 
further afield.

-

weatherman n ˈwɛðəmæn Wetteransager météorologiste meteorologo

a person on the television or 
radio whose job is to say what 
the weather will be like

And now let's hear from our 
weatherman, Jack, on what we 
can expect from the weather 
this weekend.

81

comfort zone n ˈkʌmfət zəʊn Komfortzone zone de confort zona di comfort

your comfort zone is the range 
of activities or situations that you 
feel happy and confident in

Most people, when faced with 
doing something that lies 
outside their comfort zone, will 
get nervous and panic.

-

waddle v ˈwɒdl watscheln se dandiner
camminare a papera, 
camminare dondolando

to walk with short steps, with 
your body moving from one side 
to the other – used especially 
about people or birds with fat 
bodies and short legs

Half a dozen ducks waddled up 
the bank.

-

meteorology n ˌmiːtiəˈrɒləʤi Meteorologie météorologie meteorologia the scientific study of weather
His work was largely within the 
field of meteorology. 81

whereabouts n ˈweərəbaʊts Aufenthaltsort emplacement posizione, luogo dove qn si trova
the place where someone or 
something is His whereabouts are a mystery. 73

fascination n ˌfæsɪˈneɪʃən Faszination fascination fascino, attrazione
the state of being very 
interested in something

She had a fascination with 
science. 75

curator n kjʊəˈreɪtə Kurator/in conservateur/-trice curatore
someone who is in charge of a 
museum

The curator was able to find 
several ancient statues and 
acquire them for the museum.

74

broaden somebody’s horizons phrase
ˈbrɔːdn ˈsʌmbədiz 
həˈraɪznz jds Horizont erweitern élargir son horizon allargare gli orizzonti di qn

to expand the limit of your ideas, 
knowledge, and experience

Travelling abroad can broaden 
your horizons.

-

aerial adj ˈeərɪəl Luft- aérien aereo
from a plane or happening in the 
air

They used a plane to take the 
aerial pictures. 74

bulky adj ˈbʌlki sperrig, voluminös volumineux ingombrante big and difficult to move
The package was too bulky to fit 
into the car. 77

beam n biːm Strahl rayon fascio, raggio a line of light or energy

Maggie stumbled across the 
field with only a narrow beam of 
light from her flashlight to help 
her.

74

reservoir n ˈrɛzəvwɑː Stausee réservoir bacino idrico

an artificial lake where water is 
stored before it is supplied to 
people’s houses

Every available stretch of water 
– be it river, sea or reservoir – is 
likely to harbour a sailing club.

67

metropolis n mɪˈtrɒpəlɪs Großstadt métropole metropoli
a very large city, or the most 
important city of a country

After 1850 Paris grew quickly 
into a busy metropolis. 80

hypothesis n haɪˈpɒθɪsɪs Hypothese hypothèse ipotesi

a suggested explanation for 
something which has not yet 
been proved

The results of our experiment 
confirmed this hypothesis.

72

Listening Part 3

recollect v ˌrekəˈlekt sich erinnern se souvenir ricordare, ricordarsi to remember something
I know her but I don't recollect 
her name.

80

unwind v ʌnˈwaɪnd abschalten, sich entspannen se détendre rilassarsi, distendersi
to relax and stop thinking about 
your work or problems

Swimming helps me unwind 
after a stressful day. 79

pick somebody’s brain phr v pɪk ˈsʌmbədiz breɪn sich von jdm Ideen holen avoir besoin des lumières de
chiedere un consulto a qc, 
chiedere lumi a qc ask someone for ideas

Can I pick your brain about what 
to buy for Claire for her birthday?

-

premises n ˈprɛmɪsɪz
Räumlichkeiten, Firmengelände, 
Gelände locaux, bâtiment locali commerciali o aziendali

the buildings and land that a 
shop, company etc uses

We would prefer if you didn't eat 
your lunch on the premises.

69
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favourable adj ˈfeɪvərəbl günstig avantageux favorevole, vantaggioso

if a loan, agreement, rate etc is 
favourable, the conditions of it 
are reasonable and not too 
expensive or difficult

They offered us a great interest 
rate, more favourable than the 
other bank.

74

perfectionist n pəˈfɛkʃənɪst Perfektionist/in perfectionniste perfezionista

someone who is not satisfied 
with anything unless it is 
completely perfect

As a perfectionist, I want to do 
everything perfectly but 
sometimes I need to remind 
myself that good is fine too.

81

at random phrase ət ˈrændəm aufs Geratewohl au hasard a caso
without any definite plan, aim, or 
pattern

Participants were chosen at 
random. 70

thrilling adj ˈθrɪlɪŋ spannend, aufregend palpitant emozionante interesting and exciting

The helicopter trip over the 
mountains was a thrilling end to 
a fantastic holiday.

73

exhilarating adj ɪgˈzɪləreɪtɪŋ beglückend, erheiternd excitant, stimulant esilarante
making you feel extremely 
happy and excited

Sky-diving is a scary but at the 
same time exhilarating 
experience.

79

fraction n ˈfrækʃən Bruchteil fraction frazione
a very small amount of 
something

She paused for a fraction of a 
second. 74

lasting adj ˈlɑːstɪŋ dauerhaft durable duraturo continuing for a long time

The incident made a lasting 
impression on me. It was hard 
for me to stop thinking about it.

72

hazy adj ˈheɪzi undeutlich, unscharf flou, vague nebuloso, annebbiato not clear or exact

My memories of that day are a 
little hazy. I remember only 
some bits of it.

78

reserve n rɪˈzɜːv Reserve réserve riserva, scorta

a supply of something that is 
kept to be used at a time when it 
is needed

Water reserves are dangerously 
low.

67

entitle v ɪnˈtaɪtl berechtigen donner le droit à qn de dare il diritto, autorizzare
to give someone the right to 
have or do something

Employees are entitled to free 
health insurance. 74

rigorous adj ˈrɪgərəs gründlich, streng rigoureux rigoroso careful and thorough
The car is put through rigorous 
road performance tests.

76

upbeat adj ʌpˈbiːt optimistisch, positiv optimiste, enjoué ottimista, positivo
cheerful and making you feel 
that good things will happen

I prefer movies with more 
upbeat endings, so that I'm not 
sad after watching them.

77

rousing adj ˈraʊzɪŋ mitreißend, überschwänglich passionné stimolante, elettrizzante
making people excited and 
eager to do something

His rousing speeches helped 
gather volunteers for the beach 
clean-up.

82

sombre adj ˈsɒmbə trüb, traurig sombre cupo sad and serious
We were all in a sombre mood 
after our team was defeated.

82

nutritional adj nju(ː)ˈtrɪʃən(ə)l Ernährungs-, Nähr- nutritionnel nutrizionale
relating to the way food affects 
your health

Cooking vegetables for too long 
lessens their nutritional value.

78

handout n ˈhændaʊt Almosen, Zuteilung aumône carità, elemosina
money or food that is given to 
someone because they are poor

After they lost their jobs, they 
relied on food handouts from the 
state.

74

well-off adj wɛl-ɒf begütert, wohlhabend riche, aisé benestante fairly rich

Her family are quite well-off, so 
she could afford to rent a bigger 
apartment.

67

heartening adj ˈhɑːtnɪŋ ermutigend, aufmunternd encourageant, réconfortant rincuorante
making you feel happier and 
more hopeful

I have some heartening news! 
My sister is feeling much better 
now.

82

moan v məʊn stöhnen, jammern se lamenter, se plaindre gemere, lamentarsi
to complain in a sad annoying 
voice about something

A lot of people moaned about 
the parking problems.

76
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homeschooling n ˈhəʊmskuːlɪŋ
Unterricht zu Hause, 
Heimunterricht enseignement à domicile istruzione scolastica a casa

teaching children at home 
instead of sending them to 
school

The nearest school was many 
kilometres away so the parents 
decided for homeschooling their 
children.

-

credibility n ˌkrədɪˈbɪlɪti Glaubwürdigkeit crédibilité credibilità

when someone or something 
can be trusted and believed by 
people

There's enough evidence to give 
credibility to this theory.

77

unwilling adj ʌnˈwɪlɪŋ unwillig réticent riluttante
not wanting to do something, or 
refusing to do it

He's unwilling to admit he was 
wrong. 69

deteriorate v dɪˈtɪərɪəreɪt
sich verschlimmern, sich 
verschlechtern se dégrader deteriorarsi, peggiorare to become worse

My eyesight seems to have 
deteriorated. I will need stronger 
glasses.

68

flexibility n ˌflɛksɪˈbɪlɪti Flexibilität flexibilité flessibilità
the ability to change and suit 
new conditions

Employees expect flexibility in 
the workplace so that they can 
adjust their schedules to their 
private lives.

67

creep v kriːp sich einschleichen se glisser, intervenir insinuarsi to gradually start to happen
A note of panic had crept into 
his voice. 71

wholly adv ˈhəʊli vollkommen, total complètement totalmente, completamente completely The rumours are wholly untrue. 77

isolated adj ˈaɪsəleɪtɪd isoliert isolé isolato
happening only once, or existing 
in only one place

The argument was an isolated 
incident. We usually get along 
fine.

74

thereby adv ˈðeəˈbaɪ dadurch, damit ainsi così da, in modo da
with the result that something 
happens

He became a citizen in 1978, 
thereby gaining the right to vote.

72

tiresome adj ˈtaɪəsəm ermüdend, todlangweilig fatigant, pénible noioso annoying or boring
It has been a tiresome day. I 
just want to go to sleep. 79

money-grabbing adj ˈmʌni-ˈgræbɪŋ geldgierig avare, pingre avido
determined to get money, even 
by unfair or illegal methods

He turned out to be a money-
grabbing person who would do 
anything to get rich.

-

elite n eɪˈliːt Elite élite élite

a group of people who have a 
lot of power because they have 
money, knowledge, or special 
skills

Some goods once reserved for 
the elite are now available to 
everyone.

70

emulate v ˈɛmjʊleɪt nachahmen émuler emulare

if you emulate someone, you try 
to be like them because you 
admire them Children emulate their heroes.

81

predominantly adv prɪˈdɒmɪnəntli überwiegend, weitgehend majoritairement prevalentemente mostly or mainly
The city's population is 
predominantly Irish. 75

outburst n ˈaʊtbɜːst Anfall, Ausbruch emportement, explosion sfogo

when someone suddenly shows 
a strong emotion, especially 
anger

He later apologised for his 
outburst.

77

recount v rɪˈkaʊnt erzählen raconter raccontare to tell a story or describe events
Alan recounted how he and 
Joyce had met. 75

commute n kəˈmjuːt Weg zur Arbeit trajet tragitto casa-lavoro a regular journey to work
My morning commute takes 45 
minutes. 76

occurrence n əˈkʌrəns Vorkommnis, Ereignis événement, fait avvenimento something that happens

The teacher was very strict and 
therefore laughter was a rare 
occurrence in his classroom.

74

prior to sth phrase ˈpraɪə tə sth vor etw avant, auparavant de qc prima di qc before

All the arrangements should be 
completed prior to your 
departure.

68

materialise v məˈtɪərɪəlaɪz sich realisieren se concrétiser, prendre forme concretizzarsi
if a possible event or plan 
materialises, it happens His dream failed to materialise. 78
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compromise n ˈkɒmprəmaɪz Kompromiss compromis compromesso

when people or groups accept 
less than they really want, 
especially in order to make an 
agreement

To stop the argument they 
decided on a compromise.

68

sugary (foods)
adj + n 
collocation ˈʃʊgəri (fuːdz) zuckerhaltig(e Lebensmittel) (aliments) sucré(s) zuccherino, zuccherato (alimenti)

(food) containing sugar or 
tasting like sugar

Eat fruit between meals, and try 
to avoid sugary snacks. 79

reassure v ˌriːəˈʃʊə beruhigen rassurer rassicurare
to make someone feel less 
worried about something

Police have reassured the public 
that the area is now perfectly 
safe.

72

prospect n ˈprɒspɛkt
Aussicht auf, Perspektive, 
Erwartung perspective prospettiva

an event which will probably or 
definitely happen in the future – 
used when you say how you feel 
about it

The prospect of selling the 
house terrified Alice.

71

cutting edge n ˈkʌtɪŋ ɛʤ auf dem neuesten Stand de pointe, à la pointe all'avanguardia

the newest and most exciting 
stage in the development of 
something

Their research is at the cutting 
edge of science. No one has 
tried this method before.

73

influential adj ˌɪnflʊˈɛnʃəl einflussreich influent influente
able to influence what happens 
or what people think

Jacobson's one of the most 
influential people in New York. 72

notable adj ˈnəʊtəbl bemerkenswert, erwähnenswert notable, remarquable notevole, rilevante
important, interesting, or 
unusual enough to be noticed

A notable feature of the church 
is its unusual bell tower.

75

spaceship n ˈspeɪsʃɪp Raumschiff vaisseau spatial astronave a vehicle that can travel in space
You need a spaceship to travel 
to other planets. 71

grant n grɑːnt Stipendium bourse borsa di studio

an amount of money given to 
someone by an organisation for 
a particular purpose

She received a research grant 
of $50,000 to study the effect of 
pollution on the environment.

71

eminent adj ˈɛmɪnənt berühmt, angesehen éminent eminente famous and respected
She's an eminent psychiatrist at 
the Harvard Medical School. 81

intervention n ˌɪntə(ː)ˈvɛnʃən Eingriff, Einmischung intervention intervento

the act of becoming involved 
with something bad in order to 
change what happens

They voted against the 
government's intervention to 
regulate prices.

73

Listening Part 4

what possessed somebody (to 
do something)? phrase

wɒt pəˈzɛst 
ˈsʌmbədi (tə dʊ 
ˈsʌmθɪŋ)?

was hat jdn dazu getrieben (so 
etw zu tun)?

qu'est-ce qui lui a pris (de faire 
ça)?

cosa ha posseduto qn (per fare 
qc)?

used to say that you cannot 
understand why someone did 
something stupid

I don't know what possessed 
me to buy such an ugly dress.

-

change your tune phrase ʧeɪnʤ jə tjuːn seinen Ton ändern changer de refrain cambiare idea
to start expressing a different 
opinion about something

You've changed your tune all of 
a sudden! Now you like the idea?

74

best man n bɛst mæn Trauzeuge témoin testimone

a friend of a bridegroom, who 
helps him to get ready and 
stands next to him during the 
wedding

He asked his brother to be the 
best man at his wedding.

73

payroll n ˈpeɪrəʊl Gehaltsliste registre du personnel libro paga
a list of all the people who are 
employed by a company

The company has over a 
thousand people on its payroll.

72

augmented reality n ɔːgˈmɛntɪd ri(ː)ˈælɪti erweiterte Realität réalité augmentée realtà aumentata

a situation in which computer-
generated information, images 
etc are combined with things in 
the real world or images of real 
things

This app uses augmented reality 
to show 3D models of animals in 
your room!

-

hindsight n ˈhaɪndsaɪt Rückblick recul senno di poi

the ability to understand a 
situation only after it has 
happened

With hindsight, I should have 
warned you to expect trouble.

80

ladder n ˈlædə Leiter échelons scala

a series of levels within an 
organisation, profession, or 
society

She managed to climb the 
career ladder and became the 
new CEO.

76
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top dog n tɒp dɒg Chef, King, Boss patron, boss capo, chi comanda
the most powerful or important 
person in a group

She's the top dog now, and 
doesn't have to prove herself 
any more.

83

direction n dɪˈrɛkʃən Richtung direction direzione a purpose or aim

I feel that there is a lack of 
direction in my life. I don't really 
know what I want from life.

70

spring to (sb's) mind phrase sprɪŋ tʊ (sb's) maɪnd (jdm) in den Sinn kommen venir à l’esprit de qn venire in mente (a qn)
if something springs to mind, 
you immediately think of it

I looked at the costumes they 
were wearing and many 
questions sprung to my mind.

76

takeaway n ˈteɪkəweɪ Essen zum Mitnehmen repas à emporter cibo da asporto

a meal that you buy from a 
restaurant to eat at home, or a 
restaurant that sells this food

I don't feel like cooking tonight, 
let's have a takeaway.

74

flurry n ˈflʌri Hektik agitation soudaine raffica, turbinio

a time when there is suddenly a 
lot of activity and people are 
very busy

After a quiet spell there was a 
sudden flurry of phone calls.

82

acclaim n əˈkleɪm Lob, Applaus éloges lodi, plauso
a lot of public praise for 
someone or something

His first novel received 
widespread acclaim. 81

nerve-racking adj ˈnɜːvˌrækɪŋ nervenaufreibend dur pour les nerfs, stressant snervante, sfibrante very worrying or frightening
Giving a speech is a nerve-
racking experience. 83

anticipation n ænˌtɪsɪˈpeɪʃ(ə)n Erwartung, Vorfreude plaisir anticipé anticipazione

happy feelings when you think 
something good is going to 
happen

Her eyes sparkled with 
anticipation as the concert 
started.

73

on-screen adj ɒn-skriːn auf dem Bildschirm à l’écran sullo schermo
shown on a computer screen, or 
on a television or cinema screen

Click 'Yes', then follow the on-
screen instructions.

72

peer v pɪə spähen regarder osservare, sbirciare

to look very carefully, especially 
because it is difficult for you to 
see something clearly

Someone was peering through 
the window.

73

underrated adj ˌʌndəˈreɪtɪd unterbewertet sous-estimé sottovalutato better than people think or say
I can't believe this book is so 
underrated! I loved it. 79

gap year n gæp jɪə Überbrückungsjahr, Gap-Year année sabbatique anno sabbatico

a year between leaving school 
and starting university, in which 
someone travels or works

After he graduated, he decided 
to take a gap year and travel 
around the world.

81

distant adj ˈdɪstənt distanziert distant lontano, distante not friendly or not interested She seemed cold and distant. 73

stretch v strɛʧ sich hinziehen s’étendre estendersi
to continue for a long period of 
time

The project will probably stretch 
into next year. 71

momentum n məʊˈmɛntəm Schwung vitesse slancio

when something continues to 
increase, develop, or become 
more successful

The campaign continued to 
gather momentum as more and 
more people became interested 
in it.

74

recharge your batteries phrase riːˈʧɑːʤ jə ˈbætəriz
seine Batterien wiederaufladen, 
Kraft tanken recharger ses batteries ricaricare le batterie

to rest or relax in order to get 
back your energy

A week in the mountains should 
recharge my batteries. -

desperation n ˌdɛspəˈreɪʃən Verzweiflung désespoir disperazione
when you feel desperate, or 
when a situation is very bad

They looked in desperation for a 
way out. 75

red tape n rɛd teɪp Papierkram, Bürokratie paperasserie scartoffie, burocrazia

official rules that seem 
unnecessary and prevent things 
from being done quickly

The new rules should help cut 
the red tape for farmers.

75

the weak/weakest link phrase ðə wiːk/ˈwiːkɪst lɪŋk das schwächste Glied le maillon faible/le plus faible l'anello debole

the person or thing in a situation 
that is less strong, skilful etc 
than the others

The goalkeeper proved to be 
the weakest link in the match. 
His performance cost the team 
the championship.

-

partway adv ˈpɑːtweɪ auf halbem Weg à mi-chemin a metà strada

for some of the distance or after 
some of the time has passed, 
halfway

She left partway through the two-
year contract.

-
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bizarre adj bɪˈzɑː seltsam, grotesk bizarre, étrange bizzarro, curioso very unusual and strange
They tell the most bizarre 
stories about him.

69

downturn n ˈdaʊntɜːn Abschwung, Rückgang baisse flessione

a time when there is less 
business activity and conditions 
become worse

There is evidence of a downturn 
in the housing market.

76

inherit v ɪnˈhɛrɪt erben hériter ereditare
to receive money or property 
from someone when they die

He inherited £10,000 from his 
aunt. 67

dawn on phr v dɔːn ɒn
jdm dämmern, jdm allmählich 
klar werden venir à l’esprit de 

divenire chiaro, diventare 
evidente

if a fact dawns on you, you 
realise it for the first time

It dawned on me that Jo had 
been right all along. 79

stamina n ˈstæmɪnə Ausdauer endurance resistenza

physical or mental strength that 
lets you continue doing 
something for a long time

You should try exercises that 
improve speed and stamina.

74

climbing n ˈklaɪmɪŋ Klettern escalade arrampicata
the sport of climbing mountains 
or rocks

Dan taught me the basic 
techniques of rock climbing. 77

transferable skill n trænsˈfɜːrəbl skɪl übertragbare Fähigkeit compétence transférable competenze trasferibili

someone with transferable skills 
is able to use their skills to do a 
job for which they have not been 
formally trained

By identifying your transferable 
skills, you will be able to see a 
wider range of career 
possibilities that you are capable 
of undertaking.

-

effortless adj ˈɛfətlɪs mühelos facile, aisé facile, semplice
if something is effortless, you 
can do it very easily His running looks effortless. 77

exertion n ɪgˈzɜːʃən Anstrengung effort physique sforzo, fatica when you make a great effort
The afternoon's exertions had 
left us feeling exhausted. 81

extended family n ɪksˈtɛndɪd ˈfæmɪli erweiterte Familie famille élargie famiglia allargata

      
parents, children, and also of 
grandparents, aunts, uncles etc

       
all of our extended family is 
invited! 73

diving board n ˈdaɪvɪŋ bɔːd Sprungbrett plongeoir trampolino
a board above a swimming pool 
that people can jump from

The children had a lot of fun 
jumping from the diving board 
into the pool.

83

bat v bæt schlagen (mit e. Schläger) frapper battere, colpire
to hit the ball with a bat in cricket 
or baseball

She batted the ball and sent it 
flying though the air. 78

induction n ɪnˈdʌkʃən Einführung installation investitura

the process of officially 
introducing someone into a 
group or organisation

Her induction as councillor took 
place in the town hall.

75

innovative adj ɪnˈnɒvətɪv innovativ novateur innovativo new, different and good

We need to come up with an 
innovative solution to a common 
problem.

72

(heavy) workload
adj + n 
collocation (ˈhɛvi) ˈwɜːkˌləʊd (großes) Arbeitspensum charge de travail (considérable) (pesante) carico di lavoro the amount of work you must do

I had to deal with the heavy 
workload caused by my 
coworker's absence.

69

smoothly adv ˈsmuːðli reibungslos sans incident senza problemi with no problems
The event ran smoothly, with no 
problems whatsoever. 74

Speaking Part 1

for the sake of it phrase fə ðə seɪk əv ɪt um seiner selbst willen à tout prix, pour le plaisir per il gusto di farlo

if you do something for the sake 
of it, you do it because you want 
to and not for any particular 
reason

He likes spending money just 
for the sake of it.

-

specialise v ˈspɛʃ(ə)laɪz sich spezialisieren se spécialiser specializzarsi
to study mainly one subject or 
do mainly one activity

She's a lawyer who specialises 
in tax law. 67

scuba diving n ˈskuːbə ˈdaɪvɪŋ Sporttauchen plongée sous-marine immersione subacquea

the sport of swimming under 
water using a container of air on 
your back to help you breathe

I always enjoyed swimming so 
when we were in Hawaii, I 
decided to try scuba diving.

80

unfit adj ʌnˈfɪt nicht in Form, nicht fit en mauvaise condition physique fuori forma not in a good physical condition He's still unfit after his injury. 75

rehearse v rɪˈhɜːs proben, üben répéter provare, fare le prove
     

practise, something such as a 
     

at the studio all day. 73

accomplish v əˈkɒmplɪʃ erfüllen, vollenden accomplir realizzare, compiere to succeed in doing something
As you accomplish each task, 
cross it off your list. 70
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hysterical adj hɪsˈtɛrɪkəl total witzig, saukomisch tordant, trop drôle divertentissimo extremely funny

The new movie was hysterical. I 
laughed so hard my stomach 
hurt!

76

substantially adv səbˈstænʃəli erheblich considérablement
notevolmente, 
considerevolmente very much

Prices have increased 
substantially and now many 
people can't afford to pay rent.

73

Speaking Part 2

high-pressure adj haɪ-ˈprɛʃə sehr stressig, Hochdruck- très stressant molto stressante

a high-pressure job or situation 
is one in which you must work 
very hard to succeed

She decided to give up her high-
pressure job on Wall Street, as 
it was too stressful for her.

75

presumably adv prɪˈzjuːməbli vermutlich
on peut supposer que, il est 
possible que presumibilmente

used to say that you think 
something is probably true

One of the players is sick, so 
presumably, the tennis match 
will be cancelled.

70

spectacular adj spɛkˈtækjʊlə spektakulär spectaculaire spettacolare very impressive

We were stunned by the 
spectacular view of the Grand 
Canyon.

70

amateur adj ˈæmətə(ː) Amateur- amateur amatoriale

doing something because you 
enjoy it, not because it is your 
job

She's an amateur tennis player 
but with her skills I'm sure she 
could play professionally.

68

businesslike adj ˈbɪznɪslaɪk geschäftsmäßig professionnel, sérieux efficiente, serio
sensible and practical in the way 
you do things

Sometimes wearing a suit 
makes me feel more 
businesslike.

80

principally adv ˈprɪnsəpəli hauptsächlich principalement principalmente mainly

It's principally a language 
college, but they do teach some 
other subjects.

76

robotic adj rəʊˈbɒtɪk Roboter- robotique robotico using robots, or relating to robots
The surgeons used a robotic 
arm to perform the operation. 79

go blank phrase gəʊ blæŋk aussetzen, einen Filmriss haben avoir la tête vide svuotarsi

if your mind goes blank, you are 
suddenly unable to remember 
something

When she saw the exam 
questions, her mind went blank 
and she couldn't remember 
anything she had learnt.

72

screwdriver n ˈskruːˌdraɪvə Schraubenzieher tournevis cacciavite
a tool that you use for turning 
screws

I need my screwdriver to fix the 
shelf but it's not in my toolbox.

75

Speaking Part 3

collaborative adj kəˈlæb(ə)rətɪv gemeinschaftlich, gemeinsam collaboratif collaborativo, congiunto
involving two or more people 
collaborating in a task

The project was a collaborative 
work of the entire group.

76

necessity n nɪˈsɛsɪti Notwendigkeit nécessité necessità when you must do something

The report stresses the 
necessity of eating plenty of 
fresh fruit and vegetables.

70

as far as sth is concerned phrase
əz fɑːr əz sth z 
kənˈsɜːnd soweit etw … betrifft en ce qui concerne qc per quanto riguarda qc

used to show which subject or 
thing you are talking about

As far as money is concerned, 
the club is doing fairly well.

71

wind down phr v waɪnd daʊn sich entspannen se détendre rilassarsi, riposarsi, staccare
to rest and relax after a lot of 
hard work or excitement

This week was very stressful so 
I'll try to wind down by taking a 
walk in the park.

71

rank v ræŋk
einstufen, einen Rang 
einnehmen classer classificarsi, collocarsi

to have a particular position on a 
list that shows how good or 
important people or things are, 
or to decide someone’s or 
something’s position in a list like 
this

The lake must rank as one of 
the most beautiful in Europe.

72
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primary adj ˈpraɪməri vorrangig, hauptsächlich principal, primordial primario most important

Our primary concern is the 
safety of the children. Nothing is 
more important.

68

Speaking Part 4

genetics n ʤɪˈnɛtɪks Genetik génétique genetica
the study of how genes affect 
the development of living things

During their genetics course 
they learned how people inherit 
their eye colour.

72

distraction n dɪsˈtrækʃən Ablenkung distraction distrazione

something that takes your 
attention away from what you 
are doing

I can't study at home – there are 
too many distractions.

74

revenue n ˈrɛvɪnjuː Umsatz, Einnahmen revenus entrate, reddito
money that a business or the 
government receives

Most of the theatre's revenue 
comes from ticket sales. 71

on top of that phrase ɒn tɒp əv ðæt noch dazu en plus de ça
per giunta, come se non 
bastasse

used to add something to what 
you have said

He arrived late, and on top of 
that, he hadn't brought any 
equipment.

70

reverse v rɪˈvɜːs umkehren inverser invertire

to change something completely 
so that it is the opposite of what 
it was before

We cannot reverse the ageing 
process.

69

motor vehicle n ˈməʊtə ˈviːɪkl
motorisiertes Fahrzeug, 
Kraftfahrzeug véhicule à moteur veicolo a motore a car, bus etc

This road is closed to motor 
vehicles. Only bikes can use this 
road.

70
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